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A Letter
From the Editor
Dear Readers,
Welcome to the inaugural issue of Mulberry Fork Review. This is a particularly happy moment for me because it is my
first foray into publishing since I closed the doors on Unbound Press (small publishing house) and Spilling Ink
Review (quarterly online journal). It wasn’t easy for me to walk away from UP and SIR. Financial times verged on the
impossible; my health was failing; and, without a clear way forward on the immigration-front, I had no choice but to
leave the UK and return to the United States.
I certainly don’t mean that it was a burden to return to Alabama. I have wonderful friends and family here and I’ll
always consider the United States my home. But, it felt very much like the new life I’d carved for myself was being
forcibly taken from me. In truth, it was. It made for several very dark months of uncertainty and angst.
What I discovered during those months was that - the ‘things’ you throw overboard to save a sinking ship can often
be the ‘things’ that will buoy your recovery. Abandoning hope is dangerous but abandoning your passion is nothing
more than a slow suicide. I am passionate about writing. I am passionate about helping writers. And so… here I am.
This journal is my way of stepping back into the world of the living.
To the talented writers who have taken this first step with me - Megan Lee Beals, Ace Boggess, Neil Connelly, Tim
Johnston, D. Keramitas, Samantha Levy, Michael McGlade, Hugh Reid, Ian Schwartz, Lisa C. Taylor. Patti White,
M.E. Silverman, Fred Skolnik and Jenni Wiltz - I thank you. To the Mulberry Fork Review team of editors, who
volunteer their time and expertise - Charlie Taylor, P.W. Bridgman, C.D. Mitchell, and Ailsa Crum - this new
venture wouldn’t be possible without your help.
Read on… read on…

Keep your eye on the squirrel,

Amy Burns
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CONTRIBUTORS

MEGAN LEE BEALS once read the most perfect book that has ever been written, and yet she continues to write. She
keeps a blog at beehills.wordpress.com to track perfection in storytelling, but often finds that perfect is a dead end
road. Failures lead to greater reward, and far more interesting discussion, which is why she wantonly commits them.

_____
ACE BOGGESS is the author of two books of poetry: The Prisoners (Brick Road Poetry Press, 2014) and The Beautiful
Girl Whose Wish Was Not Fulfilled (Highwire Press, 2003). His writing has appeared in Harvard Review, MidAmerican Review, Atlanta Review, RATTLE, River Styx, Southern Humanities Review and many other journals. He
currently resides in Charleston, West Virginia.

_____
NEIL CONNELLY has published four novels, the most recent of which, The Midlife Crisis of Commander Invincible,
was released by LSU Press in fall 2014. Before his return to his home state of Pennsylvania, where he teaches creative
writing at Shippensburg University, he directed the MFA at McNeese State in Louisiana. See more at
neilconnelly.com.

_____
TIM JOHNSTON's stories have appeared or are forthcoming in Hobart, PineStraw Magazine, O. Henry, Civil War
Camp Chest, and Short Story America, among others. His first collection of stories, titled Between the Dead and the
Sleeping, is due out later this year, as is his debut novel, Reciprocity. His short story "Friday Afternoon" is being
adapted for the screen, and is available at Amazon Kindle. He lives in Beaufort, South Carolina with his wife, Stacey,
daughters Brooke and Taylor, and son Nick.

_____
D. KERAMITAS was raised in Connecticut. He currently lives in Paris. His fiction has appeared in many literary
journals. “The Art of Flight” won the Paynton Scholarship at the Paris Writers Workshop. He is film critic for
BonjourParis, and contributed to Movies in American History. He has recently completed a novel.

_____
SAMANTHA LEVY earned her Ph.D. in English at Florida State University, and her work has appeared in The
Chattahoochee Review, Hayden’s Ferry Review, Word Riot, StoryQuarterly, the anthology Have I Got a Guy For You,
and elsewhere. Currently, she is an Assistant Professor of English at Ivy Tech Community College in Bloomington,
Indiana and can be reached at samanthalevyarnold@gmail.com.

_____
MICHAEL MCGLADE’s short fiction has been published in Ambit, Green Door, Grain, Spinetingler, Downstate
Story, and other journals. He holds a master’s degree in English from Queen’s University, Ireland. You can find out
the latest news and views from him on McGladeWriting.com.

_____
HUGH REID’s background is in Physics which he taught until taking early retirement two years ago from UWS. He
has been writing on and off for around nine years and has completed a fantasy adventure novel for children. He is
currently working on an SF concept which hopefully will form a trilogy of books. His interests are in the nature of the
Cyborg and the question of consciousness. What does it mean to be human in an increasingly prostheticised world
from the simple computer mouse, through AI headsets to cochlear and visual implants? What does the future hold as
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the cyber moves from the therapeutic field into the field of entertainment? What happens to relationship? Does love
fail, or is there something eternally human at our core?

_____
IAN SCHWARTZ is working on a collection of stories and novellas. He lives in San Diego with his wife and two
young boys.

_____
M.E. SILVERMAN is editor and founder of Blue Lyra Review and Review Editor of Museum of Americana. He is on
the board of 32 Poems and is a reader for Spark Wheel Press. His chapbook, The Breath before Birds Fly (ELJ Press,
2013), is available. His poems have appeared in over 75 journals, including: Crab Orchard Review, 32 Poems,
December, Chicago Quarterly Review, North Chicago Review, Hawai'i Pacific Review, Tupelo Quarterly, The Southern
Poetry Anthology, The Los Angeles Review, Weave Magazine, Many Mountains Moving, Pacific Review, and others. He
recently completed editing Bloomsbury’s Anthology of Contemporary Jewish American Poetry with Deborah Ager and
is working on Voices from Salvaged Words: An Anthology of Contemporary Holocaust Poetry. For more please visit:
mesilverman.com.

_____
FRED SKOLNIK was born in New York City and has lived in Israel since 1963. He is best known as the editor in
chief of the 22-volume second edition of the Encyclopaedia Judaica, winner of the 2007 Dartmouth Medal. His novel
The Other Shore (Aqueous Books, 2011) is an epic work depicting Israeli society at a critical juncture in its recent
history. His stories, essays and poems have appeared in over 100 journals, including TriQuarterly, Gargoyle, The
MacGuffin, Los Angeles Review, Prism Review, Words & Images, Literary House Review, Underground Voices, Third
Coast and Polluto. His novel Rafi's World (Fomite Press), written under a pen name, appeared in Feb. 2014.

_____
LISA C. TAYLOR is the author of four poetry collections, most recently Necessary Silence. She is presently
completing a collection of short fiction. Lisa teaches creative writing at two colleges, cooks without recipes, and likes
to hike in coastal areas. Her writing has been nominated for a Pushcart Prize and she was the co-presenter, along
with Irish writer Geraldine Mills, of the Gerson Lecture of Irish literature. Two of her collections have been taught in
college classes. For more information please visit: lisactaylor.com.

_____
PATTI WHITE is the author of three collections of poetry, Tackle Box (2002), Yellow Jackets (2007), and Chain Link
Fence (2013), all from Anhinga Press. Her essay "The Sound" appeared in Gulf Coast in 2013; her poems have
appeared in journals including Iowa Review, New Madrid, Forklift Ohio, DIAGRAM, North American Review, and
River Styx. Patti teaches creative writing at the University of Alabama, and is director of Slash Pine Press.

_____
JENNI WILTZ writes fiction, nonfiction, and literary criticism. She has won national writing awards for romantic
suspense and creative nonfiction. Her short fiction has been published in literary journals including Gargoyle and
The Portland Review, as well as several small-press anthologies. When she's not writing, she enjoys sewing, running,
and genealogical research. She lives in Pilot Hill, California. Visit her online at JenniWiltz.com.

_____
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EDITORS
Amy Burns, PhD – Managing Editor
Amy Burns (amyelizabethburns.com) is a writer, editor, and teacher living in Alabama. She has earned
undergraduate degrees in English and Philosophy from the University of Alabama at Birmingham and a PhD in
English Literature / Creative Writing from the University of Glasgow. Amy has ten years of mentoring and editorial
experience. She is the former editor of Unbound Press, a UK-based independent publisher, and Spilling Ink Review,
an online literary journal. Amy has performed/read work at the Edinburgh International Book Festival, Aye Write
Festival, Glasgow International Comedy Festival, The Golden Hour, Words Per Minute, and the Glasgow Women’s
Library. Her award-winning fiction and poetry has appeared online and in print. She is represented by literary agent
Lucy Luck.
Charlie Taylor, PhD – Associate Editor
Charlie Taylor lives in Devon and has been retired from a senior executive position in a public service body for a
number of years. He holds a PhD in Sociology from the University of Lancaster. His area of expertise is social norms
which, as he says, fairly well encompass the whole of human social action. Charlie has published many articles and
short stories (an example can be found at East of the Web). He is the author of a handful of novels, including Scotch
Mist. Charlie’s latest publication, The Tyranny of Convention and Other Stores, is now available for purchase on
Smashwords. For more about Charlie visit his blog: charlietaylorblog.wordpress.com.
P.W. Bridgman, Assistant Editor
P.W. Bridgman is a writer of literary fiction living in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. He has earned
undergraduate and postgraduate degrees in psychology and a degree in law as well. His short stories and flash fiction
pieces have won prizes or been finalists in several competitions, both in Canada and abroad. Some have been
included in anthologies published in Ireland, England and Scotland. His first book of short fiction, entitled Standing
at an Angle to My Age, was published by the proudly independent Canadian publisher, Libros Libertad Publishing
Ltd., in 2013 and can be purchased at bookstores across Canada and, online, directly from the publisher and Amazon.
You can learn more about P.W. Bridgman and his writing by visiting his website at www.pwbridgman.ca.
Ailsa Crum, Assistant Editor
Ailsa Crum lives in Glasgow and has twenty-two years’ experience working in higher education. She holds an
undergraduate degree from the University of Aberdeen, a postgraduate management qualification from the Robert
Gordon University, and an MLitt in Creative Writing awarded jointly by the universities of Glasgow and Strathclyde.
She is currently a PhD candidate in English Literature/Creative Writing at the University of Glasgow. She has
published short fiction and creative non-fiction in a variety of print and online locations, including the Edinburgh
Review. She has performed in venues and festivals across the UK, Europe and LA. Since 2012 she has been involved
with the Bright Club, performing stand up and using comedy to promote employability, leadership and
communication skills.
C.D. Mitchell, Assistant Editor
C.D. Mitchell obtained a BSBA in finance and banking, then went on to attend the University of Arkansas School of
Law, completing requirements for his Juris Doctorate in December, 1987. In 2002 he returned to graduate school to
follow his dream of becoming a writer.. CD transferred to the University of Memphis and completed his MFA with
concentrations in fiction and creative nonfiction. While at Memphis CD served as the managing editor for “The
Pinch,” the literary journal published by the MFA program.. He is currently working on a novel and revising his
memoir titled “This, Too, is Vanity.”
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Lawrence in the Last Days of Knowing
Megan Lee Beals

Once we were led astray by a faceless woman’s words. We were drawn in by her glorious clarity, the endless depths of
care she had for sentences, but she did it from behind a mask. Nothing was known of the woman save the color of her
eyes. And after two years of abstinence and no contact with the world, she resurfaced and offered up her mask.
Lawrence knew the challenge was created for him. Sure, everyone loved her, but none like Lawrence. Only he could
give her the devotion and reverence befitting her gift.
He righted himself in front of the computer screen and shook his head to banish the cloying thoughts of religious
piety. His blood was too hot, his thinking too careless. The Maszk did not ask for reverence. She asked for the title of
the most perfect book ever written. She laughed as she asked for this, a high, pretty, devil’s laugh, daring the world to
find a single example of true perfection from an art built of deficient materials. But The Maszk was fiction, she was
the embodiment of it. Words took their true forms for her, and rested gently together as though they had no other
position. Her books were each an apocalypse.
She claimed she was only a mask, and we believed her. It took away the human aspect that breathes and shits and
lives like everyone else. For each book, she wore the face of a different animal, composed of torn pages from old
paperbacks. Years ago, in the first interview that got her any notice, she was asked, “What’s on the pages?”
There was nothing on the pages. They were only words, white noise exploded in the violence of cannibalized
books to reveal an author’s true face. That was her answer. Then she laughed and covered her mouth in
embarrassment. “The pages are from an old copy of Moominland Midwinter. I have at least six of them. It was
falling apart. I thought I ought to wear it.”
She began as a gazelle made of Moomins and moved quickly through the zoo; publishing a book every other year
and changing the face of fiction like a fire changes a forest.
We might have had a chance without the mask. We might have pinned her to a psychosis, or some family with a
background in the arts. But the only face to analyze was that of her fiction. It was strong, unmoving, and it faded
other authors like lamps fade in the sun. The world fell at her feet, as much from fear as from adoration. Lawrence
fell hardest. And now he could see her face, if only he could learn the name of that book.
Lawrence hunched over his computer and replayed her video.
“I have something to ask of you.” The mask was glaring white from the computer screen. This one was torn and
glued to look like a fox. She wore a lumpy ivory cowl and a deep orange jacket. She had been a fox for years. Her
wardrobe had become obvious. She was in a barren studio, simply furnished with a worn pink armchair and the
computer she was speaking to. The room was small, painted white, with a single wood door behind her. “It is about
a book.” She smiled and her white teeth looked long, but that might have been expectations radiating from the fox
she wore.
“I once read the most beautiful book that has ever been written. Every word of it is just... perfect! It’s so taught,
so vibrant. There isn’t an ounce of fat to be found in it. I’ve never read anything else like it.
“If I were a better person, I would give you the title. I should. But I’m being selfish. If I told everyone it would
ruin me. It would ruin all writers! We’d all be complete and I’d be out of a job. So I can’t tell you. Out of selfpreservation, I cannot tell you. But someone else out there has read it and I need to know who.
“Whoever can give me the name of this book can claim my mask.”
She looked behind herself, took the camera from her computer and swiveled it to the masks hanging on a
windowless wall. Elephant, fish, frog, porcupine... the wall held record of all her faces. Almost all. The gazelle from
her debut was in a museum in Seattle. Lawrence made frequent pilgrimage to it. “Not these masks.” She fit the
camera back on the computer and placed her graceful fingers on the fox ears and nudged the mask just enough to
remind the world she had another face. “This one. The person who names the most perfect book in the world can
take this mask right off my face.”
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The fox mask fell back down and she leaned further into the camera. Her hair swept out to surround her mask
while she took a pen and scribbled. Lawrence was so close to his screen. She held up a notepad with her erratic
handwriting. An address.
“Leave your guesses with my agent.” The Maszk sweetly smiled. “She needs more people writing to her.” And
with that little jest her hand reached beyond the screen and she turned off the camera. Lawrence’s apartment lost its
only illumination. He stretched back in his chair, pulled the chain for his standing lamp and looked at the dim
bookcases surrounding him. They were hopelessly mundane. Lawrence stilled his heart and resigned to visit the
library tomorrow. He would call Diane and ask for her help. He decreased the video and looked at its date. It had
been posted for three hours. He hoped that he was not already too late.

Fifteen people stood at the head librarian’s desk. All had the same question, but a fuzzy lipped boy in a yellow jacket
spoke out above the others. Where was The Maszk’s non-fiction; her literary criticism. Lawrence laughed at the
schlubs from behind the fiction shelves as the poor librarian explained The Maszk’s only volume of literary criticism
was on a six month waiting list.
He scanned the dust jackets cold, seeking out patterns in the titles, anything that would align with her writing.
Anything that matched her ideals. He was past Stoker, scanning the bottom shelves when Diane found him and
slapped the small of his back. Lawrence jolted and hit his head against the shelves.
“What in hell, Diane?” He stood, arched, holding his head. “Would it kill you to say hello before you give a guy a
heart attack?”
She laughed and tried to lean in for a kiss on his head but he pulled away. She pouted. “Oh come on, Larry. You
sounded so stressed on the phone I thought a little scare would bring you back to earth. How goes the hunt?”
Lawrence glanced down at the shelves. His hands were empty. “Haven’t found it. I don’t even know where to
begin. Any ideas?”
“No bright ones. Kafka?”
Lawrence winced at the name. The Maszk would never fall for something so straight-forward. A woman who has
defined literature for the last twenty years could not have just discovered Kafka. Aside from that, Lawrence had
already perused any Kafka he could find. “Couldn’t be. It’s something obscure. Something it would take a long
while to get to.”
Diane nodded. “Chapbooks?” She grinned at her joke, and prodded Lawrence with her thumb. He huffed and
trained his eyes on the gray metal shelves, as if their cold stiff presence could erase the book she helped him publish
so many years ago.
“Too obscure.”
“So we’re stuck right back in the middle.” Diane played with a book’s spine. She watched him ignore her, and
decided to try the joke again. “Wouldn’t it just be hilarious if she did turn out to worship your book, Larry?”
Lawrence muttered a faint regret at inviting her along. Diane stopped playing. She folded her hands on the
shelves and searched for something to say.
“What about Pulitzer winners?” asked Diane.
Lawrence snapped. “Pulitzer winners! Why the hell not? Or maybe it’s Dick and Jane! Why don’t I just buy a
whole shit load of stamps and send in every damn title that’s ever been written, Diane? If I’m going to waste my
guess, might as well do it whole hog.”
She hated him when he swore. He could be so kind and so clever and then he had to ruin himself with his
temper. Diane stepped in close and hissed into his ear. “I’m only trying to help, Larry. It’s just a book. You don’t
have to be so darn uptight about it.”
He grunted. She whirled and fell against the shelves like a little girl, suddenly taken by the need to free them both
with whimsy. “Miss Maszk’s perfect book. It must be written with the blood of Melville, or in a language invented
just for her. She’s an odd one. What on earth would that woman call perfect, anyway?”
Lawrence moved down the shelves and started through the “w’s.” Diane kept talking.
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“I’ve read her books. They’re so... cold. They’re good, Larry. But they all sort of make me think she doesn’t really
have a soul.” Diane paused and looked down. Lawrence was nearing the last of the fiction. He was scanning
anxiously and without hope. “Goodness, what if she really was just a mask.” Diane shuddered. “What a spook.”
Lawrence scanned through the z’s and ended. His hands were still empty. His heart tightened, he leaned his head
against the shelves, and he wished Diane would leave. Diane laid a hand across his back and gently patted him.
“Don’t fret, kid. Just give it your best guess. She’s not a real person, anyway.”

‘She reads like a person sifting for a handful of cornmeal among an acre of sand.’
_____
The Maszk was sitting alone in her studio. The computer was off, the fox mask on the floor in the corner furthest
from her tattered pink armchair. She was reading a book because she had given up the pretense of writing a year ago.
She does not read because she enjoys reading. She reads like a person sifting for a handful of cornmeal among an
acre of sand.
The latest video had been live for three hours on her website. For the past three hours, she heard the ghostly
sounds of her cell phone ringing, like a hostage hearing explosions from a still ticking bomb. She would glance over,
mid-sentence, lose her place, and have to find her sentence on the page. She forgot what the book was about and
gave up on reading. The phone went off.
She always answered the phone with the same tentative hello, always uncertain, although there was only one
person who called. The woman on the other end needed no such preambles.
“Do you have any idea what you have done to me?”
“Just forward the letters to my studio, Linda. You don’t have to read them.”
“You gave out my address. My address. Now it’s attached to your name. There are already people camped out in
front of my building. I couldn’t leave for lunch without getting mobbed. I am seriously considering a hunt for a new
office. Do you know how much that will cost me?”
“I’m sorry.”
“You’re sorry? Give me a manuscript. Hell, give me an outline. Give me something, woman, or we’re talking
about paying back an advance.”
She moved her ear back from the phone. “It isn’t ready.” It was the same half-truth she had been using for three
years. It was so thin now that it barely took any substance from her voice, and fluttered there dead at the phone.
“A sentence, Maszk. Anything.”
“The perfect book is all a part of it, Linda. I need those letters. I wouldn’t do this to you if I didn’t need it.” This
had truth behind it. It took on weight and forced its way through The Maszk’s wavering voice. Her agent heard it. It
wasn’t even a sentence, but it was something.
“I’ll forward the letters. But I want an outline in a month. A real one this time, not a list of names and
occupations. And if you are truly sorry, you will give me the first few chapters as well.”
“Yes, Linda. Thank you.”
The other woman hung up. The Maszk stared blankly at her phone until the backlight timed out and the screen
went dark. She picked up her book and resumed reading.

For a week, Lawrence filled notebooks with desperate comparisons of famous authors he barely remembered reading.
Juvenile assessments of literature perfected were torn from notebooks and discarded in the corners of his increasingly
depressing apartment. He had nothing. This latest list of books was no more insightful than the last. Knowing that
no one else had found the perfect book was little solace, but it was the only solace he had. Lawrence pulled up The
Maszk’s website for the eighth time that evening. A new paragraph was added to the homepage. It contained so
little. A sly, polite beg of her audience to be patient, an apology for being purposefully vague. The last sentence was a
clue. Her perfect book was written by a man.
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Lawrence read through the paragraph twice, searching the meaningless muck of sweet reader flattery for some
extra clue. Something in the syntax? But there was nothing. Lawrence cleared the keyboard away and set the
notebook down. He scanned his latest list for authors to strike. Ann Bronte was the only name freed from the page.
Lawrence felt the sudden urge to write down a few more names, just to have more to cross off the list, but he
considered the thought even more misogynistic than to leave it as it was written. He chewed the end of his pen and
wondered if that simple qualification “written by a man” could be expanded to strike out a few of the men on his list.
His pen hovered over Nabokov. He couldn’t decide whether to cross out Nabokov or stick the pen in his eye.
Nabokov was cut under the Kafka clause. An enigma like The Maszk could never fall in love with the obvious.
Lawrence sighed and turned the page. He tried heading a new list. He got halfway through a title “The Perfe...”
before his hand stopped entirely and his shoulders slumped forward. He couldn’t write another list, and instead let
himself drown like that for a few moments, relaxing into the engulfing despair until his melodrama gave way to
boredom. Then he called Diane.
“Do you know what time it is?” Her voice was rough, too tired for anger.
Lawrence had no idea of the time. He glanced down at the computer’s clock. It was just after one in the morning.
“Sorry. I’ll let you get back to sleep.”
“No, no. I’m up. What do you want?”
“I can’t figure her out.”
“Is this about The Maszk’s perfect book? Larry, you have got to relax. Just give it your best guess and let it go. If
you know it, you know it.”
“But...”
“Stop. I’m tired, Larry. I believe in you, okay? I’m going back to bed now.”
“Do you think it’s something modern? I’m leaning modern.”
“Sure.” She yawned through the word. “It would have to be modern. Bed. Now. Goodnight, Larry.”
Diane hung up. Lawrence watched his phone fade to black, then he found a clean page of the notebook and wrote
a simple letter:

The Maszk,
Regarding the Most Perfect Book: It is not written by you. You could never be so crass. It is not written
by anyone who relies on the imperfections of man to disguise the imperfections in fiction. It is written by
someone modern, but classic. It is almost a non-book, an unbelievable thing. But I will never guess it,
nor will anyone else.
You are too clever. How could any of us mortals hope to understand the perfection of literature
personified? Even to guess would be an affront to you. But I want to know you. I want to speak to you
for just a few minutes, and I want you to tell me what perfection is.
Please let me hear this. I won’t ask you to remove your maszk.
With love and awe,
Lawrence Young

With the letter, Lawrence wrote himself into a trance. He sealed it into an envelope, stamped it, and fell into a
deep sleep, from which he did not wake until the following afternoon when he dropped the letter into a post office
box. As it fell, Lawrence awoke and thrust his hand in after, his heart beating so loud, and his ears so keen that he
could hear the gentle hit of the envelope on the inside of the box.
There were better ways to word his letter. He could have written it with dignity; he could have at least tried to
guess. But the letter was gone. It was inside the box, and already he had doomed himself in the realm of God Queen
Maszk.
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He walked back to his apartment and took a long shower.

Letters filled The Maszk’s studio. She had a system, this one the latest in a sequence of failed organization tactics.
She started out by filling a box with incorrect letters. Then a garbage can, then the left side of the room, but still the
letters came. She was buried. She couldn’t just throw them out. All of them were so plaintive. To throw them away
would deny the existence of the human beings who wrote them. The rejections filled the far end of the studio, then
crept out from the bookcases and enveloped her desk in the center of the room. Her computer was disguised by a
cascade of them. Every day a new box of them arrived, dropped anonymously on the porch of the tiny house she
used for a studio. The door would let in a draft, the boxes would lose their letters, and the envelopes would flutter
between ‘read’ and ‘unread’. And all of the letters read the same way. All were full of grand names she tried so often
to read but could never undertake without someone cleverer to hold her hand. The letters flattered her, and engulfed
her, and made her sad.
This latest system was working well. She kept a blue sharpie tucked behind her ear and marked the corner of each
incorrect guess. But she gained nothing from this practice but a stained cheek. None of the letters could bring back
Ilona.
The Maszk was not a stupid woman. She did not expect to find Ilona’s replacement in a worldwide casting call of
letters. She and Ilona shared a favorite book, the only English book Ilona ever loved, and The Maszk loved her for
that, back when she was Elodie. She would never find another Ilona, but perhaps the person who shared the beloved
book could share the weight of the mask. The love only had to last long enough to piece together Ilona’s final
manuscript.
Those pieces were fragile. Thirty eight pages spread across eleven emails. The last email was sent three years ago.
For five months Elodie waited in silence, her emails went unanswered. She called, and Ilona’s phone was
disconnected. She called Ilona’s brother, he hardly remembered her, and was angry to find yet another lost contact
who needed the story. Ilona died in a car crash. It was instantaneous. There was a wake, and a small funeral,
attended by Ilona’s immediate family. And now the body of the world’s most influential writer of the last twenty
years was lying unknown in a family plot in Hungary. The translator, Elodie Wickers, the one in the mask, became a
ghost.
Elodie brushed a matted sweaty clump of hair away from her eyes and savagely tore apart another envelope. With
her fury the Sharpie dislodged itself from her ear and clattered to the floor. But it was unneeded. She found her
accomplice. Larry Young would help her lay The Maszk to rest.

Lawrence joked with Diane that he wasted a stamp. He told the same joke to everyone he worked with. He wore the
joke down until it was as thin as gossamer, and still he draped it over his foolish letter. It was the only clothing he
had to cover his nakedness. Diane snapped at him after a week of this, and dug the forty-four cents out of her purse
and shoved the coins into his hands. Lawrence stopped joking. And he stopped checking the mail.
Still, his mailbox had only so much room, and the need to pay his rent finally forced him to open up and stare
into the gaping maw of the mailbox. Among the trappings of everyday letters, he found a thin envelope containing a
half sheet of lined paper. The handwriting was tight and shaky. It was from her.

Mr. Young,
The mask is yours. Please let me offer it to you in person. I live near Seattle. We can meet in my studio.
Maszk.
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Under the signature was a phone number. He punched it into his phone. The phone only rang for a second
before The Maszk picked up.
“Hello?” She sounded so uncertain. Lawrence glanced down at the paper in his hand.
“Miss Maszk?” He used Diane’s name for her; it didn’t seem right to call this woman a god without the shield of a
pronoun.
“Is this Larry Young?”
He coughed, covered his mouth and hunched over the phone. “Yeah. Yes. Lawrence, actually, but yeah, Larry.”
“Mr. Young! I need your help. I have a studio in Tacoma. 210 Electron Avenue. It’s a little sort of pinkish
house. Name on the porch is Wickers.”
“Wickers...” He thought he should write it down, but he couldn’t think to get a pen.
“Are you busy today?”
He shook his head slowly. “No.”
“Can we meet today? I’m not doing anything.”
He nodded. “Yes. Should I just come over?”
“Yes!” Her voice was elated, excitable, uncontrolled.
“I’ll see you soon, then.”
“Goodbye, Larry. Lawrence. See you soon.” She hung up. Lawrence stuffed his phone in his pocket. He threw
his mail down on the floor of his apartment and grabbed a jacket. He was halfway down the stairs before he turned
around. He should be wearing a tie or something better than a tee shirt. He ran back up and found a dress shirt. He
left the top unbuttoned and rolled up the sleeves. He messed with his hair, but every attempt at style made him look
like a gangly ten-year old who was going gray. He combed it forward, then jammed a hat down over his head and
hoped his ancient winter coat would not offend her.
He found her house easily. The house was once pink, its shutters were grey, and it had a hand-carved sign hung
over the porch. Wickers. It must be camouflage. He parked his car and walked up to the front door. He knocked,
and a face in a fox mask peered at him from between the curtains in the window. She opened the door just enough to
peer at him, then looked around his shoulders to see if he was alone.
“Come in,” she said. He sidestepped into the studio and closed the door. The floor was covered in letters. The
wall opposite him had an opening, beyond it a barren kitchen, and the doorway was surrounded by bookshelves. Her
computer was in the middle of the room. She stood there, her bare feet buried in letters, and watched him as he
inspected the house of god.
“I’m sorry,” she said. She held the mask at her ears.
Lawrence took off his hat and looked for a hook. The wall to his left held six of her previous masks, but there
were no extra hooks. He cleared a space on the small computer desk and set down his hat.
“Do you want the mask?” She asked because she did not know what to say.
He shrugged and answered, “Sure,” because it seemed like the only thing to say. She waited for him to take it, but
he wouldn’t come near her, and she took off the mask herself.
“Here,” she said, handing it to him without ceremony. It was heavy from the glue, and the paper was stiff. He
almost dropped it. “I’m sorry, Lawrence. That’s all that’s left of The Maszk. I’m just her translator.” She stuck out
her hand to shake his. “Elodie Wickers. The real Maszk was Ilona Barsi. Ilona wrote all the stories.”
He held the mask with both hands and would not shake her hand. “What do you mean?”
Elodie took a deep breath. She thought he would understand immediately. She thought he would put on the
mask and read through her translations and begin to weave them together. But of course he could not do this
without the story. She couldn’t blame him for being confused. “Ilona and I dated. Briefly. While I lived in Hungary
for a few years after college. She was a good writer, but nervous about publishing. I convinced her to let me translate
a story. Just one. I published it in a journal under the pseudonym. It, she, won some awards for that story, and we
decided to try the novel she had written. It won even more. She had a career in the states, a successful one, and we
didn’t see any need to stop. I continued to publish her things here, while she got married and had a quiet life in
Hungary .”
“You’re a fake.” He said it softly, without anger, but still it stung.
“I am,” said Elodie. “She wasn’t. Ilona was amazing. Every thing of beauty in those books was all her. And she’s
gone. She died three years ago in a car crash.”
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“Why didn’t you tell anyone?”
“I’m telling you now. I still have a few pages from her next book. Ilona sent me thirty-eight pages before she
died.”
“And they’re unfinished?”
“I was hoping you could help me finish them.”
Lawrence narrowed his eyes. He placed the fox mask on top of his hat to keep from crumpling it in his hands.
The blind passion of his letter came rushing at him and he was ashamed of how young he was a week ago. “Because I
was in love with you? There was no perfect novel, was there? You just wanted someone to praise you until you could
find the nerve to keep up this lie!”
She looked up from the floor and met his eyes. It was the first time she truly looked at him, and he could see his
own frustration matched. “It was your book, Lawrence!” She turned and rummaged through the letters until she
found a charcoal hoodie and pulled a letter out of its pocket. She thrust it into his hands. “You wrote the perfect
book. You were so sweet in your letter, why are you being such an ass?”
Lawrence pulled the letter out of the envelope. He recognized Diane’s handwriting, and the little smile she put to
all her words.

Dear Miss Maszk,
It is with simple curiosity, and without a shred of ego, that I am compelled to ask if your perfect book
could be the one I wrote ten years ago and printed through my good friend’s small and now defunct press.
My name is Larry Young, my book was called Rookie City, and I am your biggest fan. Wouldn’t it be
funny if the person we most admired turned out to admire us most?
With love,
Larry Young

He could see Diane laughing at him in it. Diane knew the woman standing before him was nothing more than a
mask. Diane was brilliant. While the world stumbled over the otherworldly mask, Diane stood back and watched the
woman’s eyes. He handed the letter back to Elodie. “I didn’t write this.”
Elodie took it from him. “It wasn’t your book?”
“It wasn’t my letter.”
“But you wrote Rookie City. You can help me finish her book!”
He could not. The magic of The Maszk’s hypnotic prose was as formulaic as it was irreplicable. Elodie believed
that as translator, she had no hand in the success of the work. Her only goal was to bring it into the clearest English
she could fathom. But no translation is perfect. There are rocky patches, concepts that cannot be translated, humor
that would fall flat in English. Elodie cared deeply for these passages, and through her they were warped into
something new.
It was out of love that the formula worked. Elodie was in love with Ilona, in love with her words most of all, and
that love conquered the original prose as Elodie translated, it corrupted it and created a new being. The Maszk was a
creation of the fiction she wrote. A corruption of Elodie and Ilona both. Lawrence was outside an equation that had
been written over twenty years ago in a small apartment in Budapest.
“There’s no book to finish, Elodie. The Maszk is dead. It’s time to walk away.”
“Please, Lawrence. The man who wrote this book could help me.” She held the letter before him, and he could
not be angry. She was just a little husk who accidentally wrote herself into a god. He saw her as Diane did, and he
put on the mask.
“I’ll end this for you. This is what you use to record, right?” He motioned to the computer, and Elodie brushed
the letters off the desk.
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Diane watched the latest video from The Maszk. Lawrence was on the screen, wearing his dusty old coat and a worn
out fox mask. The woman herself stood behind him in the elephant mask from her second book. Her sophomoric
work, largely agreed upon as the most ambitious and stylistically daring of all her towering accomplishments. The
mask looked big on her. Lawrence fiddled with the camera, cleared his throat, took his time, then spoke quietly to
The Maszk’s readers.
“There is no perfect book. The Maszk is not a perfect writer. The time of perfection is over. It only exists in
fantasy. You were right, Diane. She isn’t real. None of this is.”
He turned and the camera showed a room full of letters.
“We have to use our real faces now. We have to read the wrong books, and think the wrong things, because no
one is going to tell us what’s right anymore. “ Those two animals paused and looked at each other until the elephant
turned away. Lawrence sighed and leaned back into the camera. “But at least we can start reading again.” He
reached above the computer screen and the video ended.
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Base
Ace Boggess
She broke down during the movie. Not the ending with its stock twists and emotional pulls when Hollywood lays a
body on the doorstep or reunites lovers from across an ocean with one of them thought dead—no, she was stuck in
the exposition. The crazy guy who was not yet trying not to be crazy ranted and flailed his arms about, shattered a
window and almost came apart before the doctor’s glue could hold. “If it goes on like this much longer, I don’t think
I can watch.” Anya spoke flatly, but panic had set in. She leaned forward on the frayed copper-colored loveseat, her
arms squeezing knees. Her face lit up, puffed like a crimson sail. Josh thought he smelled her tears, though maybe it
was just their moisture pulling lavender oil off her cheeks.
Josh drew on his electronic cigarette. The tip flared bright blue as if someone dropped a match in a glass of
bourbon. He sucked in the vapor and exhaled. He’d bought menthol cartridges but for some reason the mist tasted
like bubblegum.
“Oh, Jesus,” said Anya, rocking back and forth.
On TV, the protagonist continued to rave at no one or everyone—hard to say which. Still, Josh knew there’d be
good things ahead like love and sex and hopefully some sort of healing.
“It’s too much. I can’t handle it.” Anya’s words came slowly, each separated by a pause, her grief building ellipses
in her throat.
Josh wanted to embrace her, to pull her close and promise, “It’s all right, it’s all right,” but just then he didn’t feel
comfortable doing that. So, he placed one hand flat in the center of her back while keeping his body away at what
little distance the loveseat allowed. With his left hand, he lifted the tube to his lips, inhaling as he glanced around the
living room. It was small, not even as big as his dorm room twenty years ago in Athens, Ohio, and that had been so
tiny it gave him jitters until he adapted, or at least until he learned to get drunk most nights before bed. It smelled a
bit like his dorm room, too, from all the incense Anya liked to burn: lilac and lavender, orange blossom and vanilla.
Two rugs covered the floor, both dark brown to hide stains or the aged amber boards. On top of those stood a pair of
tea tables and a bookshelf lined with worn collections of Japanese art and histories of everything from Vikings to the
invention of the aluminum can. A litter box lay out of place in a corner by the door. It was empty though, and Anya
hadn’t owned a cat in the six months she and Josh saw each other.
“I can’t do it,” she said.
Josh felt her pull away, leaving his hand to drop to the cushions. With the other, he took a last hit off his fake
cigarette before sliding the tube into his shirt pocket. “Talk to me, Anya,” he said at last. “What’s the matter? Can I
do anything for you?”
She was already through the door and down the hallway. Josh heard her footsteps landing heavily on the old
wood as she paced, each footfall making the sound of a roof overburdened by snow and ready to give way. She came
back long enough for him to see her face—swollen and red—before turning to disappear again. This happened three
or four times. Finally, he stood and went after her. He met her halfway down the hall and lifted his hands to her
shoulders meaning to comfort her, but saw his mistake. She wasn’t sad. The tears remained, and the swollen eyes
that came with them, but her expression spoke of rage. Her whole head looked like it could’ve been carved out of
granite and placed on the side of a building. “Fucker,” she spat.
“I’m sorry. I didn’t mean….”
“Not you, Josh. Him.” She pointed to her wedding photo which, like the cat box, kept its place in her life for
reasons only she knew. In the picture, her husband towered over her by more than a foot. He must have been in his
mid-twenties then—thin, pasty-skinned and wearing a cream-colored tux that fit him like a wetsuit. His curly hair
hit his shoulders and threatened to run away from there.
How, Josh wondered, could she choose a guy like him after being married to a guy like that? Josh was roundfaced and round in the middle. He never felt comfortable in whatever clothes he wore. He spoke little, and there
wasn’t a hint of danger in his soft, brown eyes.
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“You know I can’t fix you, right?”
_____
Anya started to pull away but stopped and leaned forward, throwing her arms around his waist. She pressed her
cheek against his chest. Her hands felt cold through his shirt as she squeezed them to the pit of his back. Josh bowed
and kissed the top of her head, his lips piercing her blond hair all the way to the auburn roots.
In the background, someone was screaming on TV. Someone argued. Someone slapped someone. Someone else
slapped someone else. Police were called.
“I never thought I’d have to go through anything like that,” said Anya. “I’ve been molested. I’ve been raped. Isn’t
that enough?”
Josh wanted to clasp harder and say, “It’s okay. It’s over now. You’ll be fine.” He couldn’t go through with it. He
didn’t know how to tell her those things in a way that made them true. It wasn’t okay, it wouldn’t be over, and
nothing in the world would make her fine. So, he kissed her on the head again and kept silent.
“I got married,” she said, “and I thought I was safe. You know? Everything was right. Then Todd just started
flipping out all the time for no reason. Well, I guess there were reasons, but they were ridiculous. He couldn’t find
his tie. He ran out of Froot Loops. NBC preempted his favorite show for the President’s speech. Todd just went
nuts—screaming at me, threatening me, blaming me. He punched a hole in the bathroom door. He could’ve been
Jack Nicholson in The Shining. He was just all screwed up in the head.”
“I’m sorry,” Josh whispered as if he were the beast. He didn’t know Anya well enough to figure out what words—
if words existed—to calm her down, to cheer her up. Sure, he’d been seeing her for a few months. They’d spent a lot
of time together and had some pretty good middle-age sex. Even so, her emotions remained strangers to him.
“Four years.”
“That’s how long you were married?”
“Four years. That’s how long I put up with that bullshit bipolar prick. Got so bad I locked myself in a room and
just hid there. Didn’t come out for a day and a half once until I couldn’t make it any longer without using the toilet.”
“That’s awful,” Josh said and knew right away that his words were redundant like meeting a nun on the street and
saying, “You must be pretty religious.”
“You know the worst part?”
“What’s that?”
“None of our friends ever saw it. When I filed for divorce, they blamed me, too. It was my fault. I didn’t love
him enough. He never hurt me, they said. Why do this to him?”
Josh half-turned and tugged at her. She didn’t resist, following him back to the living room. Her expression had
stabilized, appearing as relaxed and comfortable as the gray tank top and skirt she wore. He eased her back onto the
loveseat. Then, without looking, he stretched out a hand for the remote, shutting off the TV just as the crazy guy was
getting involved in another confused sort of argument, this time with a sultry, dark-haired girl.
“Thank you,” Anya said. She added, “I’m sorry.”
“Sorry for what?”
“All this,” she said.
“It’s nothing.”
“Maybe to you.”
Silence.
He went to his knees in front of her as if about to propose. He clutched both her hands and held them on her lap.
Anya smiled. It might have been fake. It might not. Josh said, “You know I can’t fix you, right?” She nodded, and
he knew he’d said the right thing. “I can’t fix anybody. If you need me to do your taxes, I’m the guy. Want to know
how to update your web page? Believe it or not, I can show you. Mostly. Other than that, all I can do is be here.”
For some reason, scenes from his childhood thirty-odd years ago raced through his head. He and his cousins played
tag on the picnic grounds at family reunions. All these kids ran and screamed, chasing and sometimes tackling each
other. Every time, there was a tree or a rock or maybe somebody’s car in the parking lot designated as the safety
zone, sacred ground, what everybody referred to as base. If somebody touched base, he was safe—not safe like in
baseball where it meant he wasn’t out, but safe like in a vampire movie where the scared girl runs inside a church and
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suddenly the monsters can’t get to her anymore. He wanted to explain that to Anya, to describe the games of his
youth. He wanted to be base for her so she could run to him, hold on and be safe. He couldn’t find those words in
time.
“Hand me my shoes,” she said. “The green ones. My walking shoes. It’s sunny enough. We should take a walk.”
That seemed to Josh like the right kind of distraction—one that might save him from having to say too much.
Before even the thought could clear, he was up and following her down the hall again, then out the apartment’s front
door and down the narrow hardwood staircase to the main entrance. Outside, Anya moved with the speed of a
zipper sealing up a tent. Josh couldn’t keep up with her. He followed behind at a reasonable pace until she had to
stop at a crosswalk.
“Where we going?”
“The park. I was thinking the park. Is that okay? Just a couple blocks that way.” She pointed. The city park was
a narrow stretch of grass and trees bisected by a concrete walkway. It ran three quarters of the city’s length before
spreading out into real woodlands, a rose garden and an amphitheater.
“Should do the trick,” Josh told her.
Again, they were moving. This time he tried to keep up, although he was out of shape and he tired quickly.
Sunlight glared off windshields, making them both squint. The heat, thick with damp, soaked through their clothes
and into their skin like rubbing oil. The smells of pollen and fresh-cut grass hit Josh as soon as they reached the park.
Those fragrances tickled his nostrils so much that he needed to sneeze but held it back as best he could.
“I love it here,” Anya said, her eyes less glazed from all the anger and sorrow.
Josh locked his arm through hers in an old-fashioned way. They strolled along the walkway like courting teens in
the nineteenth century. They passed two old men on a nearby bench feeding peanuts to a convoy of squirrels. A
younger man lay propped against an oak, strumming his gray guitar and singing in French. Josh and Anya stopped
to listen. Both recognized the song as something from their generation, but neither could figure it out because of the
language. So, they kept moving, saying little while a thin brunette passed them walking a pair of dogs, as did a
heavyset blonde with two children in tow, each of them also on a leash.
“That’s just too much,” said Anya once the mother was out of range. “People shouldn’t treat their kids like that.”
She stopped dead in her tracks, staring at the ground and mulling something over. “I guess I should tell you,” she
finally said.
“Tell me what?”
“How all this horror started.”
Josh fell into silence again, partly unsure what to say and partly urging her on. Sometimes, he knew, just keeping
his mouth shut was the best thing he could do for a woman. If only he had understood that with his wife—or, as he
referred to her, his lesson learned—maybe he’d still have a marriage and relationships with both his daughters.
“It’s my father,” Anya told him after savoring the pause. “Monster of a man. Worst drunk I’ve ever known, and
I’ve known some doozies, let me tell you.” She shook her head as if doubting her own story. “I can’t remember a
time when he didn’t beat the hell out of me. He’d get a bottle of whatever, get himself all lubed up, and then he’d just
wait for me to say the wrong thing or do the wrong thing and, times like that, every thing was the wrong thing.”
Josh said nothing.
“There’s more. He left me alone with all his greasy drunk buddies. They pawed at me in every god-awful way you
can imagine. Or maybe you can’t. I hope you can’t. I hope you’re better than that.”
Again Josh tried to speak, but before he could get the words out, he watched a wide hand come out of nowhere
and grab Anya’s right arm, pulling her around. He saw her expression just before it disappeared from view. Wideeyed and open-mouthed, she wore the look of someone seeing her own death up ahead in the road. It was a mix of
shock and hopelessness, with so little fight left in her.
Josh regained his composure and turned to face her accoster. A big man, fat-faced and red-cheeked, he wore his
brown hair shaggy, dirty, disordered, with one thick strand pouring like a muddy icicle down the center of his
forehead. His eyes were glassy, and Josh smelled the stink from days and days of convenience-store wine—equal
parts fruitiness and potency.
“Look at Terry,” the guy said, smiling all the while as if full of rainbows and children’s rhymes. “Terry’s drunk as
a son-of-a-bitch.”
Anya stood in terror, unable to speak.
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“A son-of-a-bitch,” the guy said again.
“Hey,” said Josh.
“Terry’s drunk as a son … of … a … bitch!”
Josh took hold of Anya’s other arm and tugged. She didn’t move at first, so he pulled on her again. Josh worried
the wino wouldn’t let her go. Then things might get ugly. Josh hadn’t thrown a punch since middle school, and he
wasn’t all that good at it even then. But he’d do it. He knew he would. “Anya, honey,” he said, forcing calm into his
voice, “this way.”
That stirred her out of her trance. She met his gaze, slammed her jaws closed and took two steps toward him as if
they were about to dance. The drunk’s hand dripped away as they moved, their legs pumping full-speed like a
master’s fingers on piano keys. They made it five steps, ten, fifteen. When Josh turned to look, the guy stood in the
same spot with his arms at his sides. He laughed and almost sang, “A son … of … a … bitch!”
“I got you,” Josh said, guiding Anya off the path and into a copse of willow bushes. From there, he led her down a
short, muddy hillock until they could neither see nor hear the wino. “It’s all right. He’s gone. He won’t bother you
anymore.”
Anya stared up into his eyes, mesmerized and brightened. She pressed against his chest and held on as tightly as
she could.
“Forget everything,” he said. “Forget your life. Forget the monsters in your closet. Forget old Terry and his dirty
mitts. You’re safe now. You’re on base.”
She didn’t smile, yet Josh knew he was reaching her.
“You’re on base,” he said again. “You’re on base, and no one can touch you.”
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What Walter Lost
Neil Connelly
Everybody in Camp Hill who knew Walter knew he was a nice guy. At his job across the river in Harrisburg, where
he analyzed highway traffic patterns for the state, all his co-workers smiled warmly back at him when he passed on
the way to his windowless cubicle. During meetings he was seldom called upon, but on those occasions he cheerfully
offered his opinions. The other parishioners at Trinity Assembly of Christ returned Walter’s sincere handshakes and
good wishes on the steps of the church after Sunday service. His wife of seven years, Melissa, would sit by him on the
couch at night, and she would watch shows about vacation getaways and dream weddings and home improvements
while he skimmed technical reports or read the latest book on new developments in science. In his younger days,
Walter had developed a fascination with quantum mechanics, string theory - the mysterious underpinnings of the
universe. He had majored in physics at Bloomsburg, but without the money to go after a PhD, the pursuit was
relegated to a hobby.
One Friday night, when he was just beginning a new book on dark matter, the phone rang, startling both Walter
and Melissa. On the TV, a man in denim overalls took a sledgehammer to a blue kitchen countertop, and a small box
appeared with a phone number and the name “Bartowski, Philip.” Walter closed his book. “That’s Phil,” he said.
“From Bridges and Overpasses.”
Melissa asked why he’d be calling, a question Walter wondered himself. He stepped quickly into the kitchen,
caught the phone on the fourth ring. When he came back to the living room a minute later, Melissa wanted to know
if everything was alright. Walter nodded and said, “He wants me to go shoot pool tonight with some of the other
guys from the bureau, I guess.”
“Can you shoot pool?” Melissa asked. She reached for her glass of white wine.
Walter shrugged. “I did back in college. The frat next door had a table.” He sat down on the couch and picked
up his book. “Actually I wasn’t half bad.”
“Well, what did you tell him?”
He stared at the back cover. “I said I was busy.”
On the screen, the contractor began shaking his head at a problem in the wall. “You aren’t busy,” Melissa said.
“You should go.”
Walter opened the book but did not begin reading. After a few seconds he asked, “Why?”
Melissa aimed the remote at the TV. The images on the screen flashed by - a woman wearing a diamond
necklace, two vultures pecking at an unidentifiable carcass, a bald infant in a hospital bed. “It’d be good if you got
out more, Walt. Go on. Go have fun.”
Walter looked at the child for a moment. Its gender was difficult to determine. “Do you want me to go?” he
asked.
Melissa turned away from the screen. “Why in the world would I want you to go? It doesn’t matter to me. It just
sounds like it could be nice. You know, I’ve got book club and Bunco, coffee with Cindy. It’s important for a man to
go out with his friends.”
Walter thought, “They aren’t my friends,” and nearly said it, but he realized how pathetic it sounded. He
wondered then just who he would list as his friends, if compelled to.
Ten minutes later, he came down the steps and stood in the living room doorway, his arms outstretched. He was
wearing beige Dockers and a blue polo shirt. “How do I look?”
Melissa put down her wine and shifted on the couch. “You look fine. This isn’t a date you know. If you put
cologne on, I’m going to start getting suspicious.”
Walter walked over to her, bent, and kissed her on the cheek. “Enjoy your shows,” he said.
“I’ll be here when you get back.”
Walking to the car, Walter replayed his wife’s last comment. Where else would she be?
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‘Walter glanced at Ken’s ring finger, saw it was bare, and forced a polite grin.’
_____
Overtime! was a sports bar planted in the mall parking lot. As Walter circled, looking for a spot, he thought back
to when, as a kid, he would take the bus out here for a quarter. He’d meet Eric Zincenko and Chris Dickert, along
with John Rusin, who was close enough to ride his Schwinn. They would play in the mall arcade for hours, wander
from store to store in air tinged with Musak, slurp Orange Juliuses and read comics sitting cross-legged on the floor
in Waldenbooks. They’d pitch pennies into the fountain at the mall’s heart, watch it shoot water up toward the glasspaneled dome ceiling. Walter remembered that from outside it looked to him like an observatory.
Since it was a Friday night, Overtime! was especially crowded. Walter excused himself as he turned sideways and
gently shouldered his way through those waiting for a table in the dining rooms. He kept repeating, “I’m meeting
someone inside,” as an explanation for his rudeness, though no one seemed to care. At the bar, he leaned on one
elbow and surveyed the area where people congregated around pool tables. He did not see Philip, or anyone else he
recognized, and he felt awkward standing alone and empty-handed in the middle of people enjoying each others’
company, smiling and laughing. When the bartender, a kind-faced woman in her forties, raised her voice to ask him
what she could get for him, Walter asked what she had on draft. He listened to her rattle off a series of exotic
sounding microbrews, nodded as if he’d tried each one many times, then said, “That pale ale sounds good.”
When she brought the glass, it was much taller - and more expensive - than he’d thought it would be. He noted
that he would have to limit himself to one drink, if the drinks were this big. He sipped at the beer and, though it had
more bite then he expected, it went down easy. Immediately he felt a bit less anxious. He paid for the drink and
carried it into the crowd, holding it with both hands.
As soon as Walter made eye contact with Philip, tucked away in a corner booth by the pool tables, his coworker
tapped the shoulder of the man sitting with him and pointed at Walter. They both watched him slip past four big
guys holding pool cues like spears, standing over a cluster of balls around a side pocket. Walter was careful not to
spill his beer. When he reached the table, Philip stood and said, “Walter, this is Ken, new in Signage. Ken, this is
Walter.” Walter put down his beer and shook hands in turn with each man. He slid into the booth.
“Glad you changed your mind,” Philip said. “You find the place okay?”
“Right where you said it’d be,” Walter replied. The other men smiled and Walter was pleased.
“Like I was saying,” Ken said to Philip, “I told her if that was the best she could do, I’d do it myself.”
Philip slapped the table and laughed loudly. Ken beamed. Walter glanced at Ken’s ring finger, saw it was bare,
and forced a polite grin. He took a sip from his beer. “So I thought you guys were playing pool.”
“We were,” Philip said. “Till the damn fire brigade showed up.” He cocked a thumb toward the tables, and
Walter looked again at the four burly men he’d come past. They wore matching blue t-shirts with red insignia and
lettering. As they moved, Walter read “Firefighters” on one and “Eternal Brotherhood” on another. Above them, a
crown of oversized TVs showed Mixed Martial arts, basketball, and a cooking competition. On one screen, Walter
saw a blue screen with white words asking the question, “Which island was originally a British Penal colony?” The
possible answers were Ireland, Puerto Rico, Madagascar, and Australia.
A man Walter recognized but could not name appeared at the table. “Ireland,” the man said. Walter knew he was
wrong, but remained silent. Philip said to him, “You remember Dale from Planning?”
Walter and Dale nodded at each other, then Walter slid deeper into the booth to make room for him. Dale said to
Ken, “I left your cell number on the bathroom wall. You like it doggy style, right?”
“No, no,” Ken said. “You’ve got me confused with your mom.”
The other three men began discussing the recent trend of remaking classic TV shows. There was a new Knight
Rider, a Wonder Woman, and a Charlie’s Angels. Dale said, “They got some other Star Trek movie now with a new
Captain Kirk. Fucking crazy. William Shatner is Captain Kirk, nobody else.”
“Damn straight,” Philip said.
Dale agreed and all four of them drank, as if it were a kind of toast. Walter didn’t have strong feelings about the
matter, but he drank anyway. Squeezed in the back of the booth between Ken and Dale, he felt a bit cramped,
trapped even. As Philip began to describe a recent negotiation with a car dealer, Walter started to wonder if, had he
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stayed home, he and Melissa might’ve gone to bed together. If this were one of those Friday nights when, wordlessly,
they would have reached for each other across the cool sheets between them.
When Philip finished, Dale told a long story about floating beneath a bald eagle during a recent kayak trip on the
Condoguinet Creek. Walter was envious, trying to imagine the sight of a majestic bird in the wild. That’s when Dale
held his hands up as if holding an invisible rifle and said, “Well within range.”
Ken, newly divorced, offered a series of anecdotes from his adventures in internet dating. “Some of these fortysomething chicks are just so fucked up,” he said. “They’ve been in these shitty marriages and think they can show
their independence by getting freaky. Thank god for Cosmo. One brought her own goddamn vibrator. I’m telling
you. Thing was bright blue.” This made Dale almost spit out his beer.
Philip said, “Watch out with those things. She might figure out she doesn’t need you.”
As for Philip, he shared his dread about an upcoming family trip to Disney, organized by his wife. “The girls love
it,” he said. “But what’s really magical about the place is how fast your money disappears. Other day she asked me
what I thought about Breakfast with the Princesses. $65 bucks a plate.”
“Guess you’ll be leaving your balls in the hotel room,” Ken said.
“Yeah right. I wish I could leave my wallet. Joys of fatherhood.”
Five years ago, Walter and Melissa had tried to conceive. Once they realized there was a problem, they followed
the familiar route from doctor to specialist. They’d even made a series of trips to New York City. The experts offered
many theories, but no one was able to pinpoint the problem. One grey-haired woman, after reviewing their files,
examining them both, and consulting new test results, simply shrugged and said, “It’s one of those things. Science
can’t explain everything.” After an unsuccessful in vitro procedure, they briefly discussed a surrogate. Walter saw the
history of their laptop fill up with sites about agencies desperate to pair potential parents with babies from China,
from Bangladesh, from West Virginia. He never asked Melissa about these sites.
Philip thwacked Walter on the back and said, “How about you?”
“How about me what?”
“Dream concert. Van Halen or Bon Jovi?”
“Oh, I don’t know,” Walter said. “That’s a tough one.”
“Damn straight,” Dale said. “Like asking Boston or Journey.”
In a room just past the bar, someone named Teddy Midnight opened the karaoke machine up. Immediately two
women began crooning out “Margaritaville.” A round of drinks appeared on the table, and Dale and Philip thanked
Ken. Walter winced for a second at the idea of having a second drink, but once he started, found that it felt just fine.
As the men traded tales, Walter tried to think of a story he could tell, one that would make him feel part of this
group. Using a video on “YouTube,” he had managed to replace the mother board on his refrigerator last weekend.
And the previous Friday, his wife had seen their neighbor’s landscaper taking a piss in the huge azaleas that separated
their properties. Then of course there was his father’s stroke. He was recuperating in a rehab over in Hershey.
Earlier in the week, when Walter had visited, his father kept asking him to get him some riding boots. It took Walter
twenty minutes to unravel that he was trying to get some vanilla ice cream. None of these stories seemed right for
this crowd, so Walter held his beer with both hands, listened to them talk, smiled or laughed when the others did.
Meanwhile, he secretly played along with the trivia game on the screen across from him. He knew that Sun Tzu
wrote “The Art of War” and that the capital of Nebraska was Lincoln. He did not know that baby dolphins are born
striped. He kept waiting for a question about science, about the big bang or the expansion of the cosmos or
unknown forces that churn at the center of a black hole.
“You know Walt,” Philip said. “I’ve been meaning to ask you something.”
Walter turned to him. He noticed that Ken and Dale were silent, looking into their beer. Philip said, “The usage
reports on I-83 north, down by the turnpike. They’ve got a real bearing on my unit, and I was wondering what they
were looking like.”
Walter said, “Those reports are due in two weeks. We’re still gathering data.”
Phil folded his hands. “I know what you’re gathering. That’s what you guys do so we know where to build stuff,
right? What I’m asking for here is a little heads up. Something off the record.”
Walter looked at him.
Dale leaned in and said, “You know. Between friends.”
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Walter was still looking at Philip when his gaze shifted. A large figure stepped to the edge of their table. It was
one of the thick fireman, holding his cue like a walking staff. He lifted his chin and said, “Feel like shooting a bit?”
Philip, Dale, and Ken exchanged looks. The fireman, bald with a thick beard, said, “Eight ball. The other guys got
tired of getting their asses kicked.”
Ken said, “Yeah, that doesn’t sound like fun.”
Walter rose. “I’ll give it a shot.” He pushed into Dale, who had to slide out. As he carried his drink away from
the booth, Walter didn’t look back at Philip.
One of the things Walter used to enjoy about billiards is that, while there are a great number of variables, that
number is fixed. At its heart, the game is a simple matter of physics. The ball goes in the hole or it does not.
The rack had already been set, and as Walter rolled a stick on the table, testing it for any defects, the fireman said,
“I’ll give you the break. You want to say five bucks a game?”
Walter raised an eyebrow.
The man said, “Just to give the game a little edge. C’mon. It’s five bucks.”
On the break, Walter sank a striped and a solid. The loud crack and the scattering of balls were satisfying. After
surveying the table, he chose solids and dropped three more before leaving the six-ball on the lip of a side pocket.
The fireman nodded and went to work, piecing together a run of five balls that only stopped when he scratched.
Walter retrieved the cue and said, “I didn’t think that would fall.”
The fireman said, “It wasn’t supposed to.”
They made quick eye contact, smiled, and nodded at each other.
Walter eyed up the nine-ball, imagined where he’d want the cue to end up after that shot. The trajectory of the
cue - the path he wanted it to take from ball to ball and bumper to bumper over the next several shots - formed a
constellation only he could see. He placed the cue ball down, gently, then bent and leveled his stick.
A few minutes later, after Walter sank the eight, the fireman shook his hand and said, “Double or nothing?”
Walter paused, wondered if he were in one of those movies where a gullible schmuck falls prey to a savvy pool
shark, but he said, “Why not? My name is Walter.”
The man said, “Bill.”
As the winner, Walter broke the next rack, though nothing fell. Bill dropped three stripes before playing a safety
of sorts. With the balls clustered more, the game became a bit of a defensive effort, with each man trying not to give
the other an advantage. They took each other’s measure and, when Walter managed to bank the one ball lengthwise
on the table, Bill tapped the heel of his stick into the floor to show admiration. Walter had a chance to win and was
lining up the eight ball when Ken and Dale stepped over to the table. “Things look pretty intense over here.”
“Everything’s good,” Walter said.
Bill just stared.
While Ken and Dale watched, Walter ran the eight into the corner of the pocket and it bounced free, but not far
enough that Bill couldn’t easily tap it in.
“Tough break,” Dale said.
Bill broke the rack for the third game, a tie breaker they agreed to play for twenty bucks, and somehow Walter’s
beer went from being empty to full. Philip, off to the side, saw him notice and said, “Liquid courage. You’re playing
for the honor of the Interstate Highway Bureau.” Walter turned away from him but lifted the beer.
During the game, a couple of the other firemen stood just past the end of the table. They offered Bill
encouragement.
Soon Walter’s beer was nearly empty and there were only three balls left on the table - the eight, one solid, and
one striped. Walter stood behind the eight-ball, which was in close proximity to the eleven, his last. As he walked
around to the cue, he announced, “Combination.” Two of the fireman shifted their feet and leaned their heads closer
together. Walter knew it was a difficult shot, one he might not try if he were entirely sober.
He chalked his stick, and blew across the powdered tip. Then he lowered himself and struck the cue with an easy
stroke. The ball ran into the side of the eight, which ricocheted into the eleven, driving it with force into the corner
pocket. Both the cue and the eight rolled gently down to the rail, where they rested lined up for an easy winning shot.
Ken and Dale whooped as if they were responsible.
But as Walter moved to position to finish the game, Bill stepped toward the same space. “Scratch,” he said.
“Scratch?” Dale asked.
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One of the other fireman said, “Eight-ball’s not neutral.”
“It is where I learned the game,” Ken said.
Bill shrugged. “Guess you shouldn’t have learned to play in Dipshitville.”
Walter was standing over the cue ball, where Bill needed to be if he were going to shoot. Quietly, Walter said,
“You saw me lining up the shot. I called it. Why didn’t you stop me?”
“You seem like a big boy,” Bill told him. A couple of the fireman snickered, and Walter glanced over at Philip,
Ken, and Dale. He thought about dropping a twenty on the table in disgust. He imagined shoving the eight-ball into
the pocket. He pictured himself saying, In a dispute, all bets are off. Instead of any of these things though, he handed
his stick to Bill and turned from the table, then walked into the crowd.
Outside there was a light rain, and the air was cool. Walter took measured, even strides into the parking lot, away
from the building but not really toward anything. He had to stop when he realized that he wasn’t exactly sure where
his car was. It quite likely was, he decided, on the other side of Overtime! Above him, a passenger jet from the
airport in Harrisburg rose into the storm, just high enough that it made no noise. Walter watched it disappear and
wondered where it was going.
After taking a few steps back toward the building, he passed an oversized red pickup truck with a siren on the
roof. Along the side, he read the arching words, “Volunteer Firefighter, Mechanicsburg.” Walter stood in the rain
for a few moments, then his eyes fell on the parking island the truck was nosed up to. A street light sprang from a
landscaped bed of river rocks. Scrawny weeds poked through those stones. When Walter picked up one of the rocks,
it felt good in his hand, like a baseball. He realized there was no way to be sure this was Bill’s truck, but that didn’t
seem to matter as he stood over the hood, considering the weight in his hand. Slim raindrops ran down the
windshield.
When Walter hurled the rock, it bounced off the glass, clattered onto the wet asphalt. The windshield didn’t
shatter, but a crack splintered down the driver’s side, like a bolt of lightening.
Walter’s heart was pounding.
Voices from the bar drew his attention, and he turned away from the building and the patrons hustling his way in
the rain. He walked along the cars, retreating, but soon saw he was running out of parking lot. Rather than turn
back, he continued on, crossing the street and stepping up onto the sidewalk of the mall. A steady stream of people
were coming out of the exit, and a man with a tan jacket held the door and said goodnight as each passed. Walter
took hold of another door and the man said, “Sir, the mall’s closing in ten minutes.”
“It’s okay,” Walter said, and he slipped in without looking behind him.
Inside, the lights were dim and many of the shops had closed their rattling gates. Between the bars, Walter saw
shopkeepers and minimum wagers putting away displays, closing out cash registers. He couldn’t recall the last time
he was actually in this mall. Had he come to a jeweler here to look for an engagement ring for Melissa? As he walked
on, he was struck by how much had changed, how few stores he recognized. There was a gold and silver jewelry
kiosk where he and his buddies used to get Orange Juliuses, and where he expected to find the record store, there was
a place that sold cell phones. He knew of course that the arcade would be gone, but when he saw the Dollar Tree in
the old location, his disappointment was bitter. Just outside of it, an old man, thin and wearing a blue jump suit,
plugged in a floor waxing machine. He looked at Walter with curious eyes.
Walter walked away and found himself suddenly
eager to see the fountain, the centerpiece at the mall’s
main intersection. The memory of being there with
Dickert and Rusin and Zincenko, it came on so
strong he felt transported and light. He began to
walk more quickly, until he was nearly in a jog,
trotting past all the closed stores. He pictured not
just the fountains that every fifteen minutes sprayed
in a choreographed pattern set to music, but the brass
turtles that sat in the center of the water. Everyone
used to try to pitch pennies onto their curved shells,
make them land just so, pretending that success would bring the granting of a wish. The floor of the fountain
shimmered with coins, each one a dream unfulfilled, and Walter recalled a summer day when he and his friends all
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brought a hundred pennies and they sat together on the edge, grinning and beaming, taking turns at the impossible.
Victory seemed inevitable, just a matter of time.
When he reached the center of the mall, he thought he must be in the wrong place. There were no brass turtles,
no fountain even. There was only a circular information booth with metal blinds pulled down in the windows. On
the side was a brightly colored map with a “You are here!” red arrow confirming that Walter was, indeed, at the main
intersection. Still, he hardly could believe this, until he looked up and saw the glass ceiling, comprised of all those
octagonal panels. It was the same. He was exactly where he thought he was. He squinted to see the stars, but the
clouds from the storm obscured the night sky.
“Can I help you, sir?” came from behind him.
Walter turned to see the man in the tan jacket, the one from the entrance. He was holding a walkie-talkie. “The
mall is closed.”
“I know,” Walter said.
“Is there something I can help you with?” The man looked at the map. “Do you know where you are?”
“I do,” Walter said. “I’m just… I lost something, okay?”
The man snapped the walkie-talkie onto his belt and pulled out a ring of tingling keys. He stepped toward the
door of the booth. “They got a big box of unclaimed stuff in here,” he told Walter. “What are we looking for?”
Walter didn’t answer. Instead he came up behind the security guard, who hoisted a blue plastic bin up onto the
counter. Walter removed a flannel jacket, fished through a handful of scarves, hats, a single mitten. There was a
handbag, a pair of sunglasses, two tiny umbrellas, and a water bottle.
“Well?” the security guard asked. “Any luck?”
Walter wanted to know where the fountain went. He remembered the brass turtles so clearly, and how they spit
water from their mouths. But he didn’t want to seem foolish. “No,” he said as he returned all the items to the bin.
“None of this is mine.”
“Okay,” the guard said. “Tell me what you lost and give me your number. We’ll keep an eye out for it.”
But Walter was already turning, already picturing the exit and the cool rain. “Forget it,” he said. “It’s not the kind
of thing somebody would find.”
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Gratuity
Tim Johnston

The couple in the second red booth was having an argument. The man, fortyish with slicked-back blond-white hair,
was wearing an expensive charcoal overcoat. Even inside the restaurant. The red-haired woman, perhaps his wife and
perhaps not, was listening and looking around. Listening and looking around. Shushing him. The man raised his
voice. He said they weren’t coming back to this restaurant. Not ever. Not ever, dammit. The woman whispered, loud
enough for Hubert to hear, that the man was embarrassing her. To please stop it. To stop it for God’s sakes. For
God’s sakes please stop it you’re embarrassing me.
The man did not stop it. He said, and Hubert wasn’t the only one who heard him, “If they want to advertise great
service, then I have the right to advertise that they don’t deliver on what they advertise.”
Hubert thought it was odd, almost funny, that the man used the word “advertise” three times in one sentence.
Maybe he could have used it once, and then could have said “I have the right to complain” and then “that they don’t
deliver on what they promise.” But the man said “advertise” three times. Hubert didn’t know whether to tell him or
not. Maybe he would tell him. Maybe the woman would tell him. Yes. She could tell him: “For God’s sakes, don’t say
the word three times in one sentence. You’re embarrassing me.”
But the woman did not tell him that. She just said “You’re impossible” and then she smiled, and then said she
wanted a refill of her iced tea. The man said, and loud at that, “Maybe if we pitch freaking tents and get a good night’s
sleep, your iced tea will arrive in the morning.” The woman laughed and told the man again how impossible he was.
She seemed to like his impossibility, or was it his impossibleness? She held his hand now, and Hubert thought that
was strange, almost funny, since the man embarrassed her and was impossible and used the same word three times in
one sentence. Hubert didn’t know whether to remind her of how embarrassed she was. He considered reminding her
that less than a minute ago she was so embarrassed for God’s sakes. He could say here’s your unsweet tea ma’am and
why are you holding the hand of a man who is impossible and says words like advertise three times in one sentence.
Hubert approached the table.
“Would you like a refill of your tea, ma’am?”
The woman looked at the man and did a snort thing, a snorty laugh thing, like Hubert remembered doing in
church when he was a kid and his sister whispered something funny and he was caught off guard and laughed
through his nose snortily and after the service his dad smacked him in the head a bunch of times when they got to the
car. Hubert considered smacking the woman in the head a bunch of times, but someone else was her dad and it
wasn’t Hubert and it wasn’t the man in the overcoat.
The man picked up the woman’s glass and rattled it back and forth, the ice cubes clinking the sides. Hubert
worried that the man might crack the glass with all the rattling. “This week if you don’t mind,” said the man. The
woman did the snorty thing again, and Hubert reached up and felt at the right side of his head, remembering his dad.
When his dad smacked him that day for disrespecting the minister and God’s house and God and Jesus and Mary,
there was a smack for all five, not just one. You disrespected the minister (smack) and God’s house (smack) and God
and Jesus and Mary (yes, Hubert reflected, it had been five smacks). Again Hubert considered smacking the woman,
but reminded himself that somewhere she had her own dad and it must be okay with him that she was with this
impossible man for God’s sakes. Hubert didn’t think that her dad taught her the snorty laugh thing, but if he did it
was his business and not Hubert’s.
Hubert looked at the man and smiled. “Seven days is a long time, sir,” said Hubert.
The man’s face reddened. “What the hell did you just say to me, boy?”
The man held the glass up toward Hubert and rattled it again.
“I said I think I can get a refill of unsweet tea for the lady in less than a week, sir,” Hubert said, accepting the glass
from the man. “Probably a lot less. I pride myself on good service, and I’m not impossible. For God’s sakes.”
The woman gasped and then did the snorty thing again. She brought her open palms to her face.
The man in the charcoal overcoat said “You impertinent piece of….” and then said “I want to see your manager”
and then said “You’re through.”
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‘I’m not mocking you, sir. I’m just trying to give you paramount service.’
_____
Hubert turned and walked to the beverage station behind the cash register, stepping around the fake ficus tree
and its pose next to the sales counter. The ficus tree always bothered him in its absence of the need for water. He
again considered saying so to the manager, but as the manager was not in at the moment, Hubert figured that he
would simply replace the woman’s unsweet tea this week rather than next, as requested by the impossible man.
There would be plenty of time for her to get another refill this week, but Hubert preferred promptness, and of
course there was also plenty of time to pursue a living ficus tree for the restaurant. All in good time, he thought, and
he must have his priorities in place. Maximum customer service was paramount. The manager liked to say
“paramount.” In order to provide maximum customer service and respect the word “paramount,” Hubert selected
two unwrinkled packets of Splenda to present to her in appropriate anticipation of her needs.
When Hubert arrived with the woman’s refill, the man slapped his right palm on the table and said “We’ll take
the check.”
But paramount customer service is what we advertise, Hubert thought. It’s what we value. It’s a core value, said
the lady from the home office in Florida when she came in to train them last month. A core value, she said. There are
five.
“Doesn’t the lady want her refill of tea?” Hubert asked, extending the glass toward the woman.
“She wanted it yesterday, friend,” said the man in the overcoat. “Now bring the check, please. See, Rhonda, I can
be polite, even to people who steal my money with slow service and undercooked sirloins.”
Hubert tried to remember whether he knew the man. It didn’t seem that they were friends, but he reviewed his
friends in his brain for a second or two, and came to the conclusion that whatever was causing the man to say
“advertise” three times in a sentence was also plaguing the man’s memory. And he had not seen the woman
yesterday in the restaurant, or surely he would have provided her with a refill of unsweet tea then. Customer service
was as paramount yesterday as today. That was the core value the Florida lady called Consistency. Maybe she sat in
Margo’s section yesterday. Yes, he thought. That must have been it. Maybe at one of the tables by the mirrors and the
fake palm tree that didn’t need water one bit more than the ficus did.
“I’m sorry that she didn’t get it, sir.”
The man stared at Hubert. “Get what?” He seemed annoyed.
“Her refill yesterday. I’ll look into it for you.”
Again the man’s face grew dark.
“Listen, you wiseass. You mock me and I’ll cut off your family jewels.”
Hubert thought it was odd that the man would offer such a deal, but it didn’t seem fair, or even realistic, that the
man would know where to find Hubert’s family’s jewels. His mother died four years ago.
“My mother died four years ago, sir. They were hers. I’m not mocking you, sir. I’m just trying to give you
paramount service.”
Hubert felt a little bit sick talking to the impossible man, especially when the woman snorted again as the man
held his hands out wide and opened his mouth and shook his head. Hubert left to prepare the check. While he did so,
he searched for a reason why the man would want to cut off Hubert’s family’s jewels. He didn’t think there were
many family jewels, but the main point was that the man was rude to say so. Rudeness and redundancy seemed to be
the man’s problems, so in that moment Hubert decided to help him.
Hubert brought the check to the table. The man wordlessly threw a Visa card onto the table, and Hubert just as
wordlessly picked it up and went back to the cashier station to ring up the bill. He looked at the card. Richard W.
Coxhead , it said. Richard W. Coxhead liked to say “advertise” three times in one sentence. Richard W. Coxhead
thought that Hubert was an impertinent piece of something. Richard W. Coxhead dramatically, even wildly,
overestimated how long it takes to prepare an unsweet tea. Versatile articulation, common sense and measurement
were not Richard W. Coxhead’s strengths, Hubert decided. Richard W. Coxhead was also impossible and
embarrassed his wife or not his wife, but could make her snort with the best of them. That was one of Richard W.
Coxhead’s strengths. Not among his strengths was the fact that Richard W. Coxhead gave strange instructions like
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telling people to mock him, the deal being that he would cut off people’s family jewels in return. An odd man was
Richard W. Coxhead.
Yes, Hubert thought. He could help this man. He could help Richard W. Coxhead. Or was it Rick? Rich? Dick?
R.W.?
Hubert brought back the check and the man’s credit card.
Hubert bowed. “It’s been a pleasure to serve you, sir. Ma’am.”
Richard W. Coxhead laughed, and the woman snorted.
Hubert was confused. He turned and walked back to the cashier station, his heart pounding. This had happened
before, this sense of responsibility for others. Their laughter in response to his paramount customer service,
especially when he dutifully delivered the lie about pleasure, a lie which the lady from Florida said was a virtue of
paramount customer service, made him get that hot feeling again in his stomach. He owed them something, and yet
he wasn’t sure this time what it was.
The couple got up from the second red booth. The man buttoned his overcoat, and it occurred to Hubert that, oh
yes, that was it, wearing the overcoat during lunch saved him from having to put it on as part of leaving. Smart,
Hubert thought, to save a step. Hubert reflected that he had underestimated the man based strictly on his weaknesses
in vocabulary and common sense and measurement, and that the man’s ability to plan ahead was evidenced by the
saved step of not having to put on his overcoat to go outside. The woman, on the other hand, had to make three
attempts to swing her left arm into and through the left sleeve of the fur-trimmed black leather knee-length coat
which she had folded next to her in the booth while eating. Remotely, Hubert considered that the man should have
helped his wife or not his wife with the coat, and Hubert concluded that the woman must be his wife after all. If she
was not his wife, and they were holding hands during lunch, then he would have helped her with her coat. Hubert
was pretty sure of that.
The front door’s bell tinkled when the couple stepped out into the cold afternoon air, and tinkled again when the
door closed. Hubert went directly to the second red booth and picked up the signed credit-card receipt left behind by
the man. The receipt was on top of the vinyl folder, the ball point pen spreading the paper open as if to make sure it
could easily be read. The amount with tax said $23.56. On the tip line, written in the blue ballpoint’s ink, was a word,
rather than numbers and decimals. The word was written in block letters. It said NADA.
Hubert stood staring down at the word. NADA. He looked over at the closed front door. He looked back at the
word. He picked up the slip of paper, letting the ballpoint roll over on its right side, if it had a right side, which he
briefly considered was possible but only if you were looking right at the letters BIC with the B sideways at the top and
the C sideways at the bottom and only if you assumed that a pen is tall and thin rather than short and very wide.
NADA.
Hubert remembered the day a couple of years ago, December 27th to be exact, when a customer with red
suspenders and a white dress shirt rolled up at the sleeves to halfway up the forearms had said to his friend, who was
dressed the same except that his suspenders were black, that when you’ve had bad service the nickel tip is better than
no tip because the nickel shows that you’ve thought about it. Hubert had barely heard him from behind the fake ficus
tree, because the man was talking in low tones as if sharing a secret which only a few can know. The man had gone on
to explain to his associate that no tip at all can be dismissed as accidental oversight, but a nickel shows exactly what
you thought of the service. So does a penny, he’d said, if you don’t have a nickel, but don’t use a quarter because then
the server might just think you’re unsuccessful.
Hubert wondered whether the man in the overcoat had ever met the man in the red suspenders.

That evening, Hubert turned the pages of the telephone book under the fluorescent light in the kitchenette. He
ignored the argument between Hector and Rita in the efficiency next door, because once Rita told Hector that he
screwed up again and was tired of him being such a something something loser. Hubert considered that he had heard
all of this before, and after all it wasn’t any of his business.
There were two Richard W. Coxheads in the telephone book. One was Richard W. Coxhead, Atty. The other was
Richard W. Coxhead without the Atty. Hubert considered the likelihood that both Richard W. Coxheads were the
Richard W. Coxhead who wore his charcoal overcoat to lunch, and that Richard W. Coxhead was a lawyer. He had
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also considered that Richard W. Coxhead might be bilingual, but since Hubert knew the meaning of NADA and
Hubert was not bilingual, Hubert deduced that Richard W. Coxhead might not be bilingual either, which was okay of
course, especially when Hector and Rita raised their voices and switched to Espanol whenever it got really heated and
Rita yelled “Espanol por favor!”.
Hubert stared at the telephone number for Richard W. Coxhead without the Atty. He wondered whether Rhonda
would answer. Richard W. and Rhonda. In a nicer world it might have said Richard W. and Rhonda Coxhead and
not Richard W. Coxhead in the telephone book. But that was none of his business.
If Rhonda answered, he would ask for Richard W. Coxhead. He didn’t want to risk being wrong about Rick, or
Rich, or Dick. He could also ask for the man of the house, but asking for the man of the house makes you sound like
you don’t know the man of the house, and Hubert felt that he knew Richard W. Coxhead, knew him well, better than
Richard W. knew himself, and so he would not ask for the man of the house but rather he would ask for Richard W.
Coxhead.
But then he remembered. Familiarity breeds trust. Rick. He should ask for Rick. If Richard W. Coxhead were a
banker he might be Rich or even Dick, but probably not Rick. But Rick the lawyer sounded right, and probably had
always sounded right to Rhonda.
The phone rang in his ear. It rang again. And again. Then a click.
“Hello?” said a woman’s voice.
Hubert cleared his throat nervously. “Hello, Rhonda?”
“Who?”
“This is Hubert. Is the man of the house in?”
“What? The man of the house? Who is this?”
“I mean—I’m sorry. Is Rick available?”
“There’s no Rick here. Do you mean Rich? Who is this?”
“This is Hubert, Rhonda. I was your server today. At Mia’s Café and Grille?”
Hubert wasn’t sure why he said it as a question, but he was nervous. After several silent seconds, he thought that
the call had been disconnected, because the silence seemed long and loud. But then she spoke.
“I wasn’t at Mia’s today. And my name isn’t Rhonda. Rhonda is Rich’s administrative assistant. Why—why are
you calling here? Did something happen to Rich?”
“I didn’t give them paramount service, Mrs. Coxhead. Today. At Mia’s. It was my fault with Rhonda’s unsweet
tea. I don’t know how I missed it.”
The woman seemed very quiet. Hubert wondered whether he had ever served her at Mia’s.
“Have you ever been to Mia’s, Mrs. Coxhead?”
This time she answered quickly, and quietly.
“I have been to Mia’s.”
“We pride ourselves on paramount service. I owe Rich. Rhonda too. I was thinking that I could bring a half gallon
of unsweet tea to your house so maybe Rhonda could have some and Rich could change the Nada to a…”
“Rich proposed to me at Mia’s.”
Hubert wasn’t sure that Mrs. Coxhead was talking to him. He decided to ask a question, just to check.
“Why did he do that?”
“What?”
“Why did he…”
“Because he loved me! He loved me! He wanted to spend the rest of his, his…”
Suddenly Mrs. Coxhead was crying. Hubert had heard his mother cry just like this when he was a boy. There was
a low hum, followed by a staccato of in-breaths, followed again by the low hum, and then sniffles, before starting all
over again.
Hubert considered the fake ficus tree and the fake palm tree. “He loved you and he brought you to Mia’s? Was
that before I started working there?”
“Was that before— why would I know that? Why did you call here?” And the crying set in again. Hubert felt a
smidgeon awkward, like he did when he walked into the living room when he was eleven and saw his father giving his
mother some what for. At least that’s what his father had called it. His mother was crying like Mrs. Coxhead, and his
father said during the smacks, “Look at him again and I’ll give you some more what for.” And his mother had cried
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like Mrs. Coxhead. Low hum, bunch of in-breaths with no out-breaths, and then lots of sniffles and then one really
big out-breath that also was the start of another long low hum. But neither his mother nor his father had seen him,
and he stayed frozen in the foyer with the awkwardness until he figured out he should run outside and play with
Starkey White like his dad always told him he should do because Starkey was a good baseball player and Hubert’s
father wished Hubert could be more like Starkey. More like Starkey.
Hubert decided that Mrs. Coxhead must want to talk to him, because she was still crying and still on the phone.
“Does Rich speak Spanish, Mrs. Coxhead?”
She stopped sniffling.
“Why would you ask me that?”
“Well. Instead of a number, like dollars and cents, he wrote Nada.”
“The word?”
“Yes. It means nothing.”
“I know what it means. It means something.”
Hubert was confused. He decided to confirm that it means something.
“It means nothing, Mrs. Coxhead.”
“It means everything. It means he’s an asshole. And you have ruined my life by calling me. Ruined it! I don’t know
what to do.”
Hubert was unsure why her life was ruined by a telephone call.
“Why have I ruined your life, Mrs. Coxhead?”
“Because my husband is having an affair.”
“I ruined your life because your husband is having an affair?” Hubert was terribly confused.
“You ruined my life by telling me.”
“I’m sorry, Mrs. Coxhead.”
Silence.
“Mrs. Coxhead?”
Silence.
“Mrs. Coxhead, I would like to take this unsweet tea to Rhonda. Do you know where I might find her? I need my
gratuity.”
“At this hour, who knows where you would find that, that, that--”
“Administrative assistant?”
Silence.
“Maybe I could drop it off at her office. Mrs. Coxhead?”
“He said he was working late. My God, what am I going to do?” She started crying again.
“I have the office address, if Rhonda is Mr. Coxhead’s administrative assistant. Maybe I can drop off the unsweet
tea there, Mrs. Coxhead. Do you think they will give me my gratuity if I do that? I’m worried about my rent. Failing
to provide paramount service cost me a tip, and I need twenty-five tips a day to pay the rent. You see, that’s before I
pay the power bill. That’s five tips a day, just that, Mrs. Coxhead. They let me eat at the restaurant, and three tips a
day is for gas in my car. Did you know that my car has gone over two hundred thousand miles, Mrs. Coxhead? Mrs.
Coxhead? Mrs. Coxhead, are you okay?”
Hubert heard another sniffle, followed by “I have to go now. I wish you hadn’t called. You should have minded
your own business.”
“This is my business, Mrs. Coxhead.”
Silence. Hubert waited for a sniffle. None came. She was gone. Unless she was just testing him. No. She was gone.
Hubert considered going to Mrs. Coxhead’s house to see whether she was okay. He didn’t want to have ruined her
life, since that wasn’t his business. But paramount service was. He could leave the unsweet tea at the Coxheads’ house
with Mrs. Coxhead, and then maybe she could front him the tip if her husband wasn’t home. But on the other hand,
the tip wasn’t her responsibility, and besides, Hubert hadn’t earned it yet.
Better to take the unsweet tea directly to Rhonda. Especially if she and Richard W. Coxhead were still working.
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Hubert parked his rusty old silver Gremlin under a streetlight at the corner of Platt Street and Faber Avenue. He
walked down the tree-lined street to 811 Faber Avenue, the address of Burke and Coxhead, Attorneys at Law.
Lights were on inside. The front door was closed, but opened with a twist of the knob . He entered. Nobody was
in the reception area, so he walked on past the front counter and down the hallway behind it, toward a light
emanating from beneath a closed door.
He stopped at the door when he heard music. Soft jazz, it seemed. He touched the handle of the door and turned
it. He opened the door and stopped.
Richard W. Coxhead was on top of, it looked like, yes it was, it was Rhonda. His pants were down around his
ankles as he appeared to be on the verge of falling off of the desk while somehow staying stuck on the woman. The
woman was making noises that Hubert had heard other women make when he watched movies on cable in his
efficiency and that one time when that lady from the third red booth asked him if he dated and he said he didn’t
know and she said she wanted to find out and they went to that place that rented rooms by the hour on Cannon
Street.
Hubert decided to take a closer look at Richard W. Coxhead and Rhonda. He especially thought he might be able
to help in some way. He owed it to Richard W. Coxhead. And maybe even to Rhonda, though the important thing
was that he knew that he owed her a refill of unsweet tea.
He stepped closer. Richard W. Coxhead said something to God. He sounded earnest. The telephone rang.
Hubert said, “I’ll get it.”
Rhonda screamed as Richard W. Coxhead fell backward onto his knees and scrambled to his feet. The phone
rang again as Hubert kept his promise. He picked up the receiver from the side of the desk and waved at Richard W.
Coxhead and Rhonda, nodding his head in reassurance. “I’ve got it,” he said as he raised the phone to his ear. “Don’t
let me interrupt what you were doing.”
“Hello?” he said into the phone as Richard W. Coxhead waved his arms wildly and shook his head back and forth
with vigor.
“Rich!” said the voice on the phone. “Why haven’t you answered? I’ve been calling!”
Hubert recognized the voice immediately. “Mrs. Coxhead?” said Hubert, as Rich approached him, mouth wide
open and yammering silently , both hands reaching for the phone as Rhonda rolled off of the desk and crawled
toward the black leather sofa on the opposite side of the room.
“Mrs. Coxhead?” Hubert said again when he encountered silence at the other end.
Silence. But he heard her breathing. It was coming in short puffs.
“I want to speak with my husband.”
Hubert considered that this might not be a good time for Mrs. Coxhead to talk with her husband.
“Mrs. Coxhead, Rich is a bit indisposed at the moment. And I have brought Rhonda her unsweet tea.”
Richard W. Coxhead was waving his arms.
“Yes, Rich?”
Richard W. Coxhead stopped waving his arms and whispered, hissed really, “We’re working late. Tell her we’re
working late and I’ll be home in about an hour. Tell her!”
Hubert watched Richard W. Coxhead and Rhonda as they got dressed, all four of their hands shaking , sort of like
when Hubert was trying to ring up a bill, get more water for a table, and turn in an order to the kitchen, all in ten
seconds. It made his hands shake to do everything at once. Richard W. Coxhead was watching Hubert with his head,
and trying to put his socks on while pulling up his pants at the same time. Richard W. Coxhead’s hands were shaking
with the impossibility of putting socks on and pulling pants up at the same time. That was why his hands were
shaking.
“Rich wants me to tell you he’ll be home in about an hour,” Hubert said into the phone. “He and Rhonda are
getting dressed.”
Hubert didn’t see Richard W. Coxhead coming, because he was listening to Mrs. Coxhead, who really did cry a lot
for a grown woman. But he did hear him use a swear word as Richard W. Coxhead ripped the phone away from
Hubert and then hit Hubert in the head with it. Hubert fell back a couple of steps, and reached up to feel his head,
which hurt. His fingers were wet when he withdrew them from his head. The man had hit him right in the spot where
his father always did, only this time it wasn’t for snorting in church.
The hot sick feeling came back to Hubert’s stomach as he listened to Richard W. Coxhead talk into the phone.
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“This bastard just barged into my office without notice. We were working on the Carlyle file, and this loon comes
in, and get this baby, he was our freaking waiter today, and there’s something wrong with him, and I love you, and I
can’t wait to get home if I can just get the Carlyle file wrapped up here and--”
Hubert shot Richard W. Coxhead with the gun he had used to kill his father twelve years, two months and six
days ago. The former Richard W. Coxhead collapsed to the floor, bleeding from his left temple, the phone still in his
left hand.
Hubert bent down to pick up the phone. Rhonda screamed, sitting in the corner, hugging herself. Hubert put the
phone to his ear.
“I’m sorry, Mrs. Coxhead. I have unsweet tea for Rhonda. I have to go.”
Hubert hung up the phone on its base on the desk, and turned toward Rhonda. He removed the unsweet tea from
his bag and handed it to her. Her hands were still shaking, because she wasn’t finished getting dressed, her face
registering what he hoped was gratitude for the refill of unsweet tea, but he wasn’t so sure. He wondered whether she
would offer the gratuity. Getting no response aside from another scream, he turned to leave.
Service had been delivered. He had remained consistent, just as he had always been. The lady from Florida would
have been proud.
Rhonda’s voice stopped him. It was a hoarse whisper, but unmistakably Rhonda. Besides, there was nobody else
there. Hubert turned.
“Why, Hubert? Why did you do that? Was it—was it the tip?”
Hubert considered the Nada. He considered the man in the red suspenders two years ago. He considered his
father. He considered his mother.
“No, Rhonda. It wasn’t. I didn’t give you paramount service, and Richard W. Coxhead wrote Nada on the check.
That’s fair, I guess. No ma’am, not the tip.”
“Wh—what, then?”
Hubert considered again. He liked Rhonda, even if she did like men who were impossible and embarrassed her
and used the same word in a sentence three times. And then he knew.
“It was like the man in the red suspenders said, Rhonda. Leave a nickel, so they’ll know you thought about it. I
thought about it. Richard W. Coxhead lied to Mrs. Coxhead. He didn’t lie to me, and he didn’t lie to you. But he lied
to Mrs. Coxhead, and so I had to give him some what for.”
Hubert stood there and looked at Rhonda.
“Would you like some what for, Rhonda?”
Rhonda stared, mouth agape, around the room, her eyes growing dull as they moved from the desk to the
computer to the phone and over toward the outer office and beyond, and then looked at Hubert’s eyes. When she
spoke, her voice was soft, but firm.
“Yes.”
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The Good Death
D. Keramitas
1
It had been a season of bad deaths. Dads had fallen like cholesterol-laden flies one after the other. Mr. Majewsky, two
houses down from Savas’ home: heart-attacked in mid-polka. Mr. Fell, Savas’ best friend’s father, who’d only smoked
cigars and pipes: cancer of the mouth. They’d had to extract his lower jaw-bone so his last months were spent looking
like Popeye. Mr. Rigas, patriarch of the street’s other Greek family: a brain aneurysm that burst on the green. Then
there were the premature deaths that hit Savas’ own generation: Don Jones, brother of Jeff, drowned in the lake. Mike
Krebets by way of motorcycle crash on Gallows Lane. Jack Gomer, neighborhood lost boy, shot in a Bank Street bar
by a sailor over a slut.
The deaths pushed Savas off the subject of mortality. With his clique at lunch or after school there were joking
asides: “How can anyone be stupid-ass enough to drown in Lake Brannigy? It’s hardly more than a pond.” With Jamie
Fell he talked as if it had never happened. He avoided even looking at Jeff Jones in the school corridors.
Then one day, stealthy as summer dusk, a good death. Mrs. Kapelis, a friend of the family since Savas’ childhood,
passed away at age 94. She’d had a long, rich life. She’d died in her sleep, in a comfortable bed in her own house.
Everyone used the word “pillar,” as if she were a stone column of the Parthenon gracefully fallen aground. Gone but
still talked about: her visits to the ill, support for church groups, help for troubled parishioners. Most of all, for Savas:
how Mrs. Kapelis used to give him $50 on both his birthday and name day.
So some deaths were good. Savas still put Mrs. Kapelis’ decease at the outer limits of his radar, his parents’
concern. There’d be the wake, funeral, Forty Days, donations in her name, memorial service in a year’s time. He’d
think about her on his name day, which was coming up.
In the meantime he tended his personal garden. Savas didn’t actually have a garden but a four-foot cannabis
sativa that he grew underneath the cellar stairs. It had started as a seed from a joint, thumbed into a window-sill
planter. Following The Mary Jane Handbook, he’d lined the space with foil and installed a 500-watt bulb. Its leaves
were barely finger-sized, but the important thing was that it was healthy and illicit. Savas saw his plant almost as a
pet. His sister had rabbits in a hutch, he had cannabis in a pot.
A day or so after the news of Mrs. Kapelis’ death, Savas brought up the plant to show off its progress to his clique
friends in Jamie’s shed. Just at the back door he heard his mother call and shoved the plant behind a curtain in the
TV room.
“Savas?” she repeated.
“Yeah.”
“Don’t yeah me.”
“What is it that you want, mother?”
“You’re father’s not feeling well, with his stomach.”
“I’m sorry.”
Savas felt a momentary twinge, given recent dad mortality rates, but he smothered it. He knew from health class
and from all those pill commercials that indigestion, irregularity, sore muscles, etc. were a part of getting on in years.
It wasn’t the first time his dad had had stomach problems and probably wouldn’t be the last.
“And Mrs. Hirondolopoulous—you remember her?”
“Yeah, I just can’t pronounce her name.”
“Well—watch it, mister!—she’s very sick too, I have to go visit. So we can’t go to Mrs. Kapelis’ funeral.”
“I’m sure she won’t … that’s too bad.”
“Now our family’s got to make an appearance, Savas. You’re going to have to represent us Thursday.”
“Me? I can’t stand funerals. I’ve never even been to one .”
His father came downstairs in his bathrobe, looking sallower than usual.
“First time for everything, pal.”
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“What am I supposed to do there?” Savas asked.
“Just go. Bring flowers. Say hello. Eat fish. You can take the Olds.”
But as he was sneaking his marijuana plant outside, Savas was slammed in the face by the realization that the
funeral was the same day as the party at Juan Cordero’s. Several girls had been invited, were in fact the real reason
the party was being organized. Tim referred to it as “our orgy.” Savas entered the shed holding the plant in front of
him, a troubled look clouding his face. Jamie, Tim, and Juan sat on the shredded sofa smoking from a tall bong.
When they saw the plant they surrounded it as if it were a newborn baby, smelling it and stroking its leaves. Then
they went back to the bong and Savas broke the news.
“No dude, you agreed,” said Tim. “We’ve all got to match the pussy. You and Eva Rentz, perfectly balanced like
an Omega watch.”
“The lady who died was a friend of the family,” said Savas.
“That person no longer exists. Atoms to atoms, bro’. Those cooze-bags are alive and dripping for us, and Eva is
legendary.”
“Maybe you can find someone to take my place.”
But Savas didn’t really want that, and was relieved when Tim scoffed:
“It’s a clique affair, Sav’. No outsiders. We’re a perfect machine like—”
“I know, a watch.”
“A vibrator, dude.”
Why had he joined this stupid clique in the first place? Because everyone at school said the town was dead.
Because Savas thought it was the school that was dead. Because his family was simply comatose. It was to escape all of
them that he’d accepted the clique’s invitation. They razzed town, school and family. But now his family had
overwhelming gravitational pull, like a giant planet, like Jupiter.
“No, I really can’t.”
“You suck, Savas.”
Tim puffed up his football-center frame before him in an attitude of contempt. Savas was thin, not yet having put
on his dad’s bulk, and looked waif-like by comparison.
“Tim’s right, you’re part of the clique ,” said Juan.
“Your existence gets its meaning from the whole,” intoned Tim as if reading from class notes, “like a cell in a
body, an atom in a molecule, a part in a machine.”
“A seed in a stool,” said Jamie.
“Oh shut up!” said Tim, then turned back to Savas. “One for clique—and clique for the whole.”
“Yeah, my asshole,” said Jamie.
“Shut up!”
Savas felt cornered, like being asked a question in Geometry II the fucking-up of which would show he hadn’t so
much as blinked at the pages assigned. Like his parents asking for an explanation if you please for a slight against his
sister. Like certain pointed questions he’d asked himself lying awake at night. As in all those cases he wanted to
answer, but really answer: an answer that would chain-saw the question. He couldn’t do that right now but he did the
next best thing.
“I asked Tina Webb to come with me to the funeral,” Savas lied, “and she said yes.”
“The Pity Gambit,” said Juan. “Excellent!”
“Man,” said Jamie. “Tina Webb? Fuck.”
That trumped everything. Even Tim was at a sour-faced loss. Finally he coughed and spoke up.
“I still say Eva Rentz is the cooze for you. All experience, no inhibitions. But …”
“Tina Webb!” they all said simultaneously, as they passed around the bong.

2
Now Savas just had to ask Tina Webb out to a funeral. If they discovered that he’d lied, he’d be out of the clique: a
sloughed-off cell, atom isolated from its molecule, broken part in a machine. He had to at least try. Savas was justfriends friendly with her. She cordially accepted helpful information about quizzes. She smiled at his acts of
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politeness, e.g. picking up dropped books. She startled him by laughing at his jokes in study hall. The friendliness
fuelled his fantasies, including the masturbatory variety . But he never seriously thought of taking her out, let alone
in-and-out. Tina wasn’t just a girl but A Piece. Back in middle school her body had magically metamorphosed into
the perfectly-formed chassis of a hot adult female only pretending to be a school-kid. She was the kind of girl even
adults had to readjust to—male teachers looked at her like any other student while lowering clipboards over crotches,
women repressed their resentment over nature’s unfairness.
If he tried and was turned down he could plead confusion. Or he could twist around her likely excuse: “She was
going to come but her collie got really sick.” Maybe he’d only be suspended from the clique. Savas got angry. He hated
parties. He liked the Corderos but hated how they seemed embarrassed by their house though they were more
hospitable than any other family he knew. He hated Tim’s imperious king-shit ‘tude . Even Mom said it: “He’s got an
attitude, that one.” And Dad: “I’ll give ‘im attitude right up his pisino.” It was something Tim had inherited from his
father, a glowering presence who stalked about his backyard, beer can in hand, from car engine to boat engine to
half-built shed.
Savas caught sight of Tina in the senior lounge off the cafeteria. She was leaning against a wall, the cigarette in her
right hand fuming like a miniature flare . Tina looked like she didn’t really belong in school, as if it were just a way
station and she was signalling the way out with her cigarette’s glow. She didn’t see him at first, but as if she’d felt his
approach she arched her back like a bow .
“Hi,” he said.
“Hi,” she said.
“I’m going to my first funeral.”
“No shit.”
“Friend of the family. An old lady.”
“Are you freaked?” asked Tina.
“A little,” said Savas.
“It should be okay. Wasn’t like a tragic accident. Natural causes, right?”
“Right. Want to come?” he asked.
“What?” she said.
“I’d like you to come with me.”
“Holy shit, a funeral. I already went to one, actually. My grandmother. I know what it’s like.”
“This is a Greek funeral,” said Savas.
“Like that play last semester, Antigone. C+ on the test. Alright, I’m in.”
“No shit?”
“If you need me to be there, Savas, sure. You have the questions to the math quiz, right?”
Savas gave her the questions and hurried off. The teacher had written the questions on the board, for some reason
not thinking that home-room student Savas was also math student Savas. He would have given them to her anyway,
in a spirit of sharing. Now he did so in a spirit of gratitude. A date with Tina Webb, to a fucking funeral.

3
It was funeral weather on the day of the funeral: gray and damp and cool. The sky seemed to have lowered itself, like
a coffin lid . Savas took the Olds and it rolled easily, shifted easily, braked easily, exactly like a hearse . He put on the
radio and naturally couldn’t tune in any real stations. He picked up Tina, yawning and smoking in front of her house.
What a piece, Savas thought. He’d give anything for her to yawn like that right over his … she saw him and smiled
and he down-shifted himself along with the embarrassing boat of an Olds. They drove to the church and since it was
a weekday found parking in front. The church looked different on a weekday, not to mention the day of a funeral,
stolid and lonesome.
Parishioners were scattered in the pews, so Savas and Tina had no problem choosing a place not too close or too
far from the action. Tina bent down on one knee before sidling over, as if this was a Catholic church (and she wasn’t
even Catholic). Still, he appreciated the effort. Now that they were sitting he let his eyes ooze over her. She actually
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wore a skirt, one that hissed up her stockinged legs when she sat, and a blouse with a silver cross tucked into the
bottomless cleft between her tits. Three rings over slender fingers—he’d never been so close that he could observe
her like this. Her eyes moistened as she held a steady gaze towards the front, and it was in draping himself over her
line of sight that Savas finally looked upon the open casket. Mrs. Kapelis lay still and composed, as if she were
standing at attention although in a horizontal position. Her skin was ashy gray and her expression grave, though
she’d been like that even when she was alive. He wondered who else had come, wanted to turn around and have a
look, but Tina solemnly stared, so Savas stared too.
When he managed to pull his eyes away from the body Savas scanned the pews behind them. He noticed Kyria
Fotini, looking even stiller than Mrs. Kapelis. She was about the same age as Mrs. Kapelis and usually sat down
during church services, but now she stood ramrod straight. She had to have been there from the beginning—she’d
been Mrs. Kapelis’ companion for years. Whenever Mrs. Kapelis gave Savas his cash gift, Kyria Fotini would
sometimes double his take with a few bills of her own.
To the right of them, sitting at the very end of his pew, was an enormous black man. He wore tinted glasses and
held a violet-colored hat in his lap. He sat in a rugged heap, shooting curious glances at the icon screen, left of the
altar, then right. The man had bushy sideburns as well as a tuft of frizz under his lower lip. What was he doing here?
thought Savas. He instantly felt pissed at himself—he who listened to black music, watched black athletes —for
feeling that his church had been trespassed on by a mavro. But seriously, why was he here?
After the first prayers, Father addressed the people in attendance. He usually stayed on-script, never straying from
the liturgy. He spoke candidly about coming to the parish many years ago and becoming friends with Mrs. Kapelis.
Savas didn’t think Mrs. Kapelis could be a normal friend, as opposed to friend-of-the-family friend. For that matter
he didn’t think priests could be normal friends, either. Father recounted how lonely he’d been, a young priest in a
new parish. Mrs. Kapelis used to visit several evenings a week, and they’d talk and play pinochle. Pinochle? His voice
buckled, but when he chanted the last prayers it was in a full-throated baritone that sounded strange to Savas. Then
the priest bent over Mrs. Kapelis’ body and kissed her wetly on both cheeks. Savas sat rigidly, unable to turn to Tina
to see what her reaction had been.
Kyria Fotini began sobbing and saying, agapi mou. Agapi mou? “My love”? That wasn’t right, was it? Savas
noticed she was wearing a borsalino hat that had belonged to Mrs. Kapelis. He remembered how inseparable they
were. Mrs. Kapelis’ mannish look was part of her charm, affable and severe at the same time. Kyria Fotini had always
been like a demure little wife, without a husband. He gulped at the idea that the friend of the family had been a
lesbian. The clique would snicker away. Whatever, thought Savas. But he couldn’t help imagining the two old ladies
in bed—elderly tongues, pubic hair gone white, bony probing fingers …
Then the black man began humming a tune, maybe a gospel song. He hummed it more and more loudly as he
lowered his eyelids. Savas felt embarrassed for him, though the man didn’t seem to mind the others staring. What
possible connection could he have had with Mrs. Kapelis? Who was she in the end? Savas had no idea. If that was true
of a life-long family friend it could be true of anyone. The man stopped humming, but the notes continued bouncing
around the church.
Savas looked up and saw the Pantakrator Jesus on the domed ceiling full of cracks. Cracks! Was he hallucinating
or what? Diamond-shaped hairline cracks all over it—Him. Water damage? Yet it looked like a mosaic—he’d never
noticed it had been built that way. He’d never looked closely enough, he thought. Savas shivered as if he himself were
cracking up. His only ballast was the big black guy, as unperturbed as he probably would be if this whole frigging
church suddenly caved. After the service Tina had to pull him towards the others filing out, headed for the cemetery.
It took a moment to understand that Tina wouldn’t be coming.
“It’s too sad,” she said. “I’m going to my girlfriend’s house. She’s right up the street, I can walk it.”
“Maybe we can see each other later, I mean another time …”
“Maybe, but … thing is I’m gonna think of you in connection with this. It’s so sad.”
Tina’s eyes were welled up with tears, while the skin around her neck and chest had turned bright pink. The little
silver cross left its imprint where it had rested on her breast-bone . His eyes locked on hers, or would have if hers
hadn’t been skittering away .
“It was kind of moving, I thought,” said Savas.
“It wasn’t moving, it was sad.”
“I mean the service was moving.”
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“Sad, sad, sad!”
Before they could launch a moving vs. sad debate, Kyria Fotini asked him to join her party. He agreed, thinking it
would be easier than having to follow the cortege in the Olds. Before joining the mourners, Savas turned and waved
to Tina Webb. She silently mouthed a single word that Savas read on her lips:
“Sad.”

4
The local cemetery didn’t look so much like a spooky graveyard as a quieter than usual country club, with greenery
and tended roads. Flags and patriotic insignia decorated some graves, while mortuary ads and Plot For Sale signs
decorated others. A stone wall surrounded the cemetery, and Savas could see kids from school sitting and smoking,
hardly casting a glance at the cortege. For some reason Savas didn’t want to be recognized, so he put his face down
and covered it with his hand.
Kyria Fotini seemed to have recovered from her grief. She was chatting with her elderly friends, and even joking
and laughing. Only occasionally did she pat Savas, sitting next to her in the car, on the arm, or stare into space. She
was happy that two women’s organizations were paying for the funeral in recognition of Mrs. Kapelis’ years of
service. Both had vied for the right to cater the funeral and agreed to split the duties.
“There are other things to spend my agapi’s money on,” Kyria Fotini said. “A scholarship for the young people.
Neither of us had any children. We never could imagine it. Savas, maybe one day, when you go to college.”
Savas felt oddly close to Mrs. Kapelis now, more than in the past. Maybe it was because of this new promise of
money, bringing back to mind the gifts that she used to give—she and Kyria Fotini—like no one else in the parish,
those with their own kids. Could he imagine having children? Not yet. But his white wrists were mottling pink, just
like Tina’s chest.
When they arrived at the gravesite Father was already there, walking in nervous circles as if emotionally stricken.
The others were staying away from him, talking amongst themselves. When Savas went up to offer support, the priest
turned out to be holding a small radio to his ear.
“The Yankees just fell behind in the sixth,” Father said. “What happened to their pitching, for Chrissakes ?”
“I don’t know,” Savas shrugged, wondering first, why Father was so taken with a baseball game during a funeral,
and second, why he was a Yankees fan.
Now that he thought of it, the priest had always liked sports. Organizing the altar boys’ touch football team.
Joining the adults’ softball games at church picnics. Following the Patriots in autumn, the Celtics and Huskies at
basketball time. He was originally from a town in Canada, where there was probably only hockey—the one sport
Father didn’t enthuse about, not even the Boston Bruins.
The casket was to be lowered into the grave by the cemetery workers as prayers were recited by Father and the
cantor. But the workers were waiting for the crane that would make the job easier. They might have tried muscle
power but they refused, saying it was against the rules of the service employees union. They finally agreed to use the
backhoe that had dug the grave and was still parked next to it.
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The two women’s organizations then began arguing. One organization had ordered an elaborate floral
arrangement. The other organization’s flowers were a more modest selection of the yellow tulips Mrs. Kapelis had
favored, but the members had at least anticipated the rain and brought a canopy propped up on stakes . The
argument in English and Greek was about sharing the canopy and where to place a commemorative plaque.
Father wanted to leave a votive candle, but the workers said that it was considered hazardous to the lawn. In any
case the sprinkling drops put out the candle as it was resting by Mrs. Kapelis’ glossy black stone . Irritated, Father
went back to his radio and the rest of the game following the seventh-inning stretch.
Savas had hoped the burial would seal up his cracked-open feeling, but he soon had enough, and decided not to
wait until the end. Despite the sprinkling, he started to walk back to the church. The arguing sounded like angry birdsong the further he got. Overhead, real birds circled like vultures, but even they decided there was no real sustenance
here and swung a wide loop out of the cemetery.
Savas’ shoes squished into the ground whenever his steps fell on grass rather than gravel. The precipitation had
intensified to drizzle and was turning to driving shower. He cursed himself for not taking the Olds, cursed Tina for
leaving early. He flipped the finger at the banking clouds as he wiped wetness from his face. A silver Lexus veered
over and seemed to be aiming for him, making him jump back. As the car slowed to a stop he saw the big black man
from the funeral service at the wheel.
“Yo, come out of the rain.”
The man bent towards the passenger side, pushed open the door, and Savas got in.
“Sorry, I’m wet.”
“Hempstead okay?”
“I left my parents’ car at—”
“I got business in town, so Hempstead it’ll have to be.”
The man stared straight ahead, not like a driver with his eye on the road, but as he had in his pew—like it was his
pew. In the same way this was his personal carrier. He removed his polarized glasses and turned his small, watery eyes
to Savas.
“You family?” the man said.
“Of Mrs. Kapelis? She was a family friend.”
Savas peered through the reflections dancing in the windshield.
“And you?” he said.
“Friend,” said the man, and announced: “Tudrow.”
“How’d you become friends?” Savas asked.
“Between her and me, blood.”
“Guess we have her in common,” said Savas, provoking a momentary glare.
“You think so, huh?” Tudrow said with a thin, crooked smile. “You in school?”
“Yes—yeah.”
“Goin’ to college?”
“Maybe.”
“Maybe shit. We all got our thang.” He push-buttoned open the window and spat expertly. “Mine’s business—but
I didn’t go to no business school. Lady helped me out.”
“How?” asked Savas.
“‘Tween me and her.”
What the hell kind of business was he in? He looked like a drug pusher or a pimp. Savas felt an odd pride riding in
the same car with him.
“She told me all kinds of stories of her country. Philosophers and what-not. What happened to that heifer you
was with?”
“She had to go home early. She’s just a school friend.”
“Uh-huh. Fine-lookin’ but …”
As downtown’s streets came into view, Tudrow’s eyes shifted left to right. He pulled the Lexus over and after a
look round pulled out of the glove compartment a baggy filled with weed, resin, papers. Tudrow selected enough for
a fat joint which he lit with the car’s lighter. A cop happened by and turned his cruiser the other way. Tudrow toked
as Savas looked on.
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“You want to try shotgun?” Tudrow asked.
“I’ll try anything once,” said Savas.
Savas expected him to shape something out of foil or cardboard. Instead he rooted in the glove compartment and
pulled out a long-barrelled pistol. Before the concept gun could register he’d detached the barrel. He put one end up
to Savas’ mouth, open as if to receive communion. Tudrow inhaled massively from the joint, contracting its density
by half, then gently blew the smoke into the barrel. The fumes came out the other end as silky filigrees that Savas
captured effortlessly .
Tudrow smiled, then sat upright and jerked his head.
“I done seen her just now,” he said.
“You saw her?” said Savas from within his cloud of well-being. “You mean Tina? Where?”
“Walking up the street yonder.”
Savas got out without thanking him. He saw a figure hugging the buildings to stay out of the rain. Savas ran up to
her, disoriented by the difference in her attire, thinking she must have changed. When he came close he saw it wasn’t
Tina at all. It was Eva Rentz.
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“Oh, hi,” said Savas, when it was too late to turn back.
“Hi. I was going to the party, but I got soaked.”
Eva Rentz had pale skin and thin features that looked pinched and bird-like except when she grinned. Then her
wide mouth was strangely attractive. But she wasn’t grinning now.
“I couldn’t go, I was at a funeral.”
“Must be over,” said Eva.
“Yeah, they buried her,” said Savas.
“I meant the party. I’m going to get out of these wet things. Come with me, my Mom’ll make us something warm
to drink.”
When they got to the dilapidated house, Eva’s mother wasn’t there. No one was, save a large white dog that didn’t
rise from its supine position on the kitchen linoleum. They dripped into the kitchen, where Eva grabbed hold of her
hair and wrung it out with two hands, oblivious to the water falling onto the floor. Savas looked about the room, the
walls, the cracked paint of the cupboards, and at Eva, who was staring directly at him. She took off her sopping jeans
jacket and let it flop to the floor. She continued looking at him while fingering the top button of her shirt, until she
finally undid it.
“Guess I’ll dump these in the dryer.”
Eva got out of her clothes, all of them, right in front of him. Tim was right: no inhibitions. She stood before him
like an artist’s model, her white breasts reaching out for him. Eva walked over to Savas and he kissed her before she
could kiss him. She pulled back, reluctantly.
“Get out of those clothes!” Eva said with her gap-toothed grin.
“What if someone comes?”
“No one’s coming.”
A minute later Savas was naked, feeling like he was in the school locker room or at the doctor’s. He walked over to
her, arms crossed as if afraid of contracting a chest cold . Eva Rentz smirked.
“Considering you’re the one with the dick, you’re acting kinda like a pussy.”
“Thanks a lot.”
Suddenly, Savas pushed her down and held her against the floor. Eva struggled against him, then seemed to give
up. Getting a second wind, she tried to beat her hands against his face, but Savas managed to block them. He pinned
her wrists above her head and looked at her with flustered eyes. Eva burst out laughing.
“I was only kidding, dummy,” she said.
“God, what a nut!”
“Fuck me, please.”
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Savas did as he was told. Eva’s squirming hips urged him on, until he could no longer hold back, and the semen
burst out in a barely pleasureful gloop . Afterwards he sat up against a wall, his eyes politely grateful but hardly
ecstatic. A few minutes later, Eva smirked again.
She leaned over his lap, gold cross dangling from her neck and brushing against his re-erection. A warmth
descended into his loins and spread like an expanding pool. For a while he felt merely relaxed, but as Eva’s head
bobbed more and more fervidly he was roused , all the energy in his body and soul sucked into the one pulsing point.
Finally, Eva’s hand gripped Savas tightly, her mouth stilled, she drank gush after gush of him. She then kissed him on
the lips, and rested her head on his lap. After wiping his mouth, Savas caressed her head.
“If I was your girlfriend I’d give you a blow job every day,” she said.
Savas left the house with strange feelings swirling inside him, though the rational part of his brain was more
succinct: Done.
And then he started thinking of Tina Webb. Despite everything, he couldn’t wait to see her again. What a fucking
fool, he said of himself. But more than feeling self-contempt, on a day of startling moments he’d succeeded in
startling himself. Savas walked back to the church through the little blobs of rain falling, bouncing off the pavement,
and breaking apart.
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The rainclouds lifted, but the deaths continued. Tim’s father was next, suffering a collapse at work. Savas spied Tim
in his backyard, throwing pieces of metal and wood into the forest, flinging them like Frisbees. Savas had gone out to
transplant his cannabis sativa to a secluded but hopefully fertile corner. He’d been careless and it was getting
dangerous. Jamie’s uncle, an ex-cop, had asked him what it was he’d been carrying the other day. “Tomato plant,”
Savas had said. “Sure looked like a marijuana plant to me,” said the uncle. “Nope, tomato,” Savas said. “Tall for its
age.”
Savas wondered now if he should leave Tim be, but then jogged over. He picked up a rusty valve and threw it into
the forest, though with less force than Tim.
“Best thing he ever did,” said Tim. “The smartest thing.”
Savas’ hand looked long and white as it reached out of his sleeve and rested on Tim’s shoulder. Tim heaved up
both shoulders as if to go into a sobbing fit but only let out a long, deep sigh.
“The bastard left a fat insurance policy,” said Tim. “Biggest fucking surprise of my Mom’s life.”
“So that was responsible at least,” said Savas.
“But he pawned all his army stuff. Two bronze stars, can you believe it? What an idiot.”
They went back to throwing things, but after a few minutes Tim stalked back towards the house, looking like his
dad. Savas was left wondering: So was this a good death or a bad death?
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The Unravelling of Charlotte Woolf
Samantha Levy
At the beginning of my shift, I decide that I’m going to spit in someone’s coffee, curse out an old lady, and kiss no
less than one customer – maybe a man or maybe not – but whoever it is, it’s going to be one of those kisses made out
of electricity. These things don’t have to happen in that order, but they all have to happen before I clock out, before I
punch my code – one two three four – into the computer, before it prints out a long white receipt with my sales for
the night. Because after that happens, after I hand manager Chris, with his ugly purple contacts and blotchy goatee,
that slip of paper, I’m no longer an employee of The Salmon Grill, so I’ve got to make this last night count.
From here, against the wall, I can examine the entire diner . Booths, salt and pepper shakers, pink and yellow and
green artificial sweetener packets crammed tightly into square-shaped ramekins. It’s a little after 4pm on this August
Saturday, and it’s going to be a slow night since most people in New Jersey go down the shore on weekends, to
Atlantic City or Wild Wood or Long Beach Island, where they walk the boardwalk and eat vinegar fries or pull slot
machine handles and strain to hear the ding ding ding of a win. They’re doing the things I should be doing right
now, not standing here against this wall, wearing this insanely unattractive black-and-white uniform, name tag
crooked on my boob, waiting for the early birds to waddle on in to this greasy joint where the scrapple is always
burnt and smells like what it’s made from .
Roe, the other waitress on tonight, is humming in the kitchen, a tune that reminds me of something the band
played before college graduation began. Was May that long ago? That day started out so perfect: the black robe and
square cap and tassel that tickled my cheek when I walked down the aisle to get a piece of paper that was not my
diploma . And my parents, sitting in the bleachers, waved and cheered when the man who calls names called mine –
Charlotte Woolf – over the loudspeaker. It didn’t matter to them that the degree was in something liberal and
unimportant, and it didn’t matter to them that I thought of college more as sport. There was always a boy I was wild
about, always trouble with a boy. They were distractions, these boys, little figurines to keep me busy in between
shopping binges and family vacations down the shore to all that tall, potent glitter. After all , I’m the only child of
successful entrepreneurs, and the world is my playground. Or it was before the car accident that graduation night,
before the drunk driving and totaled car and arrest and fines and loss of license and loss of my fixed entitlement. My
mother told me to find a rich husband, but they’re not so easy to come by on short notice, so my father told me to get
a job. I tried all the tricks that usually worked so nice – the lip quivers and sad eyes and crocodile tears and the
Daddy Daddy Daddy pleases – but none of them changed his mind, so here I am at The Salmon Grill for one more
shift, one more four to close. Though now, after months of calloused feet and waffle batter in my hair and – what my
father calls – real-life experience, he says I’ve proven myself, saved up enough to pay off a portion of the fines, and
he’s agreed to subsidize the rest. I should be thankful and grateful and reformed, but instead I kind of resent my
parents for making me work in the first place.
In walk the first couple, a pair of old yentas I recognize from high holidays at the synagogue. He has a silver
ponytail and diamond stud in one ear, and she is shrinking by the minute, her red lipstick smeared over her mouth
since her lips seem to have vanished, too. Manager Chris with his purple eyeballs leads them to a booth, points at
me, and off I flutter with the decaf already in hand. She wants the matzo balls and he wants the whitefish platter but
no bagel just rye bread and extra tomato please and don’t they know this is The Salmon Grill located on the west side
of Cherry Hill. This isn’t that posh Wilshire’s Diner on the east side where all the Jews go for the Jewey food, so get
with the program, pal.
I head to the computer and type in the order and can hear people shuffling in the front door behind me. I can tell
by their chatter and blends of alto soprano baritone there are a few two-tops and a four-top and maybe even a sixtop, too, and manager Chris whizzes by me to sprinkle them like jimmies around the diner. And now here comes
Roe, butt-first, out from the swinging doors of the kitchen. She’s carrying a gray tray stacked with tiny water glasses,
and she’s wearing the same black-and-white get up as I am, but her nametag is pinned straight on her chest and she
forgot to put on makeup, like usual. Her wrinkles are offensive the way they sag around her head, and I want to wag
my finger and shake my head and paint her face like a clown, anything to mask those folds around her eyes and
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‘Medium-Rare Griffin and his friends are dressed so nicely because they’re missionaries or
door-to-door Jesus salesmen or something closely related.’
_____
mouth and forehead. Maybe Roe will be the old lady I curse out instead of the incredible shrinking woman with her
matzo balls at table seventeen. But that can wait until later.
A few hours pass unremarkably and a new mob of sheep are eating and drinking and laughing at jokes that aren’t
funny. I’m stuck with a five-top of college-aged boys in shiny suits and shiny shoes and shiny black hairs on their
shiny white heads. I eyed them over carefully when they ordered and have decided medium-rare burger and fry guy
is going to be the kiss because all the others ordered their burgers well-done, and that’s like eating rubber and who
wants to kiss someone who just ate a tire? Getting the chosen one’s attention won’t be hard because I’m gorgeous
even with this uniform on. I can wear it like I was born in it, my apron cinched tightly around my waist, and my
ponytail is higher than ever and my crooked nametag draws attention to the fairly large breasts my parents’ hard
earned money paid for . I walk up on this gaggle of guys, a pen in my hand, its cap placed strategically near my lips,
and say, “Can I get yous all anything else?” and Well-Done One and Two have their mouths full so they just shake
their heads, Three says, “Can I have some more water?” and Four blinks so rapidly I think he has a disease. MediumRare looks up at me and I chew on the pen cap and smile and toss my head towards him and say, “What about you?”
in about as coy a voice as possible, and I swear to god he actually blushes. “I’m okay,” he stutters and now I’ve got
him right where I want him so I turn quite sharply on my toes and walk on them all the way to the kitchen.
I grab a pitcher of water and fill it with the tap – Well-Done Three wouldn’t know sparkling if he swam in it –
and head back to the table, and low and behold Medium-Rare is gone. “Where’s your friend?” I ask when I fill up the
water glass, and one of the Well-Dones says, “Bathroom.” I put the entire pitcher on the table and head to the back of
the diner, down the hall, and past the old cigarette machine that’s just a hunk of decoration next to where the
bathrooms are located. I try not to breathe and wait until I hear the water running from the men’s room and then
walk right in, make eyes with Medium-Rare, his sleeves rolled up and hands full of suds, and say, “Oops, wrong one.”
He blushes again and rinses and grabs for the paper towels, but I say, “Here, let me” and grab one for him. “Thank
you,” he says and dries those hands, and I look at his fingers and they are long and slender like him and his nails are
so clear and clean I want to pop them in my mouth and suck on them. “What’s your name?” I say, and he says,
“Griffin,” and I think that’s just about the dumbest name I have ever heard.
But there’s no time to loiter when it comes to this kind of business – my other tables probably need refills and
manager Chris will be looking for me through a haze of purple soon – so I inch my way closer to this Biffy Griffy and
he’s taller than he looked when he was sitting but
then again I’m kind of short. “Come here,” I say
and use my index finger to draw him near. He’s
clearly captivated by my beauty, and I’m sure I’m
spraying off some sort of animalistic, feminine
scent because he moves in and before he has time
to stop me, I push my lips against his and there we
are, kissing, and he’s not backing away – he’s
drawing nearer and I feel those long fingers graze
my waist – but instead of electricity it’s an old wet
sock. I count to five in my head and then pull
away. “Okay,” I say. “See you later.” I turn around
and am happy I can check one thing off my to-do
list, but then this Griffin says, “Hey, wait” and
reaches out and touches my shoulder. “What was
that for?” he asks, and he’s still blushing which
makes me want to slap him across the face to see if it’s possible for him to be any redder. I shrug. “Got to check my
tables,” I say, and just like that, I’m out the door.
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Medium-Rare Griffin and his friends are dressed so nicely because they’re missionaries or door-to-door Jesus
salesmen or something closely related. This, I know, because when they depart from the diner ten minutes later,
instead of a cash tip they’ve left me a pamphlet entitled “Jesus Christ: He can Help” and someone wrote some
numbers on the back of it, probably numbers that match a phone that belongs to Griffin, and I walk to the kitchen,
ball up the pamphlet and those numbers, and throw it in the garbage. I prop myself against the dish station and I
want to cry because not getting a tip for your service makes you feel invisible, less than invisible really, and as much
as I hate and don’t even need this stupid job, I’m not an invisible sort of person. I talk loud and pop my gum loud
and walk in my high heels loud , in a way that demands attention, and who do these people think they are not to
notice me? Maybe I’m just in a bad mood because I don’t want to work anymore and that’s why I feel so weepy. No,
it’s the pamphlet, and it has definitely ruined my excitement about the kiss, no matter how unmemorable that kiss
was. This isn’t the first time I’ve received such a token for my superior waitressing skills, though the title of the
brochure or leaflet or tiny paper bible tucked inside the black money-holder changes each time. I don’t run around
screaming from the mall parking lot about my Jewishness or non-Jewishness or right-handedness or whatever I am ,
so why do some people feel the need to convert me to what I’m not? It’s like after the accident, after I crashed my car
into that man’s pickup truck, after he cussed and spit and swung at my tires with a baseball bat, probably because he
was so mad that I had bumped my car into his in the first place, and I may have been quite drunk and I may have
been wetting my pants, too, but I remember him screaming, “Jesus Christ! Jesus Christ!” and I still don’t know what
Jesus had to do with any of it .
Roe comes in the kitchen now and says, “Did they stiff you?” and I say, “Yeah. Another pamphlet.” She shakes
her blonde bob and her chin fat wobbles and she’s sort of smirking and I can’t tell if she feels sorry for me or if she’s
laughing at me on the inside. She yells at the line cooks, “Where’s my damn order?”
Another hour passes unremarkably except now my feet burn like I’ve just walked barefoot across hot sand. I go
out to the dining room, and I’m down to one table. It’s a four-top with a mom and dad and brother and sister and I
want to color red circles on their faces like dimples and put the girl’s hair in pigtails and sew on some string and force
them do a little show for me, these puppets. I barely start walking in their direction when the mom starts waving me
down like I’m a helicopter. “Miss. Miss. Over here, please.” Can’t she see I’m already coming?
I say, “Yeah?” and she’s holding up an empty lobster tail, shaking it around like a maraca, and says, “Where’s my
lobster?”
“It’s in the pasta,” I say. “Our lobster spaghetti is two lobster tails deshelled in spaghetti pasta, sautéed in garlic
and olive oil.” I point at her mostly-eaten entrée, a few chunks of lobster meat poking out through the noodles, and
then the mom says, “Then what the hell are these empty tails doing on my plate?” and I say, “Garnish.”
This mom does not seem happy with my answer. “You should have told me that the lobster tails were deshelled,”
she says. “I wouldn’t have ordered it had I known.” Her voice is not meek like you’d think would come out of such a
tiny mom with narrow shoulders. She is aggressive and mean and intent on ruining my night.
I want to ask her why she’s already eaten most of her plate then, why didn’t she say something sooner if she was
such a dissatisfied customer, but instead I say, “I’m sorry.” This, like the stupid tip of a Jesus pamphlet, makes me
angry all over again, having to apologize for something I’m not sorry for, for something like lobster tails, for
something that is so inconsequential to this lady’s very existence, for even having to talk to such a daft lady who I
never would have met if I didn’t have one more night of employment at this shit hole diner. This mom is not a happy
camper, and now her children aren’t happy either, as they push their macaroni and cheese bowls to the center of the
table and whine about wanting ice cream. And this whole time the dad keeps digging into his steak, chomping with
his mouth wide open, black specks of seasoning stuck in between his teeth, and he seems completely oblivious,
completely unaware that he married such a wretched old hag. I look towards the register and see manager Chris
glaring at me with those stupid purple eyes, arms crossed over his chest, waiting for his cue to come save the day.
“Look,” I say to the lady. “The description on the menu says that the lobster tails are deshelled.”
And now she wants to know who I think I’m talking to like that. “You dumb waitress,” she says. “Get me the
manager.”
The diner’s practically empty, so manager Chris hears his prompt and gallops over and pushes me aside and
offers to comp the family’s entire bill . Now I’m so mad my knees are shaking and I want to huff and puff and curse
out this lady, and I decide that even though she isn’t really textbook old it’ll still count towards my list, so I bend
down over her as I clear away her rotten children’s plates and mouth the words, “Fucking bitch” under my breath so
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softly I can’t even hear it inside my head. I decide this counts. I cursed out an old lady who wasn’t as old as I
planned, but who cares because the deed is done and now it’s time for number three.
And then, like she reads my mind, the mom says, “I’d like a cup of decaf” and I perk up and smile so wide my
ears hurt and I nod my head and walk back to the kitchen and leave the dirty plates by the dish station and walk over
to the coffee and move very slowly. I take the mug off the shelf. I look at both pots of coffee – orange handle for
decaf and black handle for regular – and I grab the black handle and pour the liquid, careful not to spill one ounce of
caffeine anywhere but in that mug. I put the mug on a small serving tray along with a dish of creamers, and then I
grab a spoon. Normally, I’d put the spoon on the tray next to the mug. This lady, though – this mother of those two
cheeky dummies and wife of that cow-eating pig – is getting the Woolf special, a two-for-one, so I move even slower.
First, I look around to make sure no one else is in the kitchen. The line cooks are cleaning their stations, talking to
each other in Spanglish, and I can hear Roe and manager Chris out in the dining room arguing, something about
blackjack. I gather as much saliva as I can in my mouth, and bring the spoon to my lips, and just like that, spit. Into
the piping hot coffee the spoon goes, and I twirl it round and round to make sure that the spit is evenly dispersed for
every last gulp.
Back to the dining room I carry the tray, place the mug in front of the mom, and say, “Here you go.” Then I turn
on my toes as sharply as ever, and walk over to Roe and manager Chris to watch this lady die. I have wanted to spit
in countless peoples’ food or beverages since I started working here, and now I am so glad I waited until my last night
– until I met this particular lady who thinks I’m invisible, just some waitress – to do it. Roe’s explaining to manager
Chris how to card count, and I’m watching this lady as she grabs hold of the spoon and stirs it in the mug. Then, she
taps it on the rim and puts the spoon down, uses both hands to lift the coffee to her face, and she drinks drinks
drinks, and all I can think is this lady is going to be up all night digesting the biggest wad of spit I’ve ever mustered.
Now, my day is complete.
A few minutes later the family leaves and thanks manager Chris instead of me for all that help, and normally this
would irritate me, but now I don’t care because the night’s almost over and I did the one two three things I planned
on. When I go over to their empty booth to clear away the excess plates and glasses, I see a twenty-dollar bill folded
in half under the lady’s empty coffee mug. I pick it up and unfold it and hold it up to the light and yes, it’s a real
twenty dollar bill, and I am in shock that these awful people who didn’t have to pay for their meals tipped me – not
purple-eyed Chris or wrinkled Roe, me. And not just any tip, a tip that would have been way more than twentypercent had they actually have had to pay.
I slip the cash in my apron’s pocket and clear away the rest of the dishes. Maybe I shouldn’t have spit in that
lady’s coffee because now, after the fact, I’m kind of embarrassed. Why is it that after I do something there always
seems to be regret, a deep yearning to go back and change the way things happened, to scribble over the original with
something different, something better or more exciting? Maybe my father was right when he said I was too impulsive
and careless, someone who drinks too much tequila and then gets behind the wheel the night she graduates from
college, someone who’s been afforded everything she’s ever wanted or needed and then pisses all over it and the
people in her way. Or maybe the world isn’t so one-dimensional. Maybe it is a strange place filled with even stranger
people who do strange things. And this strange world is about to become my playground again and I can feel this in
my bones and I think about all the possibility as I toss the dishes in the back and ask manager Chris if I can cash out,
being that it’s ten to close and the diner’s empty. One purple eye winks and he says yes and I punch my code into the
computer and out pops that long slip of white paper that calculates just how un-invisible I have been tonight.
Manager Chris initials the receipt and puts it in the drawer and pats my shoulder down and tells me, “I hate to
eighty-six you. Take care, kid,” and I smile and say, “You too,” and I am starting to believe that maybe he’s not
wearing contacts, maybe his eyes really are purple. Maybe this new strange world is capable of something like that.
Roe is wiping down a booth’s tabletop, and as I grab my purse from behind the register, she stops and waves and
says, “You be good,” and this makes me happy because now I know she wasn’t laughing at me earlier. I wave back at
Roe, then at manager Chris, and say, “See yous later” and I push open The Salmon Grill’s glass doors
and walk out into the parking lot, out into a light drizzle of rain, the humid night air thick with as
much potential as I want it to have, as I want myself to have. I kick at the gravel on the ground and
look down the road, a long wet tongue. I wait for my father to come pick me up, wait to jump headfirst
into this new strange world, this ocean full of electric mouths that are waiting for me to find them.
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Laying Down the Long Shore
Michael McGlade
“Me and Pangur Bán, my cat, ‘tis a like task we are at,” said Da.
[CHARACTER DESCRIPTION] Arms solid as hewn granite; face creased like well-worn cowhide;
eyes of faded denim; grey hair, 62-years-old, 5’6”; farmer.
Da shifted the pickaxe shaft between his hands and stuck sparks off the curved spike when it punctured the
stony surface and he rocked the embedded spike to break up the surface and then moved along a few inches and
repeated and continued and repeated until the line of the shore was etched in the earth.
[EXPLANATORY ASIDE] A shore is a drainage system used in agricultural land to remove surface
liquid from waterlogged fields. It consists of a bedded system of interconnected pipes laid in a stonefilled trench beneath the surface which collects water and channels it into a dry well, soakaway,
stream, flume, bottomless pit, alternative dimension, etc.
“Messe agus Pangur Bán,” said Da. “Cechtar nathar fria shaindán.” The pickaxe struck the ground. “Bíth a
menmasam fri seilgg.” The pickaxe pulsed with a drumlike rhythm. “Mu menma céin im shaincheirdd.”
[PERSONAL NOTE] I have recently graduated from Trinity College Dublin and my final summer of
freedom before I begin a teaching career has been allocated by my Da into this daily ritual of digging
this feckin shore by hand. Day of digging: number one. Time: nine AM. Temperature: hot as the
surface of the sun. Countenance: forehead glistening like igneous rock.
I hadn’t been home in six months and during this time the ancestral family home had been demolished and a
new home built on the same location. The rubble from the old house had been used to backfill the area and
during the excavation process of this shore I expected to encounter various-sized chunks of masonry, splinters of
doorframe and floor tiles to be revealed and to complicate and lengthen the time frame allocated to this task.
“Me and Pangur Bán, my cat, ‘tis a like task we are at…” said Da.
He would often recite this poem when we worked the fields. His father had recited it to him when they
worked together. He wanted me to finish and he watched me and waited.
“Hunting-mice-is-his-delight, hunting-words-I-sit-all-night,” I said in a rushed jumble like I was nine-yearsold again stood up at the front of the living room reciting my multiplication tables. I don’t know what it was that
made me feel like a child in his company.
[SCENIC DESCRIPTION] Slieve Gullion Mountain is located in the south of County Armagh in the
province of Ulster in the country of Ireland, an island located in the north-west of Europe, between
latitudes 51° and 56° N, and longitudes 11° and 5° W. Slieve Gullion means “Mountain of the hill
slopes” and from on top can be seen Antrim (50 miles), Dublin Bay (65 miles) and Wicklow (110
miles). I am currently located in a valley carved by glacial erosion at the base of Slieve Gullion
Mountain and gazing at the summit some 1,900 feet high with its rocky outcrop of grey granite
known as the King’s Table which sits above a scarf of purplish heather and dry heath.
It had just gone nine o’clock and a swollen crimson sun hung menacingly above the eastern peak of Slieve
Gullion and the valley heaved a single breath of air which rustled the oak and ash trees, and ghosted our two
fields of cut hay grass, which stretched either side of the lane that connected the road to our house.
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[EXPLANATORY ASIDE] Lots of Irish mythology is set in the Slieve Gullion area. It’s where the
Irish warrior Cú Chulainn lived as a child. It’s where Finn MacCool was tricked by the Cailleach
Beara to dive to the bottom of the bottomless lake on top of the mountain, from which he emerged as
an old and withered man. Finn was a robust young chap but not as savvy or mentally acute as
evidenced by his disproportionately overdeveloped biceps. Luckily, the Fianna, Finn’s group of
fighting men, forced the Cailleach Beara to release the curse and change Finn back, which she did,
except his hair remained grey. These were the kinds of stories Da would tell when we worked in the
fields to gouge potato drills or collect by hand, and often on the knees, the surface stones turned out
after a ploughing, and each stone collected into a kern for later collection by tractor/trailer would
earn the next line of the myth. It got to where, after a week of work on a five acre field of newly
ploughed meadow, the stories no longer resembled any of the myths I would later research in books.
Exhibit A: Finn MacCool stole a metal glove from the Mole People, which facilitated his digging of a
tunnel from Ireland to China where he had tea with Marco Polo. Exhibit B: Finn battled with the
Balrog, a lava demon, and spawned the Giant’s Causeway with its hexagonal 50p-shaped basalt
columns. Exhibit C: Finn, who had to wear a nappy after a feed of the bad turnips because he didn’t
want to cause his Fianna embarrassment, at the special meeting of the Justice League in the courts of
King Arthur.
I shovelled loose scree from the trench of the shore and Da returned to the beginning and pickaxed back to
the end and I followed in his shadowy wake.
“Tell us the one about Finn marrying a wasp,” I said.
“Finn’s about to get married and is all kitted up for the ceremony in his cleanest thong,” said Da. “But Gods
curse the like of it didn’t the Cailleach Beara, Finn’s old flame, get jealous and turn Finn’s new wife-to-be into a
wasp. Now, this wasp took umbrage that Finn had invited his old flame to the wedding, so she stings Finn, and
she keeps stinging him, and to get away from her Finn dives into the bottomless lake at the top of Slieve Gullion,
which was silly because the last time it turned him into an old man.
“Now, this had the whole wedding party, the Cailleach Beara and the Fianna in stitches ‘cause it was a good
bit of auld craic. So the Cailleach Beara she changes Finn back into his youthful self but she won’t lift the cure on
Finn’s wife because Finn had broken the Cailleach Beara’s heart.
“The story goes that poor Finn just had to get used to the constant buzzing in his ears and endless jags from
his wife.”
“Sure,” I said, “to hear a story as grand as that there’s no finer hall than this.”
The countryside was serene, with the nearest public road several hundred yards away and the next door
neighbours were three fields over, unless you counted our sheep and cows which were the only signs of life and
they were mostly laying in the short grass, chewing the cud. Air drier than tinder. Cloudless sky like bleached
cloth. The vapour trails of jet planes looked like squeezed toothpaste.
The needle of hobnails boots echoed from the road and Da said, “Look at that auld codger go.”
[CHARACTER DESCRIPTION] Danny’s John, 72-years-old, 5’7”, farmer. Walks alongside a 1930s
pushbike where is balanced a bale of hay on the crossbar. Pilgrimage to feed cattle.
I swapped tools with Da and punctured the ground with the pickaxe. He kept his eyes on my work like a
setter and when the scree had been loosed he pounced on it like a cat on a field mouse. He’d been vigorous with
his efforts all morning and I had said to him to slow it down but he’d hear none of it. I didn’t want to tell him I’d
blisters on my soft hands and that it was hard to get used to working with something that didn’t have batteries in
it. I punctured through the stones and rubble into a layer of think black muck with a malodorous odour.
“Put the shaft of a shovel in my hand and I’m happy,” said Da. “It’s home to me.”
The sweat was pouring down our faces from the force of the work. There’d be no five o’clock whistle for what
we were doing, this thankless work paid for with brow sweat. Not being one to back away from a challenge, my
old man being an expert at laying shores, I matched his speed of intensity and honesty of effort and we
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continued toiling in this fashion in silence for a half hour until the shore stretched two-feet deep for fifteen
yards. It would need to be five-feet deep before we could bed down the drainage pipes and backfill the trench.
My mobile phone summoned me with the beep of a received message and I used it as an excuse to climb out
of the shore and take a break. The phone was on the window ledge of a whitewashed outhouse, and our lunch
was packed in a pail and rested in the shade. Even though we were digging this shore outside our home we
wouldn’t eat lunch inside; we always ate where we worked, out in the fields.
“Off to a hooley tonight?” asked Da.
[VECTOR OF MESSAGE] Bearing a lascivious quality but in good banter. Gist of message:
invitation to party with old school mates. Interpretation: fortification of the body with the imbibing
of various alcoholic concoctions with the distinct and unenviable result of an embarrassing
evacuation of stomach contents through the convulsing of oesophageal muscles taking the vomitee by
utter surprise sometime before midnight. Prognosis: hellish day digging the shore tomorrow. Result:
worth it.
“I’ll go out for a sociable pint or two,” I said.
I checked the mobile phone signal but it had dropped out and I was unable to send a reply. This reunion with
my old friends was something I had been looking forward to with great anticipation because it would mark the
end of an era: I was moving permanently to Dublin to pursue a teaching career, which meant I would only make
it back to the area for holidays and special occasions. Tonight’s party was to be a grand send off, a wake for my
old life.
“Don’t drink too much, son” said Da. “Stick to the stout. Those shots you see the young ones downing would
kill the quicks in a ditch, they would.”
Da was practically a pioneer, a teetotaller. He rarely drank, except for the occasional hot whiskey made with
Powers and administered as a medicinal nightcap or the obligatory case of MacArdles ale for Christmas.
“Still can’t drink a pint of stout to this day,” said Da. “Our fella sickened me on it. Da and uncle Jemmy were
divils for the drink, and me and Patsy got this idea that we’d see what all the fuss was about. I was fifteen, so
that’d make Patsy sixteen. Me and our fella went to O’Hanlon’s bar in Mullaghbawn and got set up with a pint of
the stuff each, and it went down a treat. And the great thing about the stuff was that it’d help you spin a yarn the
length of your arm, not that our fella needs any help with that. So on we goes with the drinking not noticing how
much we were having but the craic was ninety and we were having a great time of it, lit with the drink.
“I see his face turn red as a turkey cock’s wattle and Patsy pukes his ring out all over the place. Doin it all in
great style he was. Puked on people’s clothes, shirts, handbags, caps, the bar, tables, in people’s glasses – it was
like a geyser. But it was the unexpected nature of this outpouring and unending voluminous quantity of the
expectorant that must have gotten to me for the next thing I know I’m puking everything I’d drank up between
my toes and I’m puking stuff I didn’t even know I’d eaten. I puked so much I puked air, so I did.
“I had such a tumultuous time of it being sick, I made a compact with Patsy that we’d never touch the stuff
again. And we were on our pledge for a week before we gave it another go. It took a few more times like that
before I learned my lesson.”
I laughed at that story of his until I had stitches in my side. “When the drink’s in the wit’s out,” I said. “Why
is it you took over the farm and not Patsy?”
Da didn’t answer for a long time. “Well, he was older and he’d left home, gone to London. I had to take it
over. Da could hardly walk anymore with the arthritis. I had no choice. I was in my second year of
apprenticeship as a stone mason and had to give it up.”
I had never heard him speak of this before and I had never thought to ask about it until now.
Da leaned on the shovel shaft and stared off into vacancy. “I’ve always regretted not being a mason.” He took
hold of the shovel and struck the point of a large piece of masonry from the old house that was obstructing the
shore and would need to come out. “Shouldn’t let anything get in the way of your dreams, son.” He struck the
shovel tip off the piece of masonry and listened to the ring of the steel. “It’ll have to come out.” He took the
crowbar and wedged it into position and rocked the masonry. It was an unmistakable obstacle that would take
the two of us a sizable amount of time to surmount. We wrestled at it for half an hour, an hour, even more. At
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times Da’s face was twisted in a rictus of exertion and, I thought, agony, but he did not stop and so I also did not
stop. I pickaxed around the area to free it for movement and between the two of us we joggled it loose and it
released into the bottom of the shore. We remained motionless and silent for a long time like the winner of a
long distance race who has expelled all energy on the approach to the finish line.
“That’s the goat’s toe,” said Da.
[EXPLANATORY ASIDE] Note that I am neither a farrier nor a veterinarian and I cannot vouch
for shod goats, particularly those with a penchant for wearing iron shoes, them being an equine-type
creature with keratin exterior to the hoof, but it is believed by the author that the weighting of said
phrase bears that of an exclamation such as oh great! wonderful! but with a hint of deserved
triumph.
Da studied the object that had been freed from its grave. Part of its DNA an eight-inch masonry block.
[CHARACTER DESCRIPTION] Face like a crumpled dish cloth.
“That’s the quare fellow,” said Da. “I built the extension on the old house with that block. Used them a year
before you made an appearance.”
He flattened the scree on the bed of the shore with the shovel heel.
“Cost me four bob a hundred,” said Da. “Eighteen miles there in a tractor with no roof. Christ curse the likes
of it didn’t it always rain. Must have made the journey a half-dozen times. Got a hundred on the trailer at a time.
The fella that worked there was a bit of a kiss-my-hand. Had an awful time haggling with him. But four bob a
hundred, that’s a decent price, and I said it to your man’s face. Almost didn’t get them, but it was all I could
afford, so I had to haggle him.”
I was still on my knees with the block of masonry and had affixed a sling around it ready to haul it out of the
shore.
“Up on your legs, man.”
[COGNITIVE ASIDE] First time my father has ever referred to me as a man. A momentous instant
of acceptance. He had recognized that his youngest son would not follow in his footsteps. Middle son
would take over the farm and I would help from time to time, and send part of my wages each week.
“No use being on your knees, man, unless you mean not to get back up,” said Da.
We both moved onto the sling and dragged the masonry out of the shore.
“The grass is turning,” said Da. Both fields of grass had been cut two days previous and were yellowing in the
sun. “It’ll near be time to bale it.”
“We might be lucky,” I said. “But it’s meant to rain tomorrow.”
“We might be lucky,” said Da. “The frogs are black, though, so it’ll rain soon.”
Along the lane came a boy on an eighteen-speed mountain bike and he stopped next to the shore and peered
over the edge of it like someone near the brink of a cliff.
“What are youse at?” he asked.
“Laying down the long shore.”
“Long sure?” he questioned.
[CHARACTER DESCRIPTION] Drooped jaw.
“Looks like a lot of hard work. Would youse not get a digger? A digger would do this in minutes.”
“Doing the work is half the sport,” said Da.
The boy took out a piece of folded paper that said Sponsored Walk.
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[EXPLANATORY ASIDE] Sponsored Walk: an annual event organized by the church in which
sponsorship is collected on the basis of a money per mile equation. The sponsorship collector is then
obliged to walk the eight mile course around the Crooked Lake and finish in the lakeside picnic area
where charred burgers and warm cans of coke are served, and the walker can bask in the warm
summer glow of riotousness in having collected money for a worthy cause, ie the Catholic Church.
“Go on up to the house,” said Da. “There’ll be someone there with a purse.”
The boy got on his bike and took it atop a pile of rubble and ploughed toward the back door of the house.
[REMINISCENT ASIDE] I took part in the Sponsored Walk for five years from the age of nine. I was
guilty of the sin of deception, which I never mentioned in the confessional for fear of offending the
priest who had arranged and adjudicated the annual Sponsored Walk. I only ever completed the first
section of the walk, which led west from the village along the main road, up steep and twisty Sturgan
Brae, south along single-lane Ballynalack Road for another mile… and this is where the shortcut
came into effect. It removed half the journey. My mates and I would climb through the vegetation
and pine trees down the lakeside, which from there was a short swim to the picnic area and a couple
of hours spent peering through the chain link fence at the stock-car racing track. Swimming was the
scariest part because the consensus was that this end of the lake contained a vortex that was capable
of submerging and drowning children. We’d dry off in the sun and time it so that we trudged past
the finish line somewhere in the mediocrity of the middle of the group. The best bit was messing
around down on the shore. Áine sure hated my guts but always made me kiss her.
Waves lapped against the lake shore … I realized I had been mistaken and it was the echo of a passing car on
the road behind the thicket of oak trees where pied wagtails paid out their tune and flitted hither and thither.
The sun beamed down like waves in a microwave oven.
I came upon on a shard of cardinal-coloured tile, which used to be the floor of our living room, which in
turn, before the extension, had been the kitchen of the original two room property. The living room had an open
fire for cooking on and the ceiling was so low that by the time I had turned fifteen I could touch it with my
hands. The living room floor was covered in carpet and as children my brothers and I would race around the
room and where our feet fell the loose tiles beneath clip-clopped like horses’ hooves.
“Me and Da laid those tiles,” said Da. “I must’ve been no more than twelve. Do you know what I’m going to
tell you, I don’t think I enjoyed one minute of it because it was summer and he was making me work when I
wanted to go outside and play. He was an awful one for the work. Couldn’t sit still a minute. Even with the
arthritis he never stopped…”
Da stopped speaking mid-sentence. His mouth had turned down at the corner, a grimace perhaps, lips
thinned to the thickness of a paper cut. We’d been working hard all morning, too hard. I was worried he might
be having a stroke. I scrambled to get out of the shore, but his face relaxed and he took hold of the shovel and
continued to work.
Reluctantly, I returned to the dig and sifted the excavation. I unearthed a leather boot sole that belonged to
granddad, a yellow Lego brick that I hadn’t seen since childhood, a mess of fine copper wire from an electric
motor that me and my mates had unravelled and strung between two paper cups to use as walkie-talkies in a
game of soldiers, a toy plastic farmyard cow, and the wheel of a stroller I had used on the ill-fated maiden voyage
of a soapbox car. It was my life thus far I had been digging and unearthing.
“I think you’ll do just fine in Dublin,” said Da. “Just fine,” he said. “It’s what you want and don’t ever let
anything or anybody change that.”
“I’ll not be a stranger,” I said. “I’ll be back home. I promise.”
“A shore is a particular thing,” said Da. “They cut through the land and then disappear. Years from now,
this’ll still be here when we’re long gone, and nobody will know of it because it’s buried beneath the surface. You
only really ever learn of something’s existence when you start to dig.”
The sun had reached its zenith and lunchtime had arrived. I climbed out of the shore, which had steep loose
sides that were above the height of my shoulders. I entered the outhouse to retrieve the food. Blue-bottle flies
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traced crazy parabolas. Panger, our cat, wanted to eat too and it mewled and studied my approach. I opened the
lunch pail and took out a wheaten bread farl. I noticed Da had gotten down into the shore. He shovelled loose
scree out of the bed of the shore and flattened the ground with the back of the shovel in little tap-tap-taps.
“It’ll make a good bed,” said Da. “And Gods be good we’ll never see what goes into it ever come back out of
it, the longest day we live.”
“I won’t want to see anything come back out of it,” I said.
I watched Panger leap on something. Between its claws was a field mouse, a terrified mass of trembling
brown fur. My instinct was to shout at the cat to try and scare it into releasing its captive but it would not have
changed the situation or reversed the nature of life. I looked beyond Panger and all you could see now of Da was
his head with its thinning grey hair. His head bobbed up and down as he worked so that it disappeared from
view and reappeared. Farther on toward the treeline the swallows flew low. They were down catching flies, which
only happened before a hard rain. The sun poured down like melted wax.
When I no longer noticed Da’s head bobbing into view I knew something terrible had happened. I went to
the edge of the precipice of the trench and Da was laying down the long shore like he were sleeping on a bed and
he was face down and unmoving.
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Ratman
Hugh Reid

LABORATORY Journal: PTPI-0001: Project Transmind Phase I (a)
FORMAT: Experiential Note(s)
LOCATION: Soft-Suite A1, Soft-chair A1
CONNECTION, Human: Neuroplug via Soft-chair data tunnel; Animal: Neurimplant via Bluetooth
DATE: 16th June 2043
TIME: 10d 73c. DURATION: 5 centads.
CONNECTED Technician: Jon Grossan
ARCHIVE: Live streamed to DataArchive TM000572:12
OBSERVING Technicians: A. Nisbet, C. Crow, N. Shields [AN20084; CC20073; NS20054]
CONNECTED Animal: Rat: SD200AC: Brood CA60: Genotype SD-A43-Series-T.

These are the experiential notes of the first rat-to-human consciousness connection via neuroplug-toanalogue ordinator, carried out on the afternoon of June 16th 2043. The subject is Jon Grosson reporting on his
experience of a one-way data-tunnel link from micro-plugged Sprague Dawley strain subject, SD200AC.
And look at me! Straight into scientist mode already. I knew this would happen. I thought I’d handled it by
thinking of a reader from the outset. But old habits die hard!
So, here it is an experiential note, a first person account of what it is like to be in a rat’s mind. The technical
reports are in hand. Three independent scientists have made their own records and the whole link-up was
recorded and downloaded into a data archive. The next volunteer for the neuroplug connection can live through
my experience via neural data-tunnel directly. But until then it is my task to record the events from my point of
view.
It has to be subjective. This is an experiment into subjectivity itself; the whole point of the Consciousness
Programme. And there I go again! Discussing the purpose of the programme instead of describing what
happened. Damn! I had reckoned that if I pictured an addressee it would make it easier. In fact, I think it’s going
to be easiest if I imagine I’m talking to you guys – Drs Nisbet, Crow and Shields! - chatting to my friends –
otherwise my scientist’s instinct, my need to rationalise in the face of such a gut-level event will ruin the whole
purpose of this report. I’ll fall into default language, passive voice and impersonal statements, the basic tools of
the detached observer in the face of a confusion of data.
OK. This time!
Guys, it was amazing. What at unbelievable trip, totally different from connection to a simframe. That would
be the first thing I noticed; the moment of connection. I’m used to the neuroplug jolt when the interface
activates and the sensorium judders. I don’t know how many times I’ve told Simtech to get that sorted. The biolatch is another sensation altogether. It’s slippery and smooth. One minute I’m in the soft-chair then I’m in the
cage. One minute I’m in the human world, hardly noticing any physical sensations – I was nervous, I was excited
– then I’m in the rat sensorium, fully immersed, right to my gut.
And once in SD200’s body, everything goes so fast. Every sense is fleeting. Visceral sensations flood through
and are gone, and then neoseconds later they’re back again occupying my whole mind.
Visually, it’s like you’d imagine it. We’ve put cameras on rats for years and followed them through cages and
mazes. It is just like that. The scale, the view, it’s all much as we anticipated. The difference is the aspect ratio
mismatch. That’s the best way I can think of putting it: his two-dimensional near-360o sight squeezed into my
front-view stereoscopic vision. We need to get the analogue techs to do something about that. The whole scene
is squashed up like wide-screen into 4:3.
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And unable to swivel my eyes! Staring in all directions, taking in the full panorama. Then I find my attention
move to something in the field of view, something which SD200 wants to look at. But, guys, there is a tiny slice
of 3D right in the mid position, like a narrow column of depth against the flatness.
Oh, and don’t bang the cage, guys. It gives me a hell of a fright.
It’s confined in here and SD200 wants to be free. It’s in his bones. Just to find a way through those wires on
the gate. He wants to gnaw. My teeth hurt to think of it now; to scrape away, little by little; to feel the wires
crumble bit by bit – bite, bite, gnaw, bite. Ha! That would be good! But there’s no give in them and how I’ve
tried. Sorry – how SD200 has tried, clenching his jaw till it feels like his teeth will break. Just to be free.
The gate is the obvious way out and there is space out there. It isn’t safe, though; too exposed. It’s not much
better in here either. The roof is transparent, he feels exposed. If he could only get through the grill wires I could
clamber up – that’s SD200 could – or drop to the floor and find a corner or a hole somewhere.
The incontinence is disturbing. That’s my human reaction, of course. SD200 feels no compunction. For him
it’s pure pleasure. Yet he wants to go to one corner to defecate. Someone has trained him. The woman. Oh, I can
see her face. One of the assistants. She’s huge. No, that’s my rat perspective. She has a ponytail. It looks like a
tongue shooting out behind when she turns her head. It’s Oonagh! The junior. It’s her! She teaches him tricks
for food treats. Oh man, I’ve just had a memory of doing pirouettes. All that learning for piece of fruit. A grape!
All that puzzling, the watching, the jumping, and dodging, just trying to find out what she wanted me to do for a
grape.
I wonder who else she trained. She shouldn’t have; it’s against the rules. Oh, wait, wait. What are their
human names? Yes, SD219 and SD198. That’s them. We were in the pre-selection cage together. That’s them.
They’ll both do pirouettes for a grape. Try it guys. Click your tongue and hold a grape above their heads. And
then ask Oonagh. What brilliant confirmation that would be!
Oonagh smells wonderful. She is fun and she’s comfort. She is safe. I could curl up on her. Oh. Wow! That’s
amazing! I got that through my whiskers. I sensed she was safe with my whiskers! That’ll be a conundrum for
the sensory guys. We use our whiskers to feel out danger. How does that happen, then?
I love Oonagh. She is my favourite human. I don’t like you guys. Shit, I don’t like me. We’re dangerous.
We’re unpredictable. We use needles. We lift up by the tail.
Oh, God, I’m so lonely. I’m on my own in this cage section. I want to snuggle another rat. They are near. I
can smell them, I can hear them moving about. I want to see another rat. Oh. That was weird; I’ve been talking
as him. I mean Sprague Dawley strain subject SD200 wants to see another rat.
I’m tired now, guys. I need to turn in. That’s pseudo-concussion coming on. Sooner than I thought.
This is the end of experiential report 1.

LABORATORY Journal: PTPI-0001: Project Transmind Phase I (b)
FORMAT: Experiential Note(s)
LOCATION: Soft-Suite A1, Soft-chair A1
CONNECTION, Human: Neuroplug via Soft-chair data-tunnel; Animal: Neurimplant via Bluetooth
DATE: 17th June 2043
TIME: 09d 62c. DURATION: 6 centads.
CONNECTED Technician: Jon Grossan
ARCHIVE: Live streamed to DataArchive TM000572:13
OBSERVING Technicians: A. Nisbet, C. Crow, N. Shields [AN20084; CC20073; NS20054]
CONNECTED Animal: Rat: SD200AC: Brood CA60: Genotype SD-A43-Series-T.

Wow! So good to see the the other rats again. I’ve missed being with them. Isolation is hard on us. We need
the company of other rats.
It was tense at first. I think there has been a power shift since I was taken from the brood. SD198 is dominant
now. It used to be him, that guy, what’s his human name? He has the black tail and his eyes slant down slightly.
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SD219 is out of the picture, way down in another structure. Strange that the three of us were in pre-selection
together. We use the wrong criteria for selection. Wait a minute – yes, we humans use the wrong criteria!
It’s a stand off. I want to join them but they’re all wary. I came through the tunnel and they scattered to the
corners of the chamber and looked back at me. SD198 sniffs, raising his snout. I sniff too and stretch out my
whiskers. That doesn’t make sense; whiskers don’t stretch. They grow to a length and that’s it. Here, though,
here in SD200’s mind, it feels that I stretch them out. It’s like extending your hands before you to walk through a
dark room
I recognise all their odours in a few seconds. I know who they are. I’ve sniffed and curled close with each one
of them. They’re wary yet; then the smell changes. SD198 first and the others follow. I can’t describe it, guys. I’m
sorry. We don’t have words for olfactory phonemes. All I can say is that I knew every individual within the
cluster of scents. Each one said “I am wary”. Then one by one like a domino race, they said “I know him. He’s
back.”
I crawled towards SD198 raising my nose again and again, checking his scent just in case it changed. It felt so
good to do that. The twitch-twitch of my neck muscles and the intake of breath. With each sniff there is a
hundred scents, all moving, rising and falling, telling me where I stand.
My whiskers let me know there is no danger. The scents say they have missed me. And then I’m in among
them all. Oh what a feeling! Nose to tail, fur against fur, the body warmth and the burring of their heartbeats.
The happy elation and security of the nest. Home, home, home.
We will have to change treatment policy, guys, after this. I’ve felt what these poor beasts go through, second
by second. Each emotion sweeps through, intense and total. Happiness, fear, elation and joy. We have to do
better, guys, much better.
And, I’m tired again. Pseudo’s a bitch. If it’s like yesterday I’ll sleep for hours now. Then, this evening, it will
be more brain-bio checks and neuro-plug integrity checks. I’ll take in a film if I can stay awake.
So tomorrow is the big day for SD200. He gets lucky!
I’m excited, actually. But it’s going to be weird. Gee! That feels like a confession. And I’m apprehensive, too.
The thought of copulating with a female muroidea is just a bit, well, disturbing. I know, I volunteered. I did all
the psychochat and the tests. I accepted the challenge. But mapping from rat brain to human magnifies
everything. I knew it would be engulfing. And it has been. SD200’s senses flood me. It’s like plunging into a pool
of cold fizzy water; tingly and soft at the same time. And this is only his mundane sensorium.
So, if sex for us is such a deluge of pleasure, so overwhelming, what will the magnification do?
OK, enough. I’m turning in. End of experiential report 2.

LABORATORY Journal: PTPI-0001: Project Transmind Phase I (c)
FORMAT: Experiential Note(s)
LOCATION: Soft-Suite A1, Soft-chair A1
CONNECTION, Human: Neuroplug via Soft-chair data-tunnel; Animal: Neurimplant via Bluetooth
DATE: 18th June 2043
TIME: 09d 55c. DURATION: 7 centads.
CONNECTED Technician: Jon Grossan
ARCHIVE: Live streamed to DataArchive TM000572:14
OBSERVING Technicians: A. Nisbet, C. Crow, N. Shields [AN20084; CC20073; NS20054]
CONNECTED Animal: Rat: SD200AC: Brood CA60: Genotype SD-A43-Series-T.

The first thing I noticed was the scent. I’d never seen a female rat before. That is I, Jon Grossan, hadn’t seen
one through rat eyes before and I, SD200, had never seen one ever before. She is smaller than me and sleeker,
like one of the juveniles in the home cage. But it’s the scent she brings. It changes everything. The cage seems
less heavy, there is a lustre to the sawdust. The roof is still transparent and we are open to the light, but the
danger from exposure feels lessened. She has calmed me down.
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And when I nuzzle in her direction, stretching my whiskers, twitch-twitching my neck muscles and listening
to the scent messages, there is no tenseness. There is no thought of a
fight. She is doing the same: stretching her whiskers, sniffing. I crawl
several steps forward and her scent is stronger. It is almost sweet and
reminds me of something. Hold on; camomile. She smells like
camomile and I want to be beside her.
Our noses touch. it’s unlike nosing the other rats or even a juvenile.
The scent is so alluring and her nose yields more readily when I push. I
feel a thrill and a weakness in my shoulders. I rub past her and our
whiskers flick through. Then I reach her tail too soon. She’s so small.
Her head comes just beyond my belly. I lift my head and sniff her back,
the part above her tail. Oh. Camomile and a very soft musk.
Her fur is soft.
She crawls a few steps forward and I nose down to the base of her
tail. I sniff under. Gee, there is no pouch – this is SD200’s surprise; I, Jon Crossan, know she has no testicles, but
he has never seen a female before – his heart is burring. The feeling is quite lovely. It reminds you of the first
time you walked the girl you like home from school. There’s no sense of privilege or pride. It’s just the simple
enjoyment of being at her side.
Damn! That click when the roof opens. I dart to a corner and pant, looking backwards. She has turned on the
spot and is looking up. What’s going on, guys? Was this in the plan? The roof lifts. The smell of the room
sweeps in and her scent goes. A hand reaches down. It picks her up and she disappears. The roof closes with a
click.
I feel loss. I was enjoying that. I wanted that to go on. But SD200 is fine. He has moved on to the next feeling,
calming down after the click. And it’s just plain solitude now.
I think I’m getting better at distinguishing his feelings from mine.
Shit! That click again. What a fucking fright. It’s no good, guys, we need to use a silent latch of some kind.
What’s this? The roof’s opening and hand comes in with another rat. It’s a female. The hand withdraws and
the roof closes. Oh God, the smell! Oh Man, this one’s on heat! She turns round and sniffs then she darts
towards me. My heart burrs and I’m panting.
She stops and then spins round on the spot. I’m watching fascinated. Her ears are vibrating. She turns away
from me and lifts her head and her tail. Her orifice is wide open. A feeling of heat flows through me. I dart
towards her and lick. I hear her chirping. I sniff her back and I crawl onto her. I grab her scruff with my teeth
and pull. I enter – oh – and it’s over. She moves away and – No! I’m licking my member, cleaning off the fluids.
It tastes so – tasty! This is awful.
The roof opens and a hand lifts her out. Her scent disappears. SD200 is up on hind legs, nosing the air for her
scent. There is none and he goes to eat.
End of experiential note 3.

LABORATORY Journal: PTPI-0001: Project Transmind Phase II (a)
FORMAT: Soft-Suite Note(s)
LOCATION: Soft-suite A1
DATE: 19th June 2043
TIME: 08d 13c
TECHNICIAN: Jon Grossan
ARCHIVE: NA
OBSERVING Technicians: NA
CONNECTED Animal: NA
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This is the first day of recuperation, and I’m still buzzing. Guys, I’m glad each connect lasted for seven
centads max. We planned that well. Any longer would have been hard to bear; not so much on days 1 and 2, but
yesterday, yesterday was powerful. After unplugging, I went straight into pseudo and slept for five decads. When
I woke up early evening I was still groggy, a bit disorientated and getting flashbacks from the morning.
That’s a point. Temporal duration. You know how, as a kid, a year seems an eternity, and then, in retrospect,
as you get older a year seems much shorter. Well, those seven centads from yesterday seem like all morning. And
when I remember some detail from the first two days – sniffing someone’s face or hearing their heart burring –
I know it could only have lasted a neosecond, yet it feels far longer. Am I getting rat qualia, a rat’s perspective on
his lifetime? Or is this the magnification effect applied to time? It shouldn’t be. If it is, it’s unexpected. The
tunnel isn’t wired that way. I’d get the perceptory guys on to that one.
I slept well. No dreams, and today, as I said, I’m buzzing. It’s good to get this break, though. Whoever
neuroplugs the archives will see what I mean. I’ve tried to describe what it was like in human terms, as best I
could. The theory goes that the data stream can only excite the sensory qualia my brain is capable of. So the
theory goes. If that’s true, there is a lot lying latent there in the old grey cells that we don’t ever feel. Otherwise I
was picking up rat stuff; stuff which only rats can feel. That tingle, that taste, the bit between, the patina lying
under the colour on top. There was something more, guys, more than just me.
But, how can I tell? The stream-to-qualia mapping next week should tease all that out and we’ll get
something more definitive.
I’m missing the little fellas. Their little faces, their little noses, and their huge whiskers.
Right, guys, I’ve psychochat with Matthews scheduled in ten. Then neuroplug clean-up all afternoon. That
will zonk me, no doubt. Pseudo’s been heavier than I expected. Slept till mid-morning today.
End of Soft-suite note 1.

LABORATORY Journal: PTPI-0001: Project Transmind Phase II (b)
FORMAT: Soft-Suite Note(s)
DATE: 20th June 2043
TECHNICIAN: Me

Can’t be arsed, really. I was looking forward to going in when I woke this morning, then I remembered we’ve
done them all. They’re becoming a distant memory now, like a holiday a few days after you’re back home. I
wasn’t expecting this. It wasn’t what I volunteered for. I knew it would be an amazing trip, and a bit weird.
That’s what appealed, I guess. Not just getting a neuroplug implant. There are, how many, ten of them already,
but they’re all simulinks. It was the thought of connecting to another living thing, finding out what it feels like to
go on all fours, to cool down through your tail instead of sweating, to hear better than you can see. I knew it
would be weird, but I didn’t think it would be so good. Being a rat doesn’t cut it, does it, if you could be human
instead, at the top of the evolutionary chain. Well, it does guys. It cuts it. It cuts it just as good; just as fucking
good.
That’s it; I can’t be arsed.
End of.

LABORATORY Journal: PTPI-0001: Project Transmind Phase II (c)
FORMAT: Soft-Suite Note(s)
DATE: 21st June 2043
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Feeling really down today. Maybe it’s being cooped up in this suite for five days; on my own and the only
contact via video-phone. That can’t be it, though. I was here longer for the simulink training after implanting.
There are plenty of rooms, they’re spacious, and I have the balcony overlooking the parkland. It has always been
fine here before. I like it. In fact, since I’m the first to use it, it’s kind of like my own place. I’m comfortable.
But that’s not it. It’s not the isolation. Of course, I want to see you guys again to talk about all this. Go for a
beer afterwards, maybe. Yeah, that would be good. And that would help. But it’s not you guys I’m missing. It’s
the link. I want to connect again. I want back in the cage.
We didn’t anticipate this, no way. I was nervous about the data-tunnel. Still, I expected to enjoy it, and I did.
But we didn’t anticipate withdrawal symptoms.
This pain in my heart. This longing to see them again and be back in the cage. I want to feel its shape, see its
little hillocks of sawdust. I want to clamber and sniff and hear the sounds. I want to rub against the grill and bite
down on the latch of the gate. And most of all to snuggle my brood-mates and to feel fur on fur.
End of note.

LABORATORY Journal: PTPI-0001: Project Transmind Phase II (d)
FORMAT: Soft-Suite Note(s)
DATE: 22nd June 2043

Oh God no, it’s not my brood-mates. I thought it was but I’ve been in denial. It’s the girl-rat, it’s her, she’s
the one I miss. I can’t get her off my mind. This pain in my heart, it’s for her. Her, the first one, the one not on
heat, the one I wasn’t expecting, she has got under my skin. So much, so much.
I pace through the suite. I sit down and I try to read, but I can’t concentrate. I stand on the balcony and stare
out at the park. I half expect to see her scurry across the grass from the trees. But that’s crazy. She’s in a cage in
Marshall Grounds ten kilometres away. How the hell would she get here? Why would she come looking for me
anyway? She doesn’t know me. She thinks I’m another rat, one with a bulge on his head where the transmitter
was sutured in.
And I don’t know her. I don’t even know her name. She has a tag on her tail like all the rats. I saw it when I
sniffed her and saw she had no pouch. But I didn’t think to read the number. Why should I have? How was I to
know she would leave me this way?
This is unbearable. It’s tearing me apart. I go to the link-room. I sit in the soft-chair and lean back. I place my
head in the cradle. I wait for contact. But, of course, nothing happens. It won’t happen. I sit up and sniff the air. I
twitch my neck back and sniff-sniff, hoping for a scent of her. I lick my hands. But I get nothing, nothing at all.
All I feel is this pain in my heart, pining for her, just her.
Oh God, it hurts so much. Why does it hurt so much?
End of Soft-Suite note. Love, Jon.
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The Creek
Ian Schwartz, Ian

Levi took off two days after the funeral.
He caught a standby flight from JFK to San Diego, laid claim to a decrepit futon in a friend’s shabby Ocean
Beach rental and spent a lonely, angry month –at twenty-seven he shouldn’t have to live like this – making two
meals out of lunch specials and drinking only when his friend worked behind the bar.
He met a girl. Young, pierced. She talked a solid hour about surfing and getting high before he leaned in and
tasted her chapped, tequila-damp lips. But soon the smell of her unwashed dreadlocks made him nauseous and
he stumbled into bathroom, puking two-dollar PBRs and free Orange Stoli shots into the noisome toilet. Still, he
went looking for her the next night, without luck, instead meeting a Navy guy who told him about a community
of gold hunters in the San Gabriel Mountains, an hour or so outside of L.A. Nugget Alley, it was called. He went
back to the apartment and spent the night on his friend’s laptop doing research. Before dawn he stuffed clothes
in his backpack and scribbled a note of thanks. He headed to the I5 on-ramp and stuck out his thumb.
He found the mining camp easily enough. He watched and learned, and when he wasn’t learning he was
venturing farther and farther out into the back country, falling in love with its spare, thirsty beauty.
When he thought he knew enough not to die in the hills he hiked into the nearest town and emailed his
mother. She directed him to the closest Western Union. He skimmed the rest of her dense email. “I hope,” she
closed, “you know what you’re doing.”
Four months of wandering through a lacerating, heat-blasted summer and it was late October. He was a sixday hike from Nugget Alley, the farthest he’d ever been from supplies and civilization, when he spotted the
creek. He knelt at the bank of its dawdling stream, sipping clear mountain water from the palm of his cupped
hand.
The water soothed his cracked lips and raw throat, sending a shiver ticking up the knobs of his spine. He
splashed his face and sweat stung his eyes. He rubbed them clear, blinked rapidly and saw the gold, thin streaks
of lightning embedded in cliffs the faded sepia of a desert rattlesnake.
He’d approached the stream from the east, where it was banked for miles by vegetation. The side he faced
now was hemmed in by looming cliffs. He studied them, the sun a hot, dry hand on his neck and shoulders.
This was the third straight year of record drought and the traditional water line was a stain that ended maybe
twenty feet up the cliff face. For centuries this strike must have waited beneath tons of water for him to happen
along.
He splashed into the creek. It was about thirty feet wide and too shallow to wet the laces of his boots. Still, he
moved with caution over the mossy stones, washed smooth by millennia of mountain water. Physical prudence
had always been his way. As a boy he’d instinctively noted where potholes, rusty nails or bullies might
congregate.
He touched the cliff. Its water-polished smoothness felt cool and secretive despite the heat. The base of the
wall was recessed, worn away by eons of water, leaving a gloomy crawl space under a sloping roof about nipple
high.
There were several veins of gold visible, the largest about the width of his index finger. On one knee in the
cold water he tried to peek under the overhang, but the sun had dropped behind the cliff and it was too dark.
Time to get back. The nights here arrived with agile swiftness and if he waited much longer he’d be lucky to find
his gear.
With a final caress of the cliff wall he retreated and found a relatively clear spot beneath a sprawling
sycamore, about sixty paces from the water. Animals who depended on the creek for drinking would avoid it if
he was any closer.
He laid out his sleeping bag, a small lantern and one of the joints he’d bought off of a gold hunter. He ate a
small supper. To stay here he would need to ration his food. He’d pig out back at Nugget Alley, or even at some
interstate diner, eating till his taut belly rounded like a turtle’s shell.
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‘The pain of losing Griffin was physical, the throb of an amputated limb.’
_____
He checked the date on his watch, even though he knew it well enough, and dug a stub of a candle out of his
pack. He lit it and the joint with a plastic lighter and slid into his sleeping bag.
“Happy birthday, little brother.” He smoked the joint to a nub and pinched it out. The candle melted in fat,
blue tears, flickered and was gone. He took a final drowsy look at the sky. Starlight, he remembered, takes more
than four years to reach earth. Some of what was so beautiful above him was already dead.

He woke shortly after first light, his face cold. The morning chill was starting to flex its muscles.
Shivering in just a pair of shorts, he coaxed a modest fire for his tea and ate two rice cakes smothered in
peanut butter. He rolled his sleeping bag while the water boiled and watched the first sun of the day peek above
the mountain, a pure, colorless white. Perspective here was easy– he was as insignificant to these sandstone hills
as they were insignificant to the sun. Explain that to someone on Wall Street.
He drank his tea and grabbed a hammer – a gift from one of the Nugget Alley crew – and flashlight. The
morning shadows turned the creek into a place he was seeing for the first time.
He crossed to his find and bent to inspect it. Peering beneath the roof of the cave he shined the light up.
Breathing was suddenly difficult. Gold was everywhere.
He backed out and straightened with a grunt. It wouldn’t be easy. The low roof of the ledge left him little
leverage to swing a hammer or dig. He’d essentially have to crawl beneath an entire mountain and bang on it
with a hammer. He didn’t know much about this type of thing, but that didn’t seem particularly smart.
He knew exactly what Griffin would have said.
Here he goes, same as always. Watch big brother talk himself out of something else. If they built a monument to
pussyism they’d name it after you.

It took him a day and a lot of trial and error to create a dam – a moat fronting a knee-high wall of rock, mud and
twigs he’d shaped like a U, with the open portion at the top sealed by the mountain.
Inside the dam’s walls he slopped out the remaining water and dug into the stream bed, by hand and with his
brother’s entrenching tool, a folding metal shovel used to dig holes or hack off heads, depending on the
situation. He dug a circle, maybe two feet deep, to allow himself room to stand below the overhang.
His construction didn’t keep the water out completely, but with a bit of daily maintenance it would work. It
looked like a 6-year-old had built it, but a smart six-year-old, he told himself.
For three days he chipped away at rock, eyes slitted against the dust and caroming fragments. He dug and
sifted through his hole for the color that fell, which he hauled out in dozens of patient backpacks-full, dumping
it all on his poncho so that each night he could paw through and determine what was worth keeping. The
worthwhile stuff he dumped into a hole he’d dug, about three feet deep and twice that in circumference, which
he camouflaged beneath fallen branches and leaves.
His palms and fingers were more blister than not and his neck and shoulders felt like they should belong to a
sixty-year-old gravedigger. On top of that he’d probably swallowed enough gold dust to make his crap worth
banking.
He felt content.
On the fourth day, the sun was still high when he decided it was time for a break. He had a small cut over one
eyebrow where a thumb-sized chunk of mountain had broken off under his hammering and grazed him on its
way down. He filled his backpack one last time and lugged it across the creek.
What’s this, Miller time? Taking your purple heart and heading to the bar?
Griffin again, of late a steady visitor inside Levi’s head.
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He washed his hands in the creek and dabbed at the cut. It bled slightly onto his fingers but didn’t feel deep
or serious.
He carefully unwrapped his last half joint and lit up. For a couple of years in their early twenties he and
Griffin would end their nights in the basement, watching old movies and getting high. Both were unemployed or
had jobs they didn’t care about, and they’d usually hang until dawn. The movies invariably sucked, but they
didn’t give a damn.
The pain of losing Griffin was physical, the throb of an amputated limb.
In the two days before You Tube yanked the notorious video, Levi had watched his brother die forty-seven
times. More than half a year later he still needed only to close his eyes to see it.
First came the running, the jerky footage and the cameraman’s labored breathing, then a gravelly skid to a
halt. A dizzying tilt skyward and two seconds of silence except for the wind, torn by the unmistakable pock-pock
of a helicopter, entering stage left and flying low, too low, too vulnerable. A foreign prayer, excited, anticipatory,
a whoosh of air and a belching gout of smoke from the back blast. The missile; shoulder fired, Chinese made,
obliterated the back half of the chopper. For a heartbeat the mortally wounded beast hung, in disbelief, like Wile
E. Coyote going off a cliff. Then a dizzying, end-swapping, fall amid wild ululations audible even through the
crash and the explosion that came on its heels. Debris flew, video ended, Griffin gone.

It was about two months after 9/11 when he talked Griffin into joining up.
“Let’s do it,” Levi said. They were on the couch watching the Raiders stomp the Jets, a bucket of KFC hot
wings between them. Griffin’s napkin fluttered on his bare chest as the ceiling fan rotated. Levi’s gray sweatpants
were streaked orange from Buffalo sauce.
“OK,” Griffin replied.
“Come on, goddamit, seriously, let’s do it. Enough is enough.”
“OK,” Griffin repeated, sucking loudly on a wing.
“You don’t even know what I’m going to fucking say.”
“Don’t matter, it has to be better than this.”
Griffin wanted the Air Force because they had a better selection of women. Uh uh, Levi had insisted, they
were going to do this right. The short argument ended the usual way, with Griffin shrugging and tagging along,
this time through the door recruiting office door and into one of a pair of pale green chairs opposite Gunnery
Sergeant John McDowell.
The sergeant conducted the entire interview sitting straight as rebar. Levi was entranced by his head,
perfectly oblong and covered by cottony stubble that lay like early frost above his youthful face. Sitting behind a
desk all day, his chiseled features were just beginning to respond to the tug of gravity. When he sat back, Levi
saw a small bulge creeping over his belt buckle. The sergeant caught his look and folded his veiny forearms over
his stomach. They were shaved as smooth as his cheeks.
Levi told the sergeant they wanted the infantry. He asked about jump school.
Griffin seemed distractedly content, the recruiter was enthusiastic and it all felt perfect until Levi mentioned
he had a GED and not a high school diploma.
“Sorry,” McDowell’s brow furrowed in regret. “We require the actual diploma.”
“To join the Marines?” Levi burst out.
“I’m afraid that – “
“Don’t you give a test? Just let me take that.”
“You mean the ASVAB. It’s a placement test, not an admissions exam. We’re not a university. I wish I could
help you, but you still need the diploma or college – “
Levi rocked to his feet. “I got college, I’ve been there. It’s good, it’s all OK.” He laughed in relief.
“How many credits?” McDowell asked warily.
Levi totaled up what he’d accrued from his stints in school and got creative. “Eight, maybe ten, there’s one
class I’m not certain about.”
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“Well then, you’re well on your way.” McDowell’s shark smile had returned. “The Marine Corps requires
fifteen college credits with a GED, which isn’t that many more. Buckle down for a semester, bang them out and
you’re good to go.”
Levi felt that familiar twist, somewhere between his asshole and his stomach, that told him things were about
to go wrong. He actually owned only four college credits, his grand total for three misspent semesters. He was
afraid, suddenly, that whatever was going to happen, whatever history his generation had a shot at making
would take place without him.
Levi felt deflated, but he stood and held out his hand, giving a firm shake.
“We’ll be back, Sergeant, I promise. Let’s go, Griff.”
But Griffin made no move to rise from the chair.
“Griffin?”
“Nah.”
“Nah?”
“I’m already here. I may as well do it.”
“Do what? Come on, stop fucking around.”
“You’re going to get the credits anyway, right?” Levi nodded. “Well Christ, it’s not like I’m doing anything
worthwhile out there.” He jerked his head at the world beyond the office door.
“I thought we were going to do this together.”
“We will in a few months, once you get the credits. What, you pissed I’m going first for once?”
“Whatever, dickhead. Do what you want.”
And that was the last mention of Levi getting the credits. It wasn’t brought up in the trickle of letters
exchanged when Griffin was in boot camp, or when Levi stopped going to school a month after the bon voyage
dinner at Red Lobster, held the night before Griffin shipped out for his first tour, in Afghanistan. They didn’t
mention it during the year his brother was at Camp Lejeune, flying home monthly, or at the second goodbye
dinner, two years after the first, when both brothers got drunk and tried to wrestle a copper Buddha the size of a
refrigerator out of a Japanese restaurant in Manhattan, escaping trouble only because Griffin was in uniform, a
freshly minted corporal on his way to Iraq.
They hugged, staggering like awkward dance partners, and exchanged salutes, Griffin’s even sloppier than his
own, and then Griffin got in a cab for Newark Airport. Levi never saw him again.

The weather was sharper, now, after three weeks of digging. The early-morning wind penetrated his clothes like
needles and the last few shivery sunrises he’d been greeted by a milky skim of ice crusting the edges of the
increasingly sluggish creek. The days were still warm enough, though, and he chipped painstakingly away at the
veins of gold, following them downward into the water-carved recesses of the mountain.
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He had three caches of rocky color now. His palms were calloused, thorny to the touch, with most of his nails
broken short or pounded purple by errant hammer blows. He washed each night but his palms remained gray,
as if enough rock dust had seeped through his skin to become a permanent tattoo.
His hair was matted and he’d grown an itchy beard, under which his cheekbones felt sharper beneath his
fingers. He ate one smallish meal a day, trying to stretch his food, and each day felt less hungry. He was aware he
was slowly starving, and knew it was time to go.
That’s it? Running away? No surprise, you always were happy with a handjob when a little effort would get you
laid.
Levi was yelling back before he realized it.
“So I just keep going back in there till I starve to death? Or maybe just knock the whole fucking mountain
down on my head?”
Why not, I went back, didn’t I?
“And you died.”
So I died. Who doesn’t die? Isn’t that what you’re here for, anyway?
But Ma –”
Ma? She can barely stand to look at you, you failure. Can’t even manage to do the only thing she ever asked of
you.
“Bullshit, she never asked me to do a thing.”
No? What’d she tell used to tell you every time we left the house?
“Watch out for your little brother,” he mumbled.
Great job, cocksucker.

His food ran out two days later. He chewed bark and taste-tested bitter leaves, throwing dandelions and
whatever looked likely into boiling water. He gave up on his belt and threaded a shirt through his pants loops.
When he puts his hands on his hips the bones jutted like shelves. His hammer strokes were weak, and it took
forever to drag the gold across the dry creek bed to his camp.
The weather was still mild, for the most part, and still bone dry. The creek was a bed of dried mud now.
One day, after working for several hours, he realized the sun wasn’t warming his back and he looked up to
see gray clouds blowing by. He quit early and took a slow walk. Coming around a bend he surprised a skinny
coyote with a dead mouse between its paws. He yelled loudly and without thought launched his walking stick at
the underfed beast, who screeched and bounded away without its prize.
Trying not to gag, he carried the mouse back to camp and roasted it until it was too blackened to have a taste.
Even so, he was able to eat only half before tossing it into the trees with a whine he recognized as similar to the
coyote’s.
That night he dreamed that Griffin was sitting at the campfire. His brother’s back was to him and he was
talking, but Levi couldn’t hear what he was saying. His pleas for Griffin to turn around were ignored.
He woke up with his face wet in the middle of the night and thought he was crying. His father cried when
they wheeled Griffin’s coffin from the endless penumbra of the enormous gray airplane. His sobs sounded like
seal barks.
The gentle susurrus in the trees let him know it wasn’t tears; it was raining. He looked east and saw he’d been
wrong about the time. The smudge of gray on the horizon was a weak dawn.
He grabbed his worn hammer and staggered across the creek bed to the mountain, where he began to
mechanically bang away, each ringing blow cutting into the sound of the rain, which increased slowly to become
a cold, steady downpour.
The creek turned muddy. Pools of water gathered and began to flow again. His dam was imperiled. The creek
widened and rose, ferrying away a twig here, sending a stone tumbling there, until an hour or so in to his work
the tired wall collapsed. The water rushed in, leaving a ruin and then nothing.
Bent like a jackknife, he stumbled from his work space and leaned his forehead against the familiar surface of
the cliff. He let the hammer slip from his hand and watched the current tumble it downstream.
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‘He picked up a small one, a gorgeous rainbow trout, and brought it to camp, where he
sliced chunks of its flesh with his knife and speared them into his mouth.’
_____
His legs felt shaky so he sat down. The creek flowed faster around him, the heavy rain punishing his cheeks
and eyelids.
He crawled back beneath the mountain, familiar by now as the room he grew up in. The creek’s tug grew
insistent, like a child hanging onto his pockets. His feet were going numb from the cold and he began to shake.
“Did it rain in the desert?” he yelled.
Man, like you never seen. Storms so beautiful, so acid-trip gorgeous, love and fury and totally pure, like the
world was being born.
Then he was sobbing, shuddering cries unlocked from his secret place to join the cacophony of the storm. He
held himself and cried until he felt a foreign punch of air against his face and the world became an immense,
continuous roar. He looked up in time to see it coming, a great muddy mass like the sum of all the tears shed by
the world. It ripped him from his sanctuary and he was rolling, spinning, first sky and then mud over and over.
Then he was pinned under, his face scoured by pebbles and lashing sand, tangled in a web of branches whose
leaves strained downstream like flags in gale. He realized he was holding his breath and was surprised.
Griff?
Yeah, bro?
Why didn’t you ever ask, Griffin? Why didn’t you ever ask me why I didn’t take the fucking classes and join up
to be with you?
I was waiting.
For what?
I thought you’d still come.
Then the branches and trees were ripped away and he was rocketed up into the other world, the beautifulmiserable one with air and life and pain. He shot downstream and the creek doglegged left, but his momentum
sent him straight and his face scraped rock, then mud and he was out of it, puking on a gentle bank.
He stayed there a long time, long enough for the storm to become a drizzle. The creek still raged, and he
opened his mouth to say something to Griffin, maybe thank you or fuck you or who knows, but didn’t because
his brother was gone, gone from his head and gone from the world, now and forever. But not from, never from,
Levi’s heart.
He limped his way upstream, keeping the writhing creek at his right shoulder to avoid getting lost. It took
him an hour to get back to camp. He rigged a bit of overhead cover with his poncho, coaxed a damp, smoky fire
and hugged himself in his sleeping bag naked until he’d stopped shaking.
Just before sunset the sky cleared. The clouds, so recently ominous, were now benign marshmallows of pink
and gold.
He put on some damp clothes from his pack and stood by the creek, which had risen to maybe ten yards of
his camp. It had lost some of its rage but still flowed with swift confidence. The sudden flood had stranded a few
fish on its new bank.
He picked up a small one, a gorgeous rainbow trout, and brought it to camp, where he sliced chunks of its
flesh with his knife and speared them into his mouth.
His caches were gone, taken back by the creek the way the morning snatches away dreams. He considered
the work he’d done and the riches that had just floated away and laughed.
He’d sleep late tomorrow, he decided, eat a little more fish and listen to the new wet world around him
before starting back. He’d keep the gold secret, because it belonged to the mountain and really, who was he to
reveal the mountain’s secret?
He built his fire big and curled into his sleeping bag just out of range of the popping embers. He looked up at
the stars, mute and lonely, and felt a small measure of something that might one day be peace.
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Ten Minutes
Lisa C. Taylor
It was one of those summers when heat hung like a
pair of trousers with humid wind inflating the legs,
puffed and bloated. Although Evan Roman wasn’t
supposed to be out past seven, at fifteen, time was a
fluid concept.
Make sure you’re home before dark, his mother
said before Evan wheeled his Schwinn bike out of the
garage. Darkness, an opinion his mother held. On
nights with a full moon, it was never completely dark.
In other parts of the country, light dominated for
hours longer, a fact his sister Beatrice liked to tell him.
California is three hours earlier than Maine. It’s
only four in the afternoon in L.A. when Mom makes us
come home for dinner.
At six thirty-five Evan could have changed the
outcome, finished the ordinary summer before his junior year of high school. He wasn’t sure what he heard at
first, his experience of struggle being limited to television and movies. He’d read somewhere that children see
about two hundred thousand acts of violence on television before they turn eighteen. So what. It wasn’t real.
Geraniums and marigolds, bossy red and orange amidst the green tufts of grass completed the beautification
of Pine River. His mother was in the garden club, helped to raise money for plantings that screamed from the
roadside like ugly loud scarves that old ladies wore. Then he heard it again, a feral cry, low and persistent.
There were bobcats in the area but this was more like the scream of a baby. When he glimpsed the man behind a
row of trimmed hedges, a man with a strange monk-like ring of hair around his head, a man who pulled out a
shiny blade, Evan slowed down.
If you don’t want to be cut up, Chickie, you’ll shut the fuck up.
The man was half-obscured by a bush with red berries on it, but Evan was close enough to see splayed legs,
hear grunts. The victim small, a girl or young woman. There was a flash of blue as the monk-haired man
moved on top of the woman. Then the pile with pink sneakers was still. He half-expected her to call for her
mother. Pink sneakers like the ones Beatrice had when she was younger. Evan pedaled madly down Redmond
Avenue toward Plum Drive to where his friend, Stuart lived, the bicycle an extension of his body, bionic legs
propelling him. Six forty-five when he glided into Stu’s garage, pulled out his cell phone and called Emergency
911. Every muscle ached, sweat pouring from him, drenching his tee-shirt and fine black hair that usually
crackled with static electricity when he removed his helmet but not today. Today, his hair hung in limp strands
around his eyes.
Evan had a crush on Jennifer Hopkins. His mother’s lasagna could still turn around a bad day. In Stuart’s
kitchen, he couldn’t stop shaking even when Stu’s mother put her hand on his shoulder.
“Do you want me to call your mother? How about a glass of iced tea with milk and sugar? I’ll make you a
nice iced tea, extra sugar.”
Evan couldn’t taste anything, little fists of ice clinking against his teeth, the dirt-colored tea sloshing around
in his mouth as if he’d forgotten how to swallow. Stuart just looked at him, for once quiet, shoving his big hands
into the pockets of his cargo shorts.
When he went down to the station they asked him about the ten minutes.
Why didn’t you call immediately?
Why did his hands and legs take on a life of their own, transporting him out of the scene to a place where
dinner was in the oven, children were playing on swing sets and slides, and there was a garage where he would
pull in, open a door, and pretend for a moment that he didn’t see anything at all? He’d almost convinced
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himself that the scream was actually one of those bobcats he’d read about in the newspaper, crying out in the
early evening for a mate, another feral cat with the kind of sharp teeth and claws that can tear apart its prey.
Instead he told them that he didn’t know. He forgot he had a cell phone in his pocket, thought of nothing but
pedaling away, the open garage with shovels and rakes hanging on the wall. He saw himself opening the side
door and going into the kitchen where Stu would be waiting, probably fixing himself a snack or texting Elle, the
girl he liked
He thought of the peanut butter cookies in the cookie jar and Stu’s mother who wore little glasses that made
her eyes look like bug eyes.
The Pine River Herald said the victim was seventeen. Seventeen. She wasn’t named but a local teenager
called the police. The police had some leads but advised town residents to keep their children inside after dark.
Geraniums were bloody interruptions that he ran over, and posters of Deathkiss and Mutant Stranger were
yanked from his walls, stuffed into the trash bin. Then Evan stopped riding his bike, stayed home and played
World of Warcraft on his computer.
Gradually the summer wound down. Days grew shorter and Evan went shopping for school supplies and a
new backpack. His mother told him to put this behind him. Behind him. The Herald said that the victim had
been hospitalized for four days. Contusions and internal trauma. Evan didn’t want to think about what that
meant. He’d told them about the blue shirt, the monk-like balding head. No suspects. The streets were empty
during the day. Beatrice wasn’t allowed out unless she was with their parents. When he did see someone, he or
she would nod a head. It seemed as if no one talked anymore. Stu broke up with Elle and Jennifer’s parents
wouldn’t let her out, even to go to the mall in a group. It was August and Evan couldn’t wait for school to start.
“Do you think they’ll get the guy?” Stu asked him.
“I hope so. “
“Hey, dude. Why didn’t you call right then from your iPhone? I mean you might have been able to stop it.”
Evan decided not to try out for basketball. Shooting an orange ball into a basket was pointless and wearing a
team shirt in the school colors of red and gold was for kids.
In November, they had a suspect, picked up on a traffic violation.
Forty-six years old, married, with three children. The case would drag on through the winter with subpoenas
and court appearances. She was smaller than he imagined, flanked by her parents, a petite dark-haired mother
and a gray-haired distinguished looking father with hard sad creases around his mouth. Evan heard that she was
being home-schooled for her final year. She didn’t do anything except point to the suspect, the man Evan might
have saved her from, pulling her out from behind the bush in her pink sneakers, lifting her up onto his
handlebars while holding her securely as he sped down the roadway, feet on fire.
When it moved to the sentencing phase, Evan was excused from further appearances. He joined science club
and stayed after school but dropped it when someone asked him what it was like to witness a rape.
Did you see him sticking it to her?
He shoved Bobby McNamara and was suspended in December for swearing and punching Tony Caldano in
the lunchroom. His grades went down and college seemed like a waste of time.
“I’ve got to get out of here,” he told Stu but Stu wasn’t listening. Stu hung out with Billy Dorset now. They
played World of Warcraft and were fixing up a mini bike, Beatrice told him.
“Your friends are trying to understand. You have to give them a chance, Evan. None of us know how we’d
react in an emergency. You’re too hard on yourself. Did you ever think that you might have gotten hurt if you’d
intervened?
“No, Mom. I don’t ever think that.”
Evan decided he’d join the Navy when he finished high school. See the world. Live among men. In the
winter, he used to make money shoveling driveways but no one was hiring. Mrs. Prentiss said she was all set.
The Roberts were going to buy a snow blower one of these days. When he stopped at Dunkin’ Donuts for coffee,
people seemed to get quiet. Yeah, that’s him, he thought he heard someone say before the little bell on the door
dinged and one of his classmates, Astrid Heidl entered to get coffee and a cruller.
“Hi Evan.”
“Hi.”
“Did you finish To Kill a Mockingbird? I thought it was pretty good.”
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Evan nodded although the book never left his backpack. Astrid looked down at her shoes, some kind of
fancy sandals. Her baggy pink shirt hung over her jeans, chest obstructed by a large canvas bag overflowing with
books.
“Well, see you in class.”
Evan nodded again.
Her name was Lindsey Monahan and she had wanted to be a doctor, kind of a science genius, Beatrice said.
She was tiny with bright blue eyes and cropped brown hair that had fallen across her face in the courtroom, and
she held her mother’s hand the whole time. Her father looked like he was going to cry. Evan’s feet had pumped
him away, around and around, down a street he’d been riding on since he was six. He arrived at Stu’s, rank and
animal smelling. Sometimes screams awakened him at night. He’d hear moans when he started driving lessons,
creaks from the wind in the trees or something else.
The Junior Prom was coming up.
Girls brought in printouts of the dresses they wanted, pored over them in study hall. Plunging necklines and
the round suggestion of breasts.
If you don’t want to be cut up, Chickie.
“Why don’t you ask Jennifer Hopkins?”
Girls were walking around the neighborhood again, tank tops and running shorts, flip-flops in fluorescent
colors. Beatrice was allowed out, as long as she was with a friend and back before dark. Days were lengthening,
marigolds and geraniums raged on the side of the road.
The prom was on everyone’s mind, jewel-colored dresses and tuxedos. Families planned safe after-prom
parties so there wouldn’t be any more tragedies like the year Ron Adams got drunk on prom night, smashed his
parent’s Nissan into a tree, killing Amber Whetstone and giving himself a paralyzing neck injury.
Evan asked chubby Astrid Heidl to the prom. She was smart, spoke with a lisp, and had a sprinkling of
pimples around her nose.
“Yes. Thank you, Evan,” She smiled widely, showing even, white teeth.
He went to Gentlemen’s Warehouse for a tux fitting, picked out a white cummerbund, black tie.
“Don’t you want color? Here’s a nice pink one. Lots of the young men are wearing pink cummerbunds this
year.”
“No, thank you. I like the white one.”
His mother suggested a red carnation boutonniére but he chose a white one and yellow sweetheart roses with
baby’s breath for Astrid.
Astrid had said yes. He would ask his mother for extra money to take her to Brindle’s Roadside Inn for
dinner beforehand. After they stopped at Cut and Style to get his hair cut short, he decided to get his ear
pierced.
“Why, Evan?”
“I don’t know. I just want a little ring or maybe a gold stud. A lot of the guys are doing it.”
“Well, I guess it isn’t permanent like a tattoo. You can take it out later if you don’t like it.”
At Shelly’s Bangles and Baubles, they pierced his ear with a device that looked like the hole-puncher he used
in school. A sting, and then soreness. He had to clean it three times a day with a solution.
“Nice piercing, man,” Stu said. “You taking Jennifer to the prom?”
“No. Astrid.”
“Astrid Heidl?” Stu wrinkled his nose. “Why?”
He had to pick up the flowers for the prom tomorrow. Tonight it was the geraniums. Wildfires staining the
roadway. Most days, Evan took a detour down Orchard Court to avoid them. They didn’t have a smell, his
mother said. What they lack in fragrance, they make up for in color is what she actually said. On Friday night he
put the rock salt in his backpack. Two bags. He crept down the roadway, ducking behind the hedges whenever
the headlights of a car lit the road. When he got there, he stretched on his mother’s garden gloves over his long
fingers, spread salt at the base of each blossom. After hour and a half he was done, eight-thirty and now fully
dark. Time to go home and polish his shoes. Buff them so when he looked down at his feet on the dance floor,
he’d see only the shimmer of lights as he stomped and whirled around the floor.
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Revlon Red
Patti White

My mother looks like Elizabeth Taylor. She walks into the Officer’s Club and immediately the band strikes up
with “Unforgettable”. The old Nat King Cole version, a flourish of strings, delicate piano, a deep and subtle bass
line like a sip of neat whiskey. Mother is dressed like Elizabeth Taylor in The Last Time I Saw Paris -- that 1950’s
glamour, chiffon and seamed stockings, a shawl or shirtwaist or belted coat, something off the shoulders, heavy
in the wet Parisian night.
My mother has glossy black hair, amused brows, serious cleavage. Her eyes are bright green above fine Irish
features. She could play Maggie in Cat on a Hot Tin Roof; she looks like National Velvet all grown up. Like my
father, who is as handsome as the young Ronald Reagan, mother is stunning and charismatic. And like my
father, she holds steady: she is not the caricature military wife of the movies. She doesn’t scream as my father
leaves to design a landing strip; no one carries her home drunk from the club. In fact, she rarely drinks. In this
way, she is not at all like Elizabeth Taylor.
*
Black and white photos show my parents in post-war Paris and Garmisch; at dances at the club in London. My
father in a fur-lined parka at an airbase in Greenland; my mother in shorts at an Esso station in Canada,
squinting at the sun, a glass bottle of Coke in her hand. Visiting the farm in Kentucky, my father in the tobacco
field. Playing cards on a party barge in the Canal Zone, mother nibbling on a slice of lemon, her lips and nails
dark and exotic.
I was born at a British military airbase that has since been demolished. I have no memories of my early years
there, but I have a watercolor of a cottage garden painted by my British godmother. I know that my sister had
scarlet fever in England, that my mother had a friend named Margot who had a devastating fur coat and a house
in the country. I know that we sailed back to America through two Atlantic storms.
*
While my father testifies in Congress about defense budgets and the DEW line, my mother watches the
McCarthy hearings over coffee. She makes me take polio naps. Drives into the hedge that surrounds my school.
Reads the winter scene in “The Ugly Duckling” with terrible intensity. One day she comes home from the
hospital with an empty basket. A blue baby, strangled by the umbilical cord. She spends weeks in a darkened
room.
I find these things unforgettable: a cordial glass, thinned at the rim, shatters under my teeth; hurricane rain
comes in around the window; wasp’s nests hang like fruit in the trees. We drive through the night to see Davy
Crockett, who turns out to be an Air Force officer with a cat to give away. My brother tells me Martians are
coming up through the drains, and I believe him.
*
When I think of Elizabeth Taylor I think of opulence, lush living, the sort of cocktails my Aunt Jean favored,
martini ice against glass and olives or onions, or something dark and sweet like a Manhattan, or in winter, beef
bouillon and vodka. Jean lived on alcohol and smoke and not much in the way of food. Overcooked scalloped
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potatoes maybe. A dry sauerbraten or a plate of misshapen deviled eggs. A can of sardines and some saltine
crackers.
Jean had a starker beauty, colder, classic in a Joan Crawford sort of way. She was girdled and tense behind the
smoke, read True Detective stories, had a dingy white poodle named Charlie. Jean lived in a brownstone
apartment across the Viaduct in Cincinnati. I think of her as a cover image on an Ellery Queen novel, the kind
with a silhouette of a busty woman and a revolver. Her long-time lover’s wife died from a fall downstairs. An
accident. I don’t know what happened to the dog.
*
My mother wears Spectator pumps to the air show in Florida. Her hair is shorter, still full and dark. She has a
scarf at her throat in case the wind rises. We sit for a long time with our necks craned. At our motel in Destin,
the outer walls are patrolled by skinks. Silver-dollar jellyfish cover the sand in the morning.
My father studies war strategy with Henry Kissinger in Alabama. He drives the weekly maid to her home in
Montgomery. He says there are troubles in town. My mother nurses me through fire ants, measles, and chicken
pox. When I am well, we go to the Officer’s Club for dinner. There is a conga line on the dance floor. I have
orange sherbet in a silver dish and my mother is wearing Chanel No. 5.
*
My mother’s younger sister Pat had a tragic face, a gypsy face, big eyes and wild hair, the kind of beauty that
ends in a wasting disease or a car driven off the road. Pat and her husband made the JayCee social round while
their boys set fires at the ball diamond. They kept a collie in the basement, a thin desperate animal named
Princess. Pat had a washing machine with a mangle. She had a breezeway.
Pat smoked and drank and smoked. She went feral after her divorce, went homeless inside herself. Her dog was
all bones, filthy and matted; the house a chaos of broken furniture. The boys shot their baby sister with a BB gun.
Pat stayed beautiful in the way a spider is beautiful: leggy, dark, attached to the world by the thinnest of threads.
Always hungry, always watching the web.
*
My mother’s older sister Betty served in the Army during World War Two. She didn’t have a glamorous bone in
her body but she was kind and steady. She kept a cutting garden of glads and carnations and daisies, played a
sensible round of golf, trimmed her daughter’s summer dresses with rick-rack. Her husband was an elder in the
Lutheran church. He sold steel, then aluminum. Betty scalded Mason jars for beans, tomatoes, and pickles. They
kept a front parlor that no one sat in, cooled the house with a giant attic fan at night.
Betty had the sort of fingers that are always too thin for her rings, a kind of lankiness I associate with pioneer
women who give up the best cuts of meat for the menfolk and the children. She drove the flat highways of
Missouri, roads with double letters for names, for treatment at the chiropractor. I can still see a flash image of
her back being cracked by a large man in rubber boots, and it still frightens me, it makes me want the comfort of
a chocolate milkshake on the road home.
*
The sheer extravagance of Cleopatra stuns me. I see it at the drive-in, from the front seat of a station wagon full
of teens. Elizabeth Taylor fills the sky. My boyfriend Eddie has a cauliflower ear, plays the drums, bales hay in
summer. My mother dated his uncle back in the day, a pilot in the war, the one who never returned. I associate
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the dead uncle with the Oyster House on the Dixie Highway, where Aunt Pat would later meet a sulky driver
and run away to a life at the horse track. But now the night is hot and steamy. We overdose on buttery popcorn.
Then the spectacle of Cleopatra entering Rome makes us oddly silent. On the drive down B Walton Hill, Eddie
swerves to avoid a python or a piece of rubber. Back home, our friends scatter through moonlit fields on some
mission I don’t understand.
At a spaghetti supper in support of the local fire department a boy whispers: why don’t you have what your
mother has? It takes weeks or months before I connect that comment with my mother’s voluptuous figure. We
are years away from the military now, years away from the Officer’s Club and the Teen Club and the Base
Exchange. We go to turkey shoots and fish frys. We have a beagle and a horse. My mother sets raspberry canes
in the garden, vacuums termite swarms, listens for tornadoes. Her muskrat coat hangs in the closet.
*
My mother’s brother Tom was handsome in the black sheep mode: a devilish grin, loose-limbed, hair falling into
his eyes. After the World War -- and a honeymoon chased by Communists in China -- he homesteaded in
Alaska. He tried fishing in the cold seas there, a hapless man on the Leaking Lena, alone with his Weimeraner, a
soulful dog named Buck. His cabin was near Eagle River and had a sauna in a shed out back. Tom took Buck to
the bars and they sat on stools side by side. They lived surrounded by bears.
After the great earthquake, Tom and his wife Nancy headed south, all the way south to Florida. He bought a boat
and -- in a panic about a funnel cloud -- crashed it into a sailboat in the marina. He lost his license to alcohol
and rode a three-wheeled bike around the small town. He buried one wife and found another at the local bar,
then buried her as well.
*
We are on the way to Las Vegas, on the way to Colorado, on the way to a series of moves that will remind us all
of military duty. My mother sits on an enormous block of minerals, a fossilized stump at the Petrified Forest. It
is a postcard blue day. She wears dark glasses, a white shirt, a scarf tied at the neck, and her hair blows back away
from her face.
My mother is angry. She doesn’t want to be photographed, doesn’t want to pose on the petrified tree, probably
doesn’t want to live in Las Vegas. I spend the summer before college playing endless games of Yahtzee with my
mother. By the time I leave for the university, my family is packing up to move to Virginia, away from the Sands
Hotel, from Howard Hughes’ corrupt empire, for my father’s new civilian job with the Navy. My mother is
angry in Virginia as well. She looks less and less like a movie star unless you pay close attention; then you see the
eyes, the charm, the delicacy of the features. And always the cleavage. The small feet, the ample bosom.
*
Three of my mother’s four siblings drank themselves to death. A disturbance of sugar in the blood, of coal
mining in the old country, of depression, a searching for solace or meaning. A liquid and fatal pathology. If my
mother were like Martha in Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? or like Taylor herself, she might have taken that
path. Instead her depression came quietly, a sinking and softening of the self. Like the thinning of the cordial
glass, a sharper transparency, a friable delicacy. It was hard then to imagine her in Panama on the party barge;
strange to think of her sweeping into the club trailing chiffon.
My mother drank ice water, sweet tea, an occasional Coke or ginger ale, the top sip of a cold beer. She never
smoked. She spent her last years working crossword puzzles and watching clouds form over the Rocky
Mountains. She charmed her condo neighbors. She wore the ruby ring my father gave her before he died. And
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then her heart failed her. Just four months after my last visit. I can still feel that last hug, the texture of her old
bathrobe, her spine under my arms, her bosom withered and fallen.
*
Early in the summer of 2013, my friend lost Elizabeth Taylor. Elizabeth Taylor was a shiny black lab shelter dog,
a delicate soul with sad dark eyes. I knew her only on Facebook, heard about how the other household dog
accepted her into the family without much fuss. Elizabeth Taylor languished on the couch, the victim of neglect
or abuse or some canine cancer. Then she passed away, leaving the daughter heartbroken and my friend bitter.
And I thought: this is how such beauty passes: in long moments of sorrow as the gloss fades on the coat and the
tongue lolls and the body cools.
So I think of Cleopatra collapsing, of Liz Taylor’s addled, puffy appearance at the Oscars, of the sandpiper with a
broken wing. I hear jazz piano and strings against the sound of the surf. I see a fountain in Paris. I see my
mother lifting a torch into a cherry tree to burn out the tent caterpillars, tossing her hair back as she looks over
the edge of the Hoover Dam, assuring me that the DC9 taking us to Alaska would surely crash and kill us all. I
know that she has charmed every man I ever loved. And I am always aware of a trace of Chanel No. 5 rising from
her throat.
I see my mother’s nails in the black and white photo from Panama and I know they are Revlon Red.
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Postcard Poem, Unsent
M.E. Silverman

A decade later, I still imagine you, V., & B. inside the all-night diner, smoking like it’s your last. You’re wearing
flip-flops & the metal-gray blouse I bought, reading old Roman poems to anyone hungry enough to listen,
reciting each line with spit-flying appleglow, that is, until D. laughs—that smirk side-of-the-mouth laugh where
he pulls back as if trying to get away from the space that once held his own sound. & you, small-framed but
filling the space with long drags as if each moment mattered more than the one before, crinkling your bright
barn owl eyes, enjoying the now where none of your immutable past lingers in your summer-storm breaths, the
clouds between each puff.
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A Day with Mrs. Dalloway (and a Note on The Hours)
Fred Skolnik

The first thing that should strike the reader about Mrs. Dalloway is its technique. James Joyce was willing to
concede that the interior monologue of Ulysses – the phrases and half-phrases that drift through the minds of
Stephen Dedalus and Leopold Bloom – did not necessarily represent what actually went on in people’s heads; for
we do not think thoughts so much as feel and see them, at different levels of clarity and intensity, using the
phrases and half-phrases as signposts, unless we are making full-blown speeches to ourselves or engaging in
imaginary conversations. In Mrs. Dalloway Virginia Woolf did in fact come much closer than Joyce to
representing the actual stream of human consciousness, by placing herself at the service of her characters and
articulating, in a kind of melodic line just above their own lines of thought, what they saw and felt but did not
fully or coherently verbalize – in a manner that has become pretty much the standard in modern literature for
writing from a character’s point of view. That was the technique, and this is what it sounds like:

What a lark! What a plunge! For so it had always seemed to her, when, with a little squeak of the
hinges, which she could hear now, she had burst open the French windows and plunged at
Bourton into the open air. How fresh, how calm, stiller than this of course, the air was in the early
morning; like the flap of a wave; the kiss of a wave; chill and sharp and yet (for a girl of eighteen as
she then was) solemn, feeling as she did, standing there at the open window, that something awful
was about to happen; looking at the flowers, at the trees with the smoke winding off them and the
rooks rising, falling; standing and looking until Peter Walsh said, “Musing among the vegetables?”
– was that it? – “I prefer men to cauliflowers” – was that it? He must have said it at breakfast one
morning when she had gone out on to the terrace – Peter Walsh.

Woolf had wanted to put a great deal into this novel: the war, the modern world, the British Empire, English
society, women, mental illness, time, death and, above all, what it meant to be alive, the vital moments where
memory mingles with desire in the detritus of the everyday world, and so the novel begins on a trivial note –
Mrs. Dalloway is throwing another of her parties and is going to buy the flowers herself – and then she is on her
way to the florist on Bond Street and a car stops at the curb and an important-looking figure is seen at the
window for a moment and there is rumor and speculation all around about who it might be – the Prince of
Wales, the Queen, the Prime Minister – for even after the car was gone, “it had left a slight ripple … grazed
something very profound.”
The car is a symbol, as is the important person sitting inside it, and there will be other symbols throughout
the novel: a plane writing in the sky, Big Ben striking the hour, flowers, water. Students of the novel have always
pointed to the objective meaning of these symbols – the car and its passenger a symbol of empire (“greatness was
passing”) as well as of the coming of the modern world, the plane another symbol of the new world but also a
reminder of the recent war, Big Ben for the passage of time, flowers and water for life itself – but in each case the
meaning of the symbol is subjective too. This is the second element of Woolf’s technique. Literary symbolism
had always been a kind of algebraic shorthand through which the author conversed with the reader behind the
backs of his characters, setting up a number of equivalencies that were meant to underscore or reinforce his
themes. Anna Karenina does not know that the train that kills her symbolizes society in all its relentless and
brutal force, crushing whatever does not conform to its conventions. Santiago does not know that he is imitating
Christ when he collapses with the mast across his shoulders in The Old Man and the Sea. The temptation to use
such transcendent or objective symbols has always been irresistible, for they say so much with such a small
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‘A symbol then is a center of feeling in the unconscious mind – a subjective correlative, if
you like – around which are gathered great complexes of memory in vast chains of
association, yielding the essence of a life.’
_____
expenditure of literary capital. But unless such symbols have meaning for the characters themselves, they are
arid, lifeless, totally divorced from the manner in which symbols operate in human consciousness.
It was Proust who demonstrated how symbols actually do work. I am referring of course to the petite
madeleine in Remembrance of Things Past. The memory of the petite madeleine, its taste, its texture, unlocks
Marcel’s past. A symbol then is a center of feeling in the unconscious mind – a subjective correlative, if you like –
around which are gathered great complexes of memory in vast chains of association, yielding the essence of a
life. For Clarissa Dalloway it is perhaps the “squeak of the hinges” of the French windows that became fixed in
her mind as one such center of feeling, subsuming the memory of the calm, chill early-morning air and the
image of the wave, and the memory of Peter Walsh on a certain day when she was just eighteen. But it is not
only the mind of Clarissa Dalloway that Woolf enters, it is Peter Walsh’s too and her husband Richard’s and her
old friend Sally Seton’s whom she had kissed and others too like Septimus Warren Smith and his little Italian
wife, Lucrezia, who whisks him away to Regent’s Park, for he is not well, he has said he will kill himself, and then
the plane high up in the sky and there is speculation about what the letters it is writing stand for, for it is not
clear – perhaps toffee – and we find ourselves inside the heads of other people as well, all watching the plane –
and Lucrezia and Septimus see it too and then the plane shoots away “till it was nothing but a bright spark; an
aspiration; a concentration; a symbol …”
It is Peter Walsh who notices Septimus and Lucrezia in the park. He is just back from India and has been to
see Clarissa, whom he loved when they were young and still loves today, but she had chosen the more solid
Richard Dalloway, a Conservative Member of Parliament now, who “smelled of the stables” and “cared only for
dogs,” but of all that lot seemed to be the best. Peter is back from India after a long absence to see about
arranging a divorce for a woman less than half his age with two children whom he wants to marry. He has had a
lackluster career over there as a minor official. In the eyes of those who count he is a failure, but through him we
see too the rottenness of English society, the priggishness, the snobbery, the pompousness, the bowing and
scraping, the toadying, the insincerity. Even Clarissa Dalloway isn’t spared for the way she “frittered her time
away, lunching, dining, giving these incessant parties of hers, talking nonsense, sayings things she didn’t mean,
blunting the edge of her mind, losing her discrimination.” But this is her life, and in the end she will affirm it,
just as Peter Walsh will affirm his, for “what she loved was this, here, now, in front of her”:

In people’s eyes, in the swing, tramp, and trudge; in the bellow and the uproar; the carriages,
motor cars, omnibuses, vans, sandwich men shuffling and swinging; brass bands; barrel organs; in
the triumph and the jingle and the strange high singing of some aeroplane overhead was what she
loved; life; London; this moment of June.

It is this affirmation that the novel embraces. The events are inconsequential. It is a single day in Clarissa
Dalloway’s life, lived in the minds of Woolf’s characters as they move through London. The year is 1923. The
dark note is struck by Septimus Smith, a shell-shocked veteran of World War I. Clarissa does not encounter him;
she will hear about his suicide toward the end of the novel, at her party, from the psychiatrist who treated him.
In Regent’s Park he sits beside his wife talking to himself, explaining to her “how wicked people were; how he
could see them making up lies as they passed in the street. He knew all their thoughts, he said; he knew
everything. He knew the meaning of the world, he said”:
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The supreme secret must be told to the Cabinet; first that trees are alive; next there is no crime;
next love, universal love, he muttered, gasping, trembling, painfully drawing out these profound
truths which needed, so deep were they, so difficult, an immense effort to speak out, but the world
was entirely changed by them for ever.
… this gradual drawing together of everything to one centre before his eyes, as if some horror had
come almost to the surface and was about to burst into flames, terrified him.

It is of course impossible to read the story of Septimus Smith without reference to Virginia Woolf’s own
suicide. She had in fact originally planned to have Clarissa Dalloway kill herself, at her party, and therefore, just
as Woolf would turn her own suicide into an affirmation, so Clarissa will affirm Septimus’s suicide when she
hears about it:

A thing there was that mattered; a thing, wreathed about with chatter, defaced, obscured in her
own life, let drop every day in corruption, lies, chatter. This he had preserved. Death was defiance.
Death was an attempt to communicate; people feeling the impossibility of reaching the
centre which, mystically, evaded them; closeness drew apart; rapture faded, one was alone. There
was an embrace in death.
But this young man who had killed himself – had he plunged holding his treasure? “If it were now
to die, ‘twere now to be most happy,” she had said to herself once …
… but she did not pity him…. She felt somehow very like him – the young man who had killed
himself. She felt glad that he had done it; thrown it away. The clock was striking. The leaden
circles dissolved in the air. He made her feel the beauty …
For suppose, she thought, he had had that passion, and had gone to Sir William Bradshaw, a great
doctor yet to her obscurely evil, without sex or lust, extremely polite to women, but capable of
some indescribable outrage – forcing your soul, that was it – if this young man had gone to him,
and Sir William had impressed him, like that, with his power, might he not then have said (indeed
she felt it now), Life is made intolerable; they make life intolerable, men like that?

(“Human nature is on you,” Septimus would say. “Holmes and Bradshaw are on you.” He was in their power, he
said, echoing Woolf’s feelings about her own doctors. He did not want to die. Life was good. So he waited to the
last moment when the doctor came before throwing himself out of the window.)
The novel moves forward as the day progresses, marked always by the sounding of Big Ben (“first the
warning, musical; then the hour, irrevocable”) and moving back and forth in time as Clarissa and Peter Walsh
remember separately the time they spent together at Bourton, her family’s summer home, and reflect on their
own and one another’s lives. “Cold, heartless, a prude,” he had called her, and she had known that marriage to
him would destroy her, destroy them both, for “in marriage a little licence, a little independence there must be
between people living together day in day out in the same house; which Richard gave her, and she him,” and yet
there was anguish still when she thought of him, “like an arrow sticking in the heart.”
Back home after her morning excursion to the florist’s, she is somewhat chagrined to learn that she has not
been invited to the luncheon that Richard will be attending at the home of Lady Bruton, and feels suddenly
shriveled, aged, empty. And then thoughts of love and her feelings for Sally Seton in that long-ago summer,
“going cold with excitement, and doing her hair in a kind of ecstasy,” and their exquisite kiss, and now Peter
Walsh back from India makes his appearance unannounced and the play of feeling between them and Peter
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bursting into tears at a certain moment, and then her daughter, Elizabeth, coming into the room and Peter
hastily leaving.
After the luncheon at Lady Bruton’s (“Power was hers, position, income. She had lived in the forefront of her
time”), where Richard Dalloway and Hugh Whitbread are enlisted to help compose a letter to the Times
concerning one of Lady Bruton’s pet projects – the emigration of “superfluous youth” to Canada – and where
Peter Walsh’s name comes up, causing Richard to remember that he had been in love with Clarissa, he decides
to return home to tell her, “in so many words,” that he loves her. But first he accompanies the “intolerably
pompous” Hugh Whitbread to a jeweler’s, where he wishes to buy a Spanish necklace for his wife, though not
without a display of arrogance toward the clerk that makes Richard wonder why people put up with such
behavior. Then a thought or two about England’s “detestable social system” as he buys roses for Clarissa and
thinks: “It was a great age in which to have lived. Indeed, his own life was a miracle; let him make no mistake
about it; here he was, in the prime of life, walking to his house in Westminster to tell Clarissa that he loved her.
Happiness is this, he thought.” But when he presents the flowers to her he somehow cannot say the words he
means to say, though he is sure she understands. And then a chat and he is off to the House of Commons and
his Committee on Albanians or Armenians, and an hour’s rest for Clarissa and so much going through her mind
and suddenly depressed thinking about how the two men – Peter and Richard – criticized her, laughed at her,
for her parties, one implying that she was a snob with her gatherings of great names and the other berating her
for generating so much excitement. But both were wrong to criticize her. “What she liked was simply life.” And
with this thought she was happy again; for the parties were an offering: “to combine, to create …”

An offering for the sake of offering, perhaps. Anyhow, it was her gift. Nothing else had she of the
slightest importance; could not think, write, even play the piano. She muddled Armenians and
Turks; loved success; hated discomfort; must be liked; talked oceans of nonsense: and to this day,
ask her what the Equator was, and she did not know. All the same, that one day should follow
another; Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday; that one should wake up in the morning; see the
sky; walk in the park; meet Hugh Whitbread; then suddenly in came Peter; then these roses; it was
enough. After that, how unbelievable death was! – that it must end; and no one in the whole world
would know how she had loved it all …

And then the party, and Clarissa is apprehensive at first, thinks it is a failure with everything falling flat but
then is relieved to see that it was going to be all right. “It had begun. It had started,” and they are all there: Lady
Bruton, and the psychiatrist Sir William Bradshaw with his awful story about the suicide, bringing death into
their midst, and Hugh Whitbread and of course Peter Walsh and even the once reckless Sally Seton, married
now to a bald man with cotton mills in Manchester and the mother of five boys, and the Prime Minister drops
by too. (“Nobody looked at him. They just went on talking, yet it was perfectly plain that they all knew, felt to the
marrow of their bones, this majesty passing; this symbol of what they all stood for, English society.”)
And Clarissa escorting the Prime Minister into the room, and Peter Walsh observing her:
Lolloping on the waves and braiding her tresses she seemed, having that gift still; to be; to exist; to
sum it all up in the moment as she passed; turned, caught her scarf in some other woman’s dress,
unhitched it, laughed, all with the most perfect ease and air of a creature floating in its element.
And then:
What is this terror? what is this ecstasy? he thought to himself. What is it that fills me with
extraordinary excitement?
It is Clarissa, he said.
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For there she was.
And that is all.
Rereading the novel today, I find that it has the same effect on me that it had nearly fifty years ago, though it
was in truth the figure of Septimus Smith that had stood out in my mind and Regent’s Park with its “soft, warm
air” and sparrows and squirrels that somehow came to represent for me the heart of the novel. I suppose this was
because it evoked the park of my childhood, Claremont Park in the Bronx, and the way it too had remained with
me as another of those centers of feeling, evoking the infinite possibilities of life, and I had even taken a stroll
through Regent’s Park early one morning when I was in London, up the Broad Walk and across to the lake, to
see if I would be moved in the same way as I was in the novel, but was a little disappointed to find that I was not.
Though Clarissa Dalloway belongs to England’s privileged class, there is nothing extraordinary or
distinguished about her, and she therefore becomes an Everywoman, or more precisely a vessel through which
life plays itself out, touching her “like a bee with honey, laden with the moment.” It is this life that is always
there, truly like a feast, outside us, but inside us too, and we carry it with us wherever we go so that it is in us
every minute of the day, awakened by sounds and sights and random thoughts like those that come to Mrs.
Dalloway. There is nothing beyond this, it is what we are within ourselves, and Virginia Woolf captured the
essence of such a life in a novel that must be called great.
***
Mrs. Dalloway was made into a film in 1997, with Vanessa Redgrave in the title role. A far more complex effort
is the film based on the Michael Cunningham novel. The great service that the cable companies inadvertently do
in their ongoing efforts to shortchange subscribers by showing the same films over and over again is to allow
them to view the occasional masterpiece more than once. The Hours is such a masterpiece and consequently I
was able to see it a number of times within a very short period. It is in truth a film that bears viewing a dozen
times, being the cinematic equivalent of a composition by Bach or, for that matter, by Philip Glass, whose music
provides the film’s score and enriches its texture immeasurably.
I had occasionally asked myself whether movies were literature. The Hours was one of the few films about
which I could say unequivocally that it was. Many years before, I had seen a very literal French adaptation of The
Stranger, but it had not achieved anything that came close to what Camus had done in the novel and this made
me wonder why. In fact, even a cinematic masterpiece like Taxi Driver, for example, would not have passed for
literature as a novel, for there is nothing in it beyond its surface. One need only compare it, again, with Camus’
novel, which deals with murder on a different plane, to understand the difference. Recently too I had seen
Tarantino’s Jackie Brown and once again, thanks to my cable provider, saw it a few more times for its brilliant
performances and sheer panache, but here too I realized that what works best on the screen is most often just
popular entertainment with nothing there beyond the “story” with its dramatic effects and a sense of spectacle.
For this reason I am always puzzled by the high standards that both professional and amateur critics – the
Rotten Tomatoes crowd on the Internet, for example – apply to such films, by how seriously they take them, by
their nitpicking, by their constant complaining about a lack of verisimilitude or motivation or even their banality
and sentimentality, all of which constitutes the essence of the Hollywood film, instead of just suspending
disbelief and enjoying them for what they are as I always do unless they are downright childish. If these solemn
moviegoers have such high standards, they might try reading books instead of watching so many movies.
In any case, one might say, almost by definition, that movies are not literature, though one would not think
to say such a thing about the theater, which resembles the film more than it does the novel. I suppose this is
because a play can be profitably read and even studied independently of its theatrical setting, becoming then a
literary text, whereas screenplays are rarely read that way. And yet here we have The Hours, which comes as
close to literature as a movie can, which resembles in fact a novel as much as it does a film. (I did not, however,
read the Michael Cunningham novel.)
The Hours follows the lives of three women during a single day in three different times and places, each
moving toward a final affirmation and having in common a connection to Mrs. Dalloway: Virginia Woolf
herself (Nicole Kidman) living outside London in 1923 as she composes the novel; Laura Brown (Julianne
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‘In her room, Virginia Woolf picks up her writing materials and writes a few words of
her new novel. The act of artistic creation depicted on the screen can have an electrifying
effect.’
_____
Moore), a suburban housewife in Los Angeles in 1951 as she reads the novel; and Clarissa Vaughan (Meryl
Streep), a book editor in New York City in 2001 living with another woman and named for the heroine of the
novel. Each begins her day like Clarissa Dalloway around the motif of flowers and, like Clarissa Dalloway, Laura
Brown and Clarissa Vaughan are involved in preparations for a party while Virginia Woolf is waiting for her
sister to arrive with her children for dinner. The acting is so good that of the three actresses, one would have to
say that Meryl Streep gives the least striking performance, as superb as it is. What Moore achieves by just staring
into space, with barely a change of expression to mirror her inner state, is simply phenomenal.
As the day progresses the scene shifts to focus on each of the women, first Virginia Woolf upstairs in her
study noting the flowers in the room and then Laura Brown receiving flowers from her husband and baking a
cake for his birthday in the company of her young son, and Clarissa Vaughan buying flowers for the party she is
throwing for her friend Richard, a poet dying from AIDS and due to receive a lifetime achievement award. Each
of the women is on tenterhooks, emotionally brittle, on the verge of breaking down. For Woolf, it is her chronic
mental condition (manic-depression), for Laura Brown her suffocating marriage, for Clarissa her unresolved
feelings toward the homosexual Richard, her former lover.
In her room, Virginia Woolf picks up her writing materials and writes a few words of her new novel. The act
of artistic creation depicted on the screen can have an electrifying effect. So it was in Vincent & Theo and Girl
with a Pearl Earring and so it is in The Hours with the writing of Mrs. Dalloway. “Leonard, I believe I may have a
first sentence,” says Virginia, and later: “A woman’s whole life in a single day. Just one day. And in that day her
whole life,” and, “I was going to kill my heroine. But I’ve changed my mind. I fear I may have to kill someone
else instead.” “And who will die? Tell me,” Leonard says. “The poet will die. The visionary,” Woolf replies.
This is Septimus in Mrs. Dalloway and Richard (Ed Harris) in the Clarissa Vaughan segment of the film.
Clarissa drops by to remind Richard about the party. Memories are reawakened. At the center of her emotional
life is the memory of a night they spent together in their college days which she thought would be the beginning
of everything that was to come but instead had been the thing itself and there would be nothing more. She is
distraught now, more so when a former male lover of Richard’s shows up and she breaks down crying for no
apparent reason. And Laura Brown is pregnant with a second child and a neighbor stops by on the way to the
hospital for tests for ovarian cancer and so much is in the air as the two women sit together trying to be brave
and Laura kisses her on the mouth and takes her son to a sitter where he screams when she leaves him and drives
to a hotel with her sleeping pills and Mrs. Dalloway and has a dream of herself carried into the sea as she lies on
the bed with the pills beside her.
Now it is almost dinnertime and Virginia’s sister arrives with her three children and a bird found dead is
buried (“There’s a time to die,” Virginia says, “and it may be the bird’s time ...”), and later Virginia slips out and
Leonard in a panic finds her at the railroad station and a heated exchange for Virginia wants to return to
London where she has twice attempted suicide because she has no life here and must live despite the risk and
Leonard agreeing and Laura Brown returning home and her husband waiting for her in bed and Laura staring
into space and Clarissa back at Richard’s to remind him again of the party and Richard telling her he’s only
stayed alive all these years for her and that it was time now to let go and time for her to live and throws himself
from the window.
And now the resolutions. Even at this late date I hesitate to reveal who Richard turns out to be, as it is a real
shocker that gives the film a jolting turn. Laura Brown, an aged woman now, turns up on Clarissa Vaughan’s
doorstep and tells her story: how she decided to live that day in the hotel and accordingly left her family after her
second child was born, left a note and got on a bus because she was dying there with a husband she did not love,
and lived all these years in Canada, and now had came back to mourn the dead poet Richard, who was her son
and hated her for what she had done. And Clarissa’s daughter embraces her in a gesture of compassion though
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Laura Brown cannot pretend to regret what she had to do, and Clarissa too embraces her lover on their bed and
decides to reclaim her life.
In the final scene, the epilogue set in 1941, as is the prologue, Woolf drowns herself and Nicole Kidman
recites the powerful coda from the letter she left behind: “To look life in the face…. Always to look life in the face
… and to know it for what it is. At last to know it. To love it for what it is, and then … to put it away. Leonard.
Always the years between us.… Always the years…. Always … the love.… Always … the hours.” With these
words, infinitely more moving when spoken, I feel that we have been taken to the heart of the matter: to love life
for what it is and then to put it away. Reading the words is not enough. They must be brought to life for their
truth and their power to be felt, and that is what The Hours achieves as a work of art.
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Fritz and Vicky
Jenni Wiltz

This story has no gentle beginning. No one named Ishmael, no truth universally acknowledged, no moocow, no
bright cold day in April. It was January, after all. There was nothing bright about it. The apartment’s metal
heating grate struggled to keep up with our need for warmth, clanging in a stutter-stepped staccato. Vulcan, I
thought, hammering lightning bolts with an arthritic shoulder. The gods weren’t all awake, though. Above us, a
starless gray sky showed us the inner eyelids of one who had dozed off.
Why, you ask?
I think he got tired of waiting for something to happen.

We lived on the second story, with a balcony that overlooked the pool. Yan, Silvya, and I shared a two-bedroom
apartment numbered 285. Angie and Holly lived across the pool, in a one-bedroom apartment numbered 269.
We shouted to each other instead of using the phone and gave our neighbors nicknames so we could talk about
them without them knowing it.
Yan and Silvya shared the first bedroom while I inhabited the second one alone. When we moved in, Silvya
went to Ace Hardware and asked to buy one nail so she could hang a crucifix over her bed. They gave her the
nail for free. I decorated with John William Waterhouse posters and fumed the night I realized someone had
taken a silver pen and drawn nipples on all the nymphs surrounding Hylas.
From our windows, we could wave to Casey, the Star Trek fan across the pool with a life-size Spock cut-out
staring out the sliding glass door. He made friends with us by tossing Otter Pops down to the poolside chairs
we’d claimed as our personal study space. He asked our advice on how to impress a girl in his chemistry class,
but none of us knew what to tell him. Yan had kissed a guy she met on IRC freshman year, and I’d made out
with a Jewish boy who’d been on MTV’s “Singled Out.” As far as Casey was concerned, we were no help at all.
We could also wave to Brian, the boy who lived alone at the far end of the pool. He had a record player and
speakers taller than elementary school children. Until I knew him, I had never heard a Led Zeppelin song. He
usually played “All of My Love” or “Fool in the Rain.” If I asked nicely, he would play “Going to California,” but
only once in a while because everyone else said it was too depressing. He lived next door to Dave, a tall grad
student from the Midwest who had no qualms about providing us with alcohol.
The pool was our social nexus, cordoned off by creaking metal gates that announced a walk of shame to
twenty of your closest friends and neighbors. Yan did it several times during fall quarter, her black platform
boots clomping on the concrete as she left Dave’s apartment before he got a chance to see what she looked like in
the morning. Later that winter, Silvya would do it more quietly when Dave mistook our apartment for Hugh
Hefner’s bullpen and exchanged one roommate for the other.
I avoided Dave. I had little to say to a biochemist who liked David Lynch movies. I’d only seen Twin
Peaks—or, to be more accurate, all the scenes without Bob in them, since the image of the grinning, stringyhaired killer mugging for the camera under a strobe light was enough to keep me in night sweats until daybreak.
I feared Bob about as much as I feared spiders, unprotected left turns, and drive-throughs of any kind, which is
to say, a lot.
But this isn’t a story about spiders or sandwiches ordered through speakers.
This story begins on a night filled with stars, bright as the klieg lights over a high school football field—the
kind that make the cheerleaders’ hair shine and the mesh half-shirts of the running backs shimmer when they
turn to salute the bleachers. I wore a purple brocade dress that looked more like a tablecloth than cocktail attire.
The neckline fell seven inches beneath my collarbone in the shape of a wishbone. Four fabric-covered buttons
trailed like breadcrumbs to the small of my back. They opened nothing.
The dress was a size five, one size smaller than I usually bought.
I was twenty and about to go on my first real date.
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‘Of all the boys who paraded through our poolyard, he was the one who made me look
away from Turgenev.’
_____
I’d seen him coming and going that fall with a group of boys who flirted with us while we sat by the pool. He
was a friend of Brian’s. His name was Alejandro, but because white people had trouble pronouncing it correctly,
he said I should just call him Alex. More than six feet tall and well over two hundred pounds, he had the creamy
skin of the Spanish who remained in Mexico long after its independence. In sushi restaurants, the chefs spoke to
him in Japanese, not realizing the slant of his eyes had come from Oaxaca rather than Osaka.
He dressed in plaid button shirts and khaki shorts and expensive sunglasses. When he stopped by the
complex, he would pound on Brian’s door and shout, “Ostia!” If Brian was home, the Led Zeppelin would soon
give way to Sublime or Bob Marley. If Brian wasn’t home, Alex would shake his head and say, “Chinga la
madre.”
I didn’t know what that meant.
The week before Thanksgiving, the girls and I cooked dinner and invited Brian and his friends. Yan made
Stove Top, I made Gram’s spiced apples, and Silvya made the Safeway brand of pasta shells and cream sauce. I
stood at the sink for almost an hour afterward. Alex told me later that he watched me the whole time, mystified
by the fact that I did nine people’s dishes without splashing any dishwater onto my white blouse.
The image stuck.
It stuck with such fixity that when we came back from Christmas break, he used Brian and Yan as gobetweens to arrange a meeting with me. I knew little about him except that he had just broken up with a longterm girlfriend named Scarlett. Of all the boys who paraded through our poolyard, he was the one who made
me look away from Turgenev. He walked with a slight bow to the legs, turned out at the thighs, like a cowboy.
Brian said Alex’s family lived in a house the government had seized from a Mexican drug dealer. The closest I’d
come to drugs was the ground-up ibuprofen my mom had put in my milkshakes when the orthodontist
tightened my braces.
I agreed to the meeting.
That Monday, we met for afternoon tea at Mishka’s. Six hours later, he drove me home so I wouldn’t have to
take the bus. On Tuesday, he met me after holocaust class in Wellman Lounge with a single white rose. On
Wednesday, he came over to the apartment to study for his chemistry test; I read Elie Wiesel and made him beef
stroganoff. On Thursday, he took me to Delta of Venus for Mexican hot chocolates. I was addicted instantly.
On Friday, he told me to be ready to go at five. “Wear something nice,” he said. “I have a surprise for you.”
We drove to San Francisco for dinner on the pier, followed by a performance of Phantom of the Opera at the
Curran. It was the first time I’d eaten oysters and the first time I’d used Tabasco. I tugged at the shoulder straps
of my awkward purple dress and tried to sit up straight.
On the way home, Alex bought a bottle of red wine from a liquor store in Dixon with his fake ID. “Let’s go
to your place,” he said. I didn’t argue.
When we got back, we found Yan, Silvya, and Dave on the couch in the living room. Yan lay with her head
in Silvya’s lap as they two of them debated the hotness levels of various Melrose Place hunks. “We won’t ask
you,” Silvya said, “since you’re on a date.” I smiled and went to grab two mismatched wine glasses from the
kitchen. Alex and I took them onto the balcony and closed the sliding glass door. He poured the wine as the
glasses balanced on the rounded stucco ledge. “They’ll fall,” I said.
“They won’t.” He handed me a half-full glass.
I shivered. It was January and I was cold. “Take a drink,” he said. “It’ll help.”
The sharp tang of Merlot puckered my taste buds. “It’s good,” I lied.
He smiled and propped one arm over the balcony. “What did you think of the play?”
There was no substitute for Michael Crawford, that’s what I thought. Our Phantom had gamely tried to
imitate Crawford’s beautiful, breathy “Christine, I love you” at the end of the final scene, but he’d rushed the rise
and fall of the notes that made up the word “love,” the same way everyone but Jussi Björling rushed the final
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note of O soave faniculla in La Bohème. But it would be so unromantic to nitpick on this of all nights. I smiled.
“It was beautiful. Better than the book.”
“There’s a book?”
Shit. How many conversations had I killed by mentioning things like The Scarlet Pimpernel or Sir Philip
Sidney? Nobody ever understood my joke about Astrophil being George Jetson’s dog. There had to be
something I could talk about instead of books.
Nobody wants to date a girl who’s made of only paper and imagination.
I cast a net over the thoughts schooling in my brain. Think, you stupid girl. Why did you read that book in
the first place? Because of the opera house. I’d seen it, four years ago, when my uncle took me to Paris in the
hopes that my three years of high-school French could keep him from missing trains (yes) or ordering calf’s
brains (no). It was a gilded dream, a pastry made of stone. Chagall painted the ceiling and I’d seen it. Napoleon
crowned himself at the altar of Notre-Dame, and I’d breathed the same air. It was dense and thick, filled with
particles of stone shed from the columns and the carvings and the buttresses. I wanted to die with those
particles clinging to my lungs. But this wasn’t what a boy wanted to hear. It wasn’t sneaking out, smoking out,
cheating on a test, or doing donuts on someone’s lawn.
“There’s a book,” I said. “And it’s a mess.”
Alex unbuttoned his coat, sleek black wool with matte black buttons. My coat was ashy black nylon, puffy
and misshapen like a burned campfire marshmallow. I shivered again. “Aren’t you cold?”
“I’m Mexican. We’re warm-blooded.” He looked across the pool at Brian’s balcony. “Do you want to listen
to some music?”
I answered yes and left him on the balcony while I retrieved my tiny stereo and a black-jacketed CD. Sarah
Brightman’s voice fell over us like a bell jar. “Tell me what you’re thinking about right now,” he said with a
smile.
I looked away.
The answer was the sky. The stars. High school, sophomore year, the time our teacher took us on a
nighttime field trip to the Grove Theater in Carmel, an outdoor amphitheater, where we huddled in parkas and
watched Julius Caesar. After we studied the play, we had a Roman banquet in the school library, costumes and
all. Most kids threw faded flowered sheets over one shoulder and belted them to make them stay put. My mom
bought me a pristine white sheet and sewed me a fitted toga trimmed in teal ribbon. When we read A Man for
all Seasons freshman year, some classmates and I did a presentation on Henry VIII and dressed up as his wives.
Mom altered an old bridesmaid’s dress, a blue lace monstrosity. She put long sleeves on it, the kind that belled
out to hide Anne Boleyn’s sixth finger. She made a stiff, stand-up collar out of felt, trimmed with three rows of
silver braid.
She never told me anything about shaving my legs. She signed the school’s sex ed permission slip and when I
turned twelve, she gave me a pamphlet on getting your period. A week after she’d given it to me, a particular
brand of pad began appearing in the bathroom. As soon as they began disappearing, she bought a new pack
each month and put it in the bathroom cabinet without me having to ask. When I was sixteen and we’d moved
into a new house that dented the family finances, she told me there would still be money for a prom dress if I
needed it. I looked away. I was too embarrassed to tell her that no one had asked me.
“My mother,” I answered.
“Mine sent me to military school.”
“Why?”
His front teeth buckled a little, like when tree roots teepee sidewalks. “I didn’t have my shit together,” he said.
“Isn’t that a parent’s job?”
“She didn’t have anything when my brothers and I were little. She owns her own business now. A trucking
company that she built herself.” He blinked and I saw that he felt guilty for something.
“My mom dropped out of college,” I said.
“How come?’
“My dad is one year older. He was done first.”
“You won’t do that.”
“No.”
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‘Somehow, the bottle of wine was more than half gone. I looked for my glass and found
it in my left hand.’
_____
He poured another inch of wine into his glass, gripping the bottle at its base. It would not have occurred to
me to hold it so close to its center of its gravity. I would have throttled it around its neck. “I asked the girls
about you,” he said as he refilled my glass. “They told me you were smart.”
Of course they did. It was all anyone ever said about me. In my senior year of high school, our AP Physics
teacher, Mr. Sweet, told the class that anyone who did a science fair project wouldn’t have to do regular lab work
for the rest of the year. My friend Jacintha and I took the bait—our lab results never measured up to our test
scores and this seemed like a good way to safeguard our A’s. We went to the Eastridge ice rink in San Jose and
used a tape measure and a hockey puck to prove the coefficient of friction. We did some other stuff, too, taping
skaters and using the frame-by-frame advance on my Mom’s Magnavox VCR to calculate their rates of rotation.
It broke the VCR, but it impressed Mr. Sweet. When we lost at the county science fair, he protested the judging
on our behalf.
After high school, Jacintha and I lost touch. She went to Emerson, where she wrote and produced programs
for the student television channel and eventually moved to Los Angeles to work in TV. In 2003, she sent me an
email. I almost missed it because I didn’t recognize the address—stardreamr24. We emailed back and forth for
a week, thousand-word-long diatribes on how our youth was no longer sonic. At the end of the week, I received
an email from that address, but it wasn’t from her. It had been sent by someone named Regina, a producer for
the CBS show “Still Standing.” Jacintha, she wrote, had been found dead on the side of the road in her car, cause
unknown. Regina had accessed Jacintha’s email to inform the few friends she could find. When the show
dedicated an episode to her, curious viewers posted their questions on IMDB. Who, they asked, was Jacintha
Van Dal? No one answered.
“Smart?” I said. “I guess so.”
Alex turned his head toward Abe Lincoln’s apartment. “I bet you got A’s in high school.”
I nodded.
“Did you ever get a B?”
“Pre-calculus.” I decided to keep the first semester of Honors Chemistry to myself.
“Goddamn.” His voice hardened like lacquer, sealing in bitterness that would have otherwise evaporated.
“Do you understand what you can do when you’re smart like that?” He kicked the balcony. “You could do
anything. You could have anything.”
“You just have to try. That’s all I do.”
“It’s not possible.”
“Maybe no one’s ever shown you how.”
Somehow, the bottle of wine was more than half gone. I looked for my glass and found it in my left hand.
“I’m tipsy,” I said. I could see by the rim of my glass that I had no lipstick left on; it had all been transferred to
the glass in a feathered half-moon. Someone had glued my contact lenses to my eyes.
I shivered and pulled my coat closer. “It’s cold,” I said. “I don’t know why I’m always cold.”
“Come here,” Alex said, opening his arms.
I fell into him with the weight of an elevator plunging twenty floors, one for every year. My arms twined
around him beneath his unbuttoned coat. He bent his head a full foot closer to the ground and kissed me.
Latched together, we spun and knocked over one of the goblets. The ping and crash of breaking glass was a
soprano to the alto of my shoe, scraping the ground as he lifted me off my feet. I had never left the ground
before. There had never been another person I could lean on, that I had trusted to lift me.
It would all be different now. I would teach him how to be smart and he would teach me how to be alive.
We stumbled through the sliding glass door to my bedroom, shuffling over carpet the color of a faded
chalkboard. He collapsed onto the bed and pulled me down with him. I huddled against him and vowed I
would sleep in my contact lenses because he would probably disappear if I did something as ordinary as reach
for bottles with names like Miraflow and AoSept.
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I had never slept beside anyone except my sister, in a queen-sized hotel bed on family vacations. I did not
know there is a geometry to sleep, to the precise arrangements in which elbows and knees and faces must be
attuned in order for two people to sleep in a twin bed. Heads must be at a slightly different level so exhaled
breath does not choke or blind the other person. Knees cannot be bent acutely or you risk clobbering the other
person. Sleeping with arms around one another is all well and good until those appendages fall asleep—then
you’re forced to disturb the other person to pull a tingling lump of flesh back to your own side.
Eventually I gave up. I lay on my side, head tucked into his neck. I didn’t sleep until he got up, sometime
after the sun began to filter through my bent blinds. After he left, I slipped into a deep and dreamless sleep.

We spent spring break apart, the first time we’d been away from each other for more than a night at a time. I
went home to Salinas and Alex went to Newport Beach, where a friend of his went to school. The night we got
back, we huddled together in his bed without sleeping. He whispered, “I love you,” over and over, pressing soft
kisses to my forehead and cheeks. He ran his hands through my hair and touched my face and pulled me always
closer. He told me to put my head on his shoulder because he liked going to sleep knowing I was there. Every
time I moved, he would gather me up and whisper he loved me and gently kiss my forehead or my hair. During
one sleepless interlude, he told me that his brother had gotten engaged that week, to a girlfriend who took good
care of him. “Like you and me,” he said.
The next day was a Monday. He met me outside of my linguistics class and proposed we spend the weekend
museum-hopping in San Francisco. He said we should have a picnic lunch, smoke pot, and go to the laserium.
Because I’d never done it, he tried to explain smoking pot to me. He said it was like being drunk without losing
control or getting sick. “Sometimes you just don’t want to be yourself,” he said. “This is how you do that.”
On Tuesday, Yan and Silvya and I were at Angie and Holly’s place after dinner. “Wonderwall” boomed from
the stereo, but not loud enough to disguise a familiar knock: five fast then two slow beats. I smiled before I even
saw him. I wanted to sit beside him and whisper into his ear that I’d thought about him eight hundred times
since that morning. My coat had lain over his on a chair overnight; now, all day, even in Holocaust class, the
scent of his cologne made me giddy with love and anticipation. I hadn’t meant to smile when Chaim
Rumkowski failed to save the Lodz ghetto. But the world was made of things that twinned, so wasn’t it the surest
sign of hope that as I studied the cruelty of mankind, I was also experiencing the best?
I raked my bottom lip with my front teeth to give it color.
Angie opened the door. Alex brushed by her and flung himself down in a chair in the corner. He said
nothing to me, to anyone, and he made no move to take off his coat despite the clanging heating grate in the
corner of the room. A day’s worth of stubble dotted his face, a snowslope pocked with thin, leafless, lifeless trees.
“Hey,” Silvya said. “Aren’t you going to say hi to your girlfriend?”
He did not respond.
The marrow in my bones turned to mercury. My face burned with the slap and I felt the other girls’ gazes
make an invisible cat’s cradle between us.
In her tinny little girl’s voice, Angie asked him about one of his roommates. He gave monosyllabic answers
and refused to look at any of us.
The six-disc stereo was set to “random” and once Oasis had sung, the ratcheting click of the CD drawers
rotating kept the room from falling silent. A new disc slid into place. Aqua’s “Barbie Girl” filled the room with
plasticine sound. “God,” Alex said, “why do you guys listen to such complete and utter shit?”
It was our turn not to answer.
A few minutes later, Alex asked Angie to take him to get some alcohol. She agreed. Once the car had left the
parking lot, I went to stand on Angie’s balcony. I couldn’t stay inside that room and listen to the other girls
reassure me or, worse yet, listen to them pretend the scene had not happened. I was from Salinas. I was familiar
with the stale heat called “earthquake weather” and the sharp, sudden jolt that destroyed hundred-year-old
foundations in an instant.
I paced the balcony until they returned twenty minutes later. Alex gripped a whisky bottle by its neck, the
paper bag already discarded. I looked up at him, a hesitant smile ready to bloom on my face. He ignored it and
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pushed past me. I closed the front door behind me and tailed him into the kitchen. By the time I got there, the
bottle was already at the Prime Meridian.
I called his name softly.
He didn’t hear me or he did and he pretended not to.
I called his name again.
The whiskey sloshed in the bottle as he opened his mouth for more.
I did not try a third time.
He only spoke once the door had closed behind me. Loud, sharp, and animated, his voice described the
beautiful breasts of a woman he’d seen in Playboy. He said he’d like to fuck her from behind. That that was
what a real woman looked like, what every man wanted. I pressed my palm to the door for fifteen minutes as he
described, in detail, what he wanted to do to her. Later, from my bedroom window, I saw Alex and Angie and
Yan leave for a bar, the bottle still clutched in Alex’s hand.
The next day, Wednesday, I sat at the kitchen table with Primo Levi spine-flat in front of me. The book had
to be finished by Thursday, but every time I read a sentence, I had to read it again. The words all ran together.
A feathered wing of scenes flicked poor Primo’s words out of my brain. A new life, born in a matter of
weeks. Him, teaching me how to swear in Spanish. Him, playing “Sloop John B” five hundred times as he
learned to play guitar. Me, taking him to my favorite spot in the arboretum where an abandoned retaining wall
lay covered in moss. Me, sitting on top of a washing machine in the laundry room, waiting for his dryer, telling
him the story of the Hundred Years’ War to pass the time. “Fuck that,” he said, when I got to Agincourt.
“Horse or no horse, someone points a longbow at you, you run.”
He had a point.
I should have listened.
As I blinked and turned the page, I heard him across the pool. “Ostia!” he yelled, banging on Brian’s door.
“Kashmir” scratched to a halt. Brian’s door opened and thudded shut. I heard nothing more from that side of
the pool.
On Thursday, he reappeared and knocked on my door at two in the afternoon. He had shaved. He wore a
blue-and-red-plaid short-sleeved shirt, khaki shorts, and Birkenstocks. In his hands were two plastic bags that
said “Have a Nice Day” in red cursive.
I stood in the doorway.
He looked past me to the couch. “Can I come in?”
“No one’s home.”
“I brought you something.” He held up the plastic bags. “Can I bring them in?”
I moved out of the doorway.
He set the bags down on the coffee table, then lifted out a Styrofoam container with a large order of wor
wonton soup from our favorite Chinese restaurant. Beside it sat a smaller Styrofoam dish with an order of
gyoza. The other bag held two cartons and a DVD from 49er Video. The DVD was The Crucible. I bit my lip.
If this were an apology, he’d have brought something he wanted to watch, too, like Jackie Brown or Die Hard.
“I want to talk to you,” he said. “I don’t know how to do this.”
I sat down in a chair instead of beside him on the couch. “Do what?” I whispered.
“Sometimes I feel evil. For the things I do to you.”
“Then don’t do those things.”
“They’ve already been done.”
Then I understood. “Talking” was not what he had come here to do. Talking implied there was a
compromise to be found, a reason to continue. This was not talking. Behind him, the red-headed woman in My
Sweet Rose held a flower to her face as if it were the last time she would ever do it.
“I’m sorry,” he said. “I’m not like you.”
On the carpet near my feet, I saw an amoeba-shaped stain. Someone had spilled Coke on the rug again. I
pawed at it with my toe.
“I want you to cuss me out or slap me or tell me to get the hell out.”
I looked up at him. “I don’t understand.”
“You can’t help the way you are. You shouldn’t have to.”
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“Someone spilled.”
“You’re different.”
I held out my hand to point at the stain. My fingers shook. I blinked and my contact lenses didn’t move.
“What happened?”
His shoulders sagged like rafters stacked too high. “Aren’t you going to say anything?”
My bones held my body upright through force of habit. Everything inside them had died.
“You should eat something. You’ll feel better.” He pinched the plastic lid off the Styrofoam cup of soup.
“Doesn’t that smell good? I got you chow fun.”
He pulled two spoons out of the white plastic bag and reached for the remote.

When Yan and Silvya came home from class, I lay on the couch with my back to the door. The Chinese food lay
untouched on the coffee table. They turned off the stereo, which had been programmed to play nothing but E
lucevan le stelle (Plácido Domingo’s version—he knew Cavaradossi was going to die). I didn’t have to say a
word. They already knew everything. Angie and Holly and Brian and Dave knew everything, too. The garbage
man and the maintenance crew and FAST (the Fat Asian Swim Team, apartment 270) probably knew
everything, too. Yan and Silvya woke me up and told me the truth and hoped it would make me stop crying.
Here is the truth.
Last week, during spring break, Yan had gone home with Angie, to her parents’ house in Inglewood. After
visiting Venice Beach and the Chinese theater, they had gone to Newport Beach to meet up with Alex and his
friend at the friend’s posh beach house. They all drank tequila with salt and lime. Angie and Alex went into a
bedroom and closed the door. Her tongue stud was so new she still had to gargle twice a day with salt water.
On Sunday, when we came back to school, Alex worried that the secret might get out. Angie, who had
promised not to tell, told Yan who told Silvya who told Brian who told Dave.
Alex needed to know when the other glass slipper would drop.
On Monday night, before we went to sleep over at his place, we stopped at mine so I could take a shower and
grab clothes for the next day. While I was in the shower, he opened the slim blue diary in my nightstand drawer,
the one with a picture of a Bouguereau angel on the cover and the $2.99 price tag stuck on the back cover.
When he opened it, he turned to January 28 instead of March 28. He read about a rainy morning we passed
indoors with chorizo sausage and eggs for breakfast. He read about the afternoon we spent studying. He read
about the study break that began in the living room and progressed into the bedroom. He read the part that he’d
kept himself from remembering. He read that I’d said no. He read that I hadn’t wanted to. He read that I’d
asked him to stop, that two weeks of dating wasn’t enough. He read that beer, boredom, and twice my body
weight made him invincible. He read that I gave up. He read that I turned my head, closed my eyes, and
thought of England.
He didn’t know what that meant.
What he should have known is that the words themselves aren’t important. It doesn’t matter whether Queen
Victoria ever spoke them. It doesn’t matter whether her daughter, Vicky, listened or obeyed. It doesn’t matter
that Fritz loved her. What matters is that Fritz and Vicky’s firstborn son came out of the womb with a withered
arm and a desiccated soul. He hated himself and his mother and his whole life, and more than 15 million people
may have died because of it.
Love doesn’t matter when it poisons everything it touches.

I cried.
I poured vodka into Grape Kool-Aid and drank it for dinner.
I wrote him letters. I tore them up. I wrote them again.
I promised him I would become someone else.
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I listened to his voice on Brian’s balcony. He brought over asparagus and they grilled it. They offered some
to everyone who walked by.
I wondered why my parents had never told me anything useful about life.
I dyed my hair black and when people asked why, I told them I had lost a bet.
I walked three blocks to the children’s park, sat in the swings, and cried. At midnight. At noon. At three
p.m. At any time I couldn’t bear to see his car or hear him with Brian or see him going into Angie and Holly’s
apartment.
I wished I were someone else.
I wished he was someone else.
I wished I’d bought a diary with a lock.
I wished the world weren’t so full of assholes.
I wrote a paper for my holocaust class about women in Auschwitz.
I washed my hair five times in a row so the black would come out faster.

The Thursday night before Memorial Day weekend, the girls and I went bowling in Woodland. I hadn’t wanted
to come, but Yan pulled me off the couch. “Get a grip,” she said. “You need to get out more.” So I sat in the
orange plastic chair, by the scoreboard, and watched everyone else roll gutterballs. My fingernails were too long
for bowling. I felt like the pins.
After the rest of the girls worked up an appetite, we stopped at IHOP. I’d eaten little but vodka and cereal for
a month. My stomach wasn’t used to greasy sausage and real butter. I chewed slowly, re-learning the texture of
a pancake. When we got back to the apartment, I felt queasy and went straight to bed.
It was still night when I woke up. Blue light fell on my bedspread, filtered through two pine trees and white
plastic blinds. I blinked. The bedspread moved but I hadn’t. I tried to roll over, but something stopped me. A
big thing, hard, like a rock or a car or a dog. I blinked again. It was none of those things. It was a person.
I moved to the edge of the bed so he could lie down. He flicked off his shoes and stretched his legs beneath
the covers. He was so tall that his feet hung off the edge unless he pulled them toward his chest. He drew the
bedspread to his chin and lay facing me, eyes slanted and dark and open. He did not blink. I stared at him,
waiting for him to say something. But he didn’t say anything. He just put his head down and went to sleep.
I rolled over and squeezed my arms to my chest, pressing myself into the smallest possible space. He did not
touch me. No arm flung over me in restless sleep, no toe rubbing the back of my knee, no lips pressed to the
nape of my neck.
When the light turned from blue to white, he got up and left the room.
I slept until noon, then took a shower.

The complex emptied for Memorial Day weekend. Its inhabitants scattered like ants, clanging the pool gates as
they fled to beaches, mountains, malls, or their mothers’ kitchens. I read “The Wayfarer” and “The Dream of
the Rood” for my Medieval Lit class and imagined the clanging gates were the sound of warriors’ iron-forged
swords.
Silvya and I rode out the apocalypse together. We had nowhere to go and our parents refused to pick us up
until school was out, so we spent the day in silence, studying. I passed by her chair and saw the open notebook
propped against her knees. The page was mostly blank, with a few doodles of graphite stars. She liked to talk
about having her own place, just so she could paint the ceiling midnight blue and plaster it with stick-on glowin-the-dark stars.
At night, we sat at the kitchen table for a spaghetti dinner and a bottle of wine Dave had left behind. I twirled
my spaghetti on a fork with bent tines and asked her how she was doing. She told me that she was in danger of
failing o-chem. She said she didn’t want to be a doctor after all, but it would break her parents’ hearts if she
changed course now. She said Indian girls had two choices: become a wife or become a doctor.
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I asked her how things were between her and Dave. “Over,” she said. “How are things with you and Alex?”
The same, I said.
“Are you okay?”
I lied and told her I was fine.
“Do you know what you’re going to do this summer?”
“It doesn’t matter.”
“Why not?”
“I still love him.” I told her that I breathed his name in prayer every night until I fell asleep, that the protons
and neutrons and electrons in my body aligned at the sight of him. God must know this, I said, because he let me
dream him into being, on Thursday night, in my room, sitting on my bed.
“I know,” Silvya said. “I’m the one who let him in.”

Six years later, in 2004, Silvya gave me a framed art print for Christmas. It was a Bouguereau painting, titled
“Innocence,” of a woman who looks exactly like me, dressed as the Virgin Mary and holding a baby and a lamb.
There are some memories we can’t escape, not even among our friends.
There were things Silvya couldn’t escape, either. She did not go to medical school. On July 18, 2009, she
broke into the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory at Stanford, where she’d worked until earlier that month.
She destroyed $500,000 worth of crystal proteins stored there and left several Post-its at the scene to claim
responsibility, all signed “X Black.” She fled. The FBI launched a search and arrested her a few weeks later in
Menlo Park. When they asked her who X Black was, she said it was her alter-ego. When they asked her why she
did it, she said she had to do something to reverse the lab’s karma. Bad things had happened there, she said.
A few internet conspiracy theorists claim that what she really destroyed is an inter-dimensional
communication device, something the Kremlin calls a “Radio to God.” One such theorist describes her as “one
of our World’s most foremost experts on advanced crystal growth.” This person believes Silvya rightly destroyed
the very crystals that would allow mankind to talk to God. X Black, the woman reminds us, is one of the “oldest
and most sacred terms” for Lucifer.
Silvya is not Lucifer. Silvya is a beautiful girl with enormous eyes, smooth, dark skin, and white teeth. She
attended mass twice a week. She liked R&B music. We called her “Sporty Spice” because she liked track pants
with racing stripes. She was not working for the Kremlin or using protein crystals for time travel.
When I think of Silvya, I think of Dave and Yan and the walks of shame and what it must to do a woman to
know that a man loved her best friend first. I think of “Fire, Water, Burn,” the Bloodhound Gang song we
listened to sophomore year, the one where the singer says, “I’m not black like Barry White, no, I am white like
Frank Black is.” We laughed and laughed and sang it out loud (we don’t need no water, let the motherfucker
burn) and I wonder if those moments stayed in Silvya’s mind, too. If she remembers things that happened that
shouldn’t have happened, if she and Dave enacted a scene like mine and Alex’s, if these things linger and simmer
below a surface that only looks stable. As far as I know, she is still a guest of the nation.
Years later, Alex asked me if I remembered the night Silvya let him into our apartment. He said all he’d
wanted was to be held. He felt unhappy and unloved and needed the comfort of someone who cared for him.
He said he didn’t understand why I had turned my back on him.
The thought that he wanted to be held had never occurred to me. My only thought had been to give him
everything I could, including the space I occupied and the air I breathed and the blood that lodged inside of me
as my birthright.

There is no gentle ending here. This is only the beginning. Everything can be traced to one breath, one
moment, one whisper. Even the Hundred Years’ War started somewhere. Without that beginning, it is just a
long, bloody thing.
The rest of the story is ugly. It refuses to end.
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Even now, I can’t speak a man’s name in bed because the one that’s always on my lips is not the name of the
one who lies beside me. The one who provides for me. The one who loves me. That other name is a force of
habit, a tattoo, a scar that damaged my brain so badly that my lips shape a word I never wish to speak aloud
again.

The story shifts to other apartments, other houses, other methods of heating and cooling. The plot is a
record, skipping over the same deformed groove. It is a waste of life. The lies, the tears, the waitress, the
secretary, the party, the other party, the hills, the baby, the blood, the pills, the break, my break, my shame, my
eternal shame, the night, the turn, the end. I saw those stars, those glittering klieg-light stars, on another night,
too. One of them fell into the desert at my feet, and a night that began with two people ended with three.
The stars are bad luck for me now.
Jacintha and Silvya saw stars, too.
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New Books
Things you’ll want to read
The moment they fell into the water the waves caught them and dashed
them violently against the rocks, and the survivors on shore could perceive
the unfortunate creatures...struggling amidst the waves, and one by one
sinking under them.' (Hereford Times, 28 January 1854)
The wrecking of the RMS Tayleur made headlines nearly 60 years before
the Titanic. Both were run by the White Star Line, both were heralded as
the most splendid ships of their time – and both sank in tragic
circumstances on their maiden voyages.
On 19 January 1854 the Tayleur, a large merchant vessel, left Liverpool
for Australia; packed with hopeful emigrants, her hold stuffed with cargo.
On the 160th anniversary of the disaster, Gill Hoffs reveals new theories
behind the disaster and tells the stories of the passengers and crew on the
ill-fated vessel:
Captain John Noble, record breaking hero of the Gold Rush era.
Ship surgeon Robert Hannay Cunningham and his young family, on
their way to a new life among the prospectors of Tent City.
Samuel Carby, ex-convict, returning to the gold fields with his new wife – and a fortune sewn into her
corsets.
But the ship's revolutionary iron hull prevented its compasses from working. Lost in the Irish Sea, a storm
swept the Tayleur and the 650 people aboard towards a cliff, studded with rocks 'black as death'. What happened
next shocked the world.
'A fascinating, well researched account of this memorial shipwreck...Highly recommended.'
Richard Larn OBE, author of Lloyd's Shipwreck Index of Ireland and Great Britain.
'...a rare and unusual find...heartbreaking and humbling'
Joe Jackson, author of Atlantic Fever.
'A first class voyage of discovery...a detailed and vivid account of the shameful loss of the
Tayleur...in this skilful post-mortem of Victorian sea-going values.'
Dr Ronnie Scott, Centre for Open Studies, University of Glasgow.
'Gill Hoffs has given us a compelling, heart-rending read...RMS Tayleur is lost no more.'
Gregory Gibson, author of Demon of the Waters.
‘Gill Hoffs’ maiden voyage as a major nautical-historical author comes off wonderfully...a vivid
and frightening elegy.'
Marc Songini, author of The Lost Fleet.

Available from Pen and Sword Books.
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The author of Gone Again returns with another heart pounding thriller.
Meet Martha. It’s the first day of her new job as intern at Edinburgh’s
The Standard. But all’s not well at the ailing newspaper, and Martha is
carrying some serious baggage of her own.
Put straight onto the obituary page, she takes a call from a former
employee who seems to commit suicide while on the phone, something
which echoes with her own troubled past.
Setting in motion a frantic race around modern-day Edinburgh, The
Dead Beat races Martha’s desperate search for answers to the dark mystery
of her parents’ past. Soundtracked by and interspersed with a series of gigs
from the alternative music scene of her parents’ generation in the early 90s,
Doug Johnstone's latest page-turner is a wild ride of a thriller, and a perfect
follow-on to his #1 Kindle bestseller, Hit & Run.

‘Deeply poignant and compelling...it’s hard to take your eyes off the
page.’ Daily Mail
‘Excellent...sharp and moving.’
The Times
‘Calling to mind the best of Harlan Coben, Johnstone shows us how quickly an
ordinary life can take one dark turn and nothing is ever the same again.’
Megan Abbott, author of Dare Me and The End of Everything
‘Johnstone's books go from strength to strength...His talent lies not only in his
ability to write an excellent story extremely well, but also in the way he weaves it
into your head.’ Eurocrime
Doug Johnstone is the author of five novels, most recently the acclaimed Gone
Again. He is also a freelance journalist, a songwriter and musician, and has a
PhD in nuclear physics. He lives in Edinburgh.
For any further information please contact Sophie Portas, Publicity Manager, on
020 7927 3885 or email sophie.portas@faber.co.uk
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Mulberry Fork Prize

The 2014 Mulberry Fork Prize is now open. This year we will host one category: Short Story. For more
information about how to enter please visit Entry Guidelines. We also strongly suggest that you to read the Rules
of participation. The competition closing date is: Tuesday September 30, 2014 / Midnight (GMT).

First Prize – $1000
Second Prize – $500
Third Prize – $250
Highly Commended – 10 x $25
All winning and highly commended entries will be published in the Mulberry Fork Review Annual Print
Anthology. Writers will receive one free copy of the print anthology. Additional copies will be available at a
discounted rate.
Entry Fees: 1 entry $15 USD, 2 entries $28 USD, 3 entries $40 USD
You may enter the competition as many times as you like but you can only send three submissions at a time. If
you wish to submit more than three entries, complete the first transaction and then simply start another. Full
details on how to enter are available here: Enter Online.
Winners will be announced no later than November 1, 2014.
Ready to enter? Submit Your Story Here!
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Mulberry Fork Services
Mulberry Fork Review is developing a full range of services to suit the needs of our readers and fellow writers –
including full editorial services, consultancy, mentoring, creative writing workshops and tutorials. Additional
services will be added in the upcoming weeks. For now, have a look at our literary critique and editorial services.
We look forward to reading your work.

EDITORIAL
Writing can be a solitary process. It takes a great deal of self-discipline to shape a string of words into a
compelling, completed manuscript. It takes even more courage to send that manuscript into the world for
publication. Learning how to accept rejection is just part of the writing game, but it’s no wonder that writers
often become discouraged when they receive automatically generated, generic rejection letters from literary
journals and publishers offering nothing by way of explanation or critique. While we can certainly understand
why most literary journals and publishers don’t send personalized responses (the lack of funds and the sheer
volume of submissions are two good enough reasons), it doesn’t make it any less frustrating. We can’t promise
to make the automated rejection letters stop, but we can be there for you when you need an objective,
experienced editor to provide feedback about your work.
Literary Critique – Full Editorial Services
We offer a literary critique for writers who wish to receive detailed editorial comments and suggestions about
their work. Your manuscript will be read carefully and a Mulberry Fork Review Editor will provide a full line
edit, checking the basics – grammar, punctuation, spelling, style, tense, and also providing detailed suggestions
on ways you can improve more overarching issues like setting, plot, character development, point of view, and
dialogue. You will have an opportunity, at the time of submission, to ask specific questions about areas in which
you feel you need help. In this respect, all our literary critiques will be specifically tailored to suit the individual
needs of each writer. Pricing is set according to word length. Click Here, for more information. We look forward
to working with you.
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Rolling Print Anthology
The Rolling Print Anthology operates on a very simple basis: we are always open for submissions and just as
soon as we unearth enough brilliant fiction, we will go to press.
This is a paying market. If your work is accepted for the Rolling Anthology we will pay $5 and one free print
copy. It’s not a million or the moon but we will increase the pay as soon as finances permit. We think it is
important to pay writers. (We are writers so we WOULD think that, right? Right.)
There is no theme and all genres are welcome. Word count? How does anything from 250 to 20,000 sound? See
our Rolling Anthology Submission Guidelines for more information.
There are two ways to submit. Let us explain… Response time is 4 – 6 weeks. If that’s fine and dandy,
submission is 100% free. If you wish to prioritize your submission, you may submit using our Tip Jar in which
you deposit a voluntary $5 reading fee. This doesn’t guarantee acceptance. It does guarantee that we will respond
within a week and, if your submission isn’t accepted, we’ll send a thoughtful, detailed critique.
Now, send us your work please… we want something memorable to read. (Thank you!)
Submit to the Rolling Anthology for FREE with 4 – 6 week response time: HERE.
Submit to the Rolling Anthology for $5 voluntary reading fee for 1 week response and critique: HERE.
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